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O’Donovan to Announce New V.P. Soon

University Concerned About Release of Names of Candidates

At Last Minute

Hoya Starr WRITER

8y HEATHER BURKE
ora STAFF WRITER

Over the past two months the semi-annual Charity
jock Party has encountered several hurdles, includygthe initial denial of a one-day alcohol license by the
\lcohol Beverage Commission two weeks ago. But
ie event will proceed as planned today from noon to

1pm on the 1200 block of 37th Street since the ABC

janted Block Party’s organizers a liquor license at a
faring last Wednesday.
The ABC granted the one-day alcohol permit with
wo stipulations. First, the organizers should charge
1$10 admission fee. Secondly, the entrance fee
ackler fould allow patrons 21 and older to have two beers
stead of the three initially planned by the organizss, according to ABC spokeswoman Jacqueline
fallace of the D.C. Department of Consumer and
- Regulatory Affairs.
JTIGHES
“It is a fair solution that accommodates everyone,”
fie said.
Initially, the ABC had denied the license because
fe board felt that underage drinking was a serious
moblem and their policy was to not approve events
yhere people under 21 were present.
Organizer Mike Owens (MSB *00) said Block Party
nganizers agreed to these conditions and were
jeased with the ABC’s decision. “We felt that we
fave been treated fairly now that the event has gone
trough,”

er

he

“Ultimately,

said.

he will be leaving Georgetown effective July
1 to become the new president of the Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley, Calif.
Wackerman said yesterday that The Voice
“made a very bad error of judgment” by
publishing the names of the three finalists
yesterday.
“We were disappointed to see the story,”
Wackerman said. “They were aware that the
search was confidential but went ahead with
the story anyway. It is totally inappropriate
to share information about a confidential
search.”
:
According to Ben Martin (COL ’01), a

With the announcement of the vice
president of student affairs expected soon,
university officials are upset at a report
published Thursday in The Georgetown
Voice naming the search committee’s three
finalists.
:
The 12-member search committee has
submitted to University President Leo J.
O’Donovan, S.J., itsrecommendation of three

finalists to replace departing Dean of Students James A. Donahue. While there is no
deadline for naming Donahue’s successor,
O’Donovan is expected to announce his
decision before the end of the school year,

formation about
the
candidates
was confidential.
“It’s in the best
interests of the
school
and the
candidates,” said
Martin, who added

asked to sign any formal

shows that the event’s future remains tenuous and

hat critics will be scrutinizing the event.
“’'m hoping students will realize this will be a pivotal
Block Party,” ANC

Commissioner Matt Payne (COL

1) said. “Students should enjoy themselves responsbly. Any bumps in the road could sidetrack Block
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at least some of its Big East games on
campus instead of downtown at MCI

:

Director of White House Speechwriting Terry Edmonds addressed students Wednesday. 7
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The reason for the lengthy delay has
.

McDonough Gymnasium
additions and adjustments are made to
the Hilltop, the McDonough renovations will rise to the forefront. The
long-term renovation plans stipulate

tion projects that are more pressing, such
Quadimgs Pons
3 fe Sout

degrees and the seats will rise towards
each end which currently honors the

according to Lang.

areer

in

difficulty of becoming

€

rogram’s

a

renovations

involved

in govern-

his family asanda supment. He characterizedclass
told
family

portive but working
students he faced several hurdles on the
road to becoming the first black speechwriter
for a United States president. =
“I’m not gonna kid you and say it was easy,
especially because I faced some racial barriers along the way,” Edmonds said. “But if
you believe in yourself, achieving your goals
See EDMONDS,

». 9
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Currently, there are no plans to build

new MBNA Performing Arts Center.

even bigcould hold
a new arena that than
a renovated
ger crowds

At present, the university plans to

move many of the athletic offices that
now reside in McDonough to the new
stadium, freeing considerable space
within the gymnasium. With the extra
space, additional seats could be added
Big East crowds.
that could accommodate
Once the current building projects

j

h In bablished Teports in
2
town
hi
Post
The I
i
officials have cited space
for parking as well as space for the
P
stadium itself
:
See MCDONOUGH, ». 9
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that the court will be rotated about 90

Ryan Administration building to create a

and

|

i

he empathized with their concerns about the

Sg

_ Hoya Fig PHOTO

about the potential of playing some

to do with other on-campus construc-

housing projects of Baltimore, told students

0

i
i

While men’s basketball Head Coach
Craig Esherick is eager and excited
home games at an on-campus arena,
the renovations to McDonough would
not be made for at least five years,

Edmonds Discusses

In a speech with a group of Georgetown
House
of White
Director
students,
Speechwriting Terry Edmonds admitted to
being “much more comfortable behind the
pen than behind the podium.” He addressed
students at a lecture sponsored by the Lecture Fund on Tuesday.
Edmonds, who grew up in the Cherry Hill

Cc

AUC

|

Center, which seats just over 20,000.

Loan
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low the men’s basketball team to play
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®
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See VICE PRESIDENT, ». 8

for confi-

Gymnasium into a 5,500-seat arena.
This renovation would most likely al-

Jy

areer

said. “We

Georgetown University Athletic Director Joseph Lang recently announced renovation plans that would
transform 2,200-seat McDonough

By EmiLY NasH

New

a

By StepHEN OWENS

:

old

have

Hoya Starr WRITER

See BLOCK PARTY, ». 8

Wi

students

was going to be,” Michaels

confidentiality

are reasons

that the

To Be Renovated

nrties, the [Advisory Neighborhood Commission],

:

“There

believed

right to know who their next dean of students

McDonough Gym

lave seen the true colors of Block Party and realize

dlery

“We

Dean of Students
James A. Donahue

members were not
agreements.

.uting Editor Ryan Michaels (SFS ’02), was
based on the candidates’ applications, including a letter and resume from each of the
applicants. Michaels said that after discussing the issue with his editors, they
decided that the students should have the
information.

Hoya Fire PHOTO

that the committee

fie Mayor’s Special Events Task Group [which iswes the street-closing permit] and now the ABC
fiey can’t legitimately deny it.”
Yet the controversy surrounding the Block Party

cess,” the article, written by Voice Contrib-

plicitly that the in-

relevant

all of the

dentiality and it was broken. It was irresponsible journalism.”
Citing “internal documents obtained ...
from a source familiar with the search pro-

member
of the
search committee,
committee members were told ex-

according to University Spokesperson
Daniel Wackerman.
Donahue announced last November that

By Davip J. Wone

By Liz CARTEN
lence
For |

Seectar To ThE Hoya

(

ate students were sent an e-mail that contained information on the new career network.

By Ian A. PaLko

In an attempt to enhance Georgetown students’
resources and network relationships in the “real
world,” the MBNA

Career

Center

Hoya Starr WRITER

and the Alumni

Georgetown’s board of directors Chair-

Association have launched a site on the Web. This
site, the Georgetown

i:
a
: |
i
2

Career Network,

man

is a database

occupational and geographic profiruien

on Career Center and Alumni Association advise

2

:
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Students rode a stationery bike and shaved their legs Thursday in Red Square to raise |
money and awareness for their cross country trip to fight pediatric AIDS.
:
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involve the vocal student population in the

nll

manufacturing procedures of collegiate apparel contracted by apparel clothing magnate Nike, students from 14 colleges includa formal report of
ing Georgetown submitted

roup
s
0st
det

their findings to the corporation this week.

ular

with

Proto Courtesy Karn CHROBOG
A young girl living outside a Nike factory where college apparel is

Produced in the Dominican Republic.

a team of

PricewaterhouseCoopers

inspectors contracted by Nike. Traveling to
the Dominican Republic over spring break,
Chrobog

participated

in the audits

of two

Nike Team Sports contract factories special-

At the town hall meeting for students
on Wednesday, Zeigler said, “Our mission is to do three things: search for
candidates, screen the candidates and
then recommend one, or a number of
candidates, to the board of directors.”

He also characterized his position as

«one of the most important I've ever
yndertaken for the university.”
The 13 students who attended the
meeting in the Leavey Center posed

questions to the seven committee

members

about the processes and make-up of

fis Domne throughout the entirety

ing to the town hall,

i

ziegler made clear the preference of the

{

At the

cpmites in Bgu

SO

of directors for their December
2000 meeting, “but this is a fairly lengthy process,”
he said.

One student, Veronica T. Lerma (COL

(1) was Named to ‘the contmittee.

or above the local minimum wage.”

See FACTORIES, ». 11
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said that “the sanitary and safety conditions

conditions are really good, as well as the
overall working conditions. They are paid at

{i

!

INDEX

victories

safety

a Post

Jesuit priest.”

ing them factories.”
While Chrobog did indicate specific violations of both Nike’s Code of Conduct and
Dominican labor law in his report, he also

and

i

semester with the hope of recommend-

is taking a step to include students by show- |

sanitary

a candidate. “All

en BE
HERS ne
“we would not limit the search to a

:
:
upto No. 4 in the rankings

said. “The

opinions

rectors. The search committee will meet
during the summer break and into next

“Students have been the loudest critics
[of sweatshop labor],” said Chrobog. “Nike

“[The locals] prefer to work for Nike,”

expressed

and

brs

cording to Chrobog’s report.

Chrobog

ed

rm

0

Inside: Tre Hova

Karim Chrobog (SFS ’01) participated in ~~ deserve particular praise.”

this invitation to monitor Nike factories along

on

oS

F

e

ommend candidates to the board of di-

izing in the production of baseball caps for
“several major American brand labels,” ac-

After visiting Nike factories around the
world this semester as part of an initiative to

a new university

a wat

ing one or more candidates to the board

®

9
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evening.

would be to interview candidates and

od

Students on exactly how they should utilize the site.
See WEB SITE, ». 10

an-
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dur | Career Center feel this new service is a valuable research
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h Yonp: Ziegler (FLL °63), chairman of

provides servers with names from the database based on

ron
i

(CAS

students Wednesday

and

| latabase is managed by the Alumni Association and

prisk- | tool for students researching potential career fields.

Kennedy

held town hall meetings for staff, faculty

woessed by a university NetID and password. The

is

R.

:
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University President Leo J. O'Donovan,
S.J., who recently publicized his retirement effective June 30, 2001. Members of
the committee met Wednesday and then

ee
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John

nounced on Monday the formation of a
presidential search committee to replace

containing over 12,000 alumni, friends and parents
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Last week, all Georgetown undergraduate and gradu-
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Block Party Demands
The Georgetown community has finally found a
Rather we have united, and fought to rescue our

timeless tradition of celebrating the end of a semester in the name of charitable organization.
Block Party has been saved, by a group concerned
students, for our collective good.
Thus, it is time for the collective student body to

understand the magnitude of this privilege and react
to it. Anadministration awaits, a neighborhood com-

not mind waiting a few extra days to receive their
grades in exchange for a more effective and
rewarding educational experience.
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fundraiser to date.

strators last weekend.

except
causes
thesis
against

In fact, there was

no clear message

that the World Bank and IMF were somehow major
of all sorts of evil in the world. The lack of a clear
by the demonstrators made it impossible to argue
them.
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be proud if this
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JEFF AND DEBBIE SHICK,
Parents of David A. Shick
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However, if the overriding theme of the weekend was that
el
the World Bank is: indifferent world poverty, there wet
almost no grounds for a protest. Yes, there was a time inthe |
1980s when the bank turned away from its focus upon
poverty, but that is no longer the case. In fact, Preside
Wolfensohn of the World Bank has been one of the fe
international leaders during this time of prosperity to fous
consistently upon global poverty. If anyone doubts thi
they should go to the World Bank homepage and read tie
draft of World Development 2000 at www.worldbank.org/|
poverty, which is devoted primarily to world poverty.
Many of us are not apathetic, we would just like to foc |,
on tangible issues such as unsustainable debt rather thn |
abstract and unfounded condemnations of “global capt |

ta

In your editorial (“DC Riots: Apathy Prevails,” April 18,
p. 2) you accuse those students that did not attend the
weekend rallies against the World Bank and IMF downtown
as being uninterested in the issues being discussed. Even
those of us opposed to the message sent by the demonstrators (which one?) should have attended to convince them
that they were wrong.
I would like to offer another hypothesis: many of us
thought that the whole idea of the protest was rather silly.
Some Georgetown students are quite concerned about the
debt burden that many developing nations face, yet this was
not the message being expounded by most of the demon-

To THE EDITOR:
I am disappointed. I read the editorial published in the
April 18th issue berating Georgetown students (except
60 GSC students) for “sitting in their ivory tower” and not
participating in the “real activism” happening downtown
(“DC Riots: Apathy Prevails,” April 18, p.2). And I am REALLY disappointed. The truth is that real activism is
effective when it is EDUCATED activism. Ask most of
the protestors downtown why they are there, and they’ll
trumpet a variety of causes: sweatshop labor, animal
etc. Ask them

what the World

To THE EDITOR:

Editorial Board: Sarah Walsh, chair
Kristen

would

BLL Hauk (SFS 00)
Apri 18, 2000

been seriously dedicated in recent years to addressing|
the problem of poverty in Third World Countries. Th |
can’t tell you that the IMF won’t forgive African debi |
because it gives license to despots to keep aid for}
themselves.
y
I’m not elitist or anti-protest; I am, however,

anti-ign

I would like to make a brief comment on the incompetence of Georgetown’s administration. When recently
looking at my student account, I noticed that the Student
Primary Care Clinic had charged me $7,826,563.25 for a

3

rance. Until you can show me a demonstrator that has atl |
idea of what he or she is protesting against, please dont
criticize me and my fellow ivory tower residents for fot
participating in demonstrations that don’t know who thelr|
proper enemies are.
Suing Hsu ( SFS °01)
ApriL 18, 2000
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cancel this event, we

spring semester’s Block Party is the most successful char |

rT

To THE EDITOR:

Bank and the IMF are doing that is so offensive, and I’d
be surprised if they had an answer other than “global
capitalism.” They can’t tell you that the World Bank has

Sarah Walsh, Editor in Chief
Sean B. Gormley, Managing Editor

Ian:A Palko...
Anne RIIMaN.....

Rather than

Students Angered over Protest Editorial

rights, the environment,

TaekHova

So, when you party, remember

AE

often spoke of Hilltop tradition — academic and social.

causes no harm to anyone.

David, but also remember what happened to him and don't
let it happen again. Be responsible at all times,
be respectful
and be kind to each other no matter what your differences, |,

Ei

Another disturbing habit many professors have
recently developed is the assigning of papers that
are due during the final class period as well as
holding a final exam during the final exam period. In
addition to the obvious problem of overburdening
students with too much work at the end of the
semester, this trend robs students out of something
extremely valuable but sadly under-appreciated: the
most effective education possible.
While it is tempting to cast blame for these
injustices solely on the professors themselves, it is
important to acknowledge the difficult situation in

read numerous articles that link David’s death to alcohol.
The media seems compelled to focus on alcohol in every
article. None of these articles look beyond the obvious, to
the actual cause of David’s death. David did not die because
he had been drinking. David died of blunt force head trauma.
He was punched, fell backwards and hit his head on the
pavement. It was not alcohol that killed David, but a senseless act of violence.
On the heels of this tragic event, the Georgetown community has openly debated whether or not to support the end of
semester Block Party. We have read that out of respect for
David and his family, it would be appropriate to cancel this
event. Though we understand and appreciate the sentiment,
we do not agree that canceling the block party is the proper
way to honor David. David was so proud of Georgetown and

Canceling this traditional event would only serve to punish he
majority of Georgetown students, as well as the organizations /
that depend upon these charitable contributions, because of |
the violent actions of a few individuals.
It is up to each of you to show the rest of the world fh fh
Georgetown students are responsible young adults, tha it
is possible to have an event that is fun, benefits others ad

LIT

before exams.

since our son’s death, we have

checkup! While I realize that errors happen, this goesé |
little too far.
j
James Jackson (COL *00)
APRIL 26, 2000

i Bmeat MEE gna

crammed into the final shortened week of classes,

just before the much needed and deserved four
study days beginning May 4th.
The study days will offer relief too late in the eyes
of many Georgetown students who will be forced to
take their final exams and hand in their final papers
before the final examination period begins.
The cause of this problem stems from an increasing number of professors who choose to
ignore the two-hour time block the University has
allocated for each class to take its final exam.
Professors instead choose to hold their final exam
or make their final paper due the final class period

To THE EDITOR:
In the last two months

ep i

which they are often placed at the end of semesters, for they too face deadlines. Consider the
professor who must grade dozens of 15-page final
papers in a matter of days because the time block
for his or her course fell late in the exam period.
Clearly, thistoo isan unreasonable demand. Justas
professors must be more understanding towards
their students, the University must be more understanding towards its professors.
These problems facing students and professors alike must be addressed. It is unacceptable
for professors to hold final exams or request final
papers during the study period following the last
day of classes. Each and every professor must
respect the exam period the University has allocated each course. The students deserve this
time to prepare for their final graded evaluations.
Professors must get out of the habit of assigning
papers due during the final week of classes.
Written assignments should be due early enough to
give professors sufficient time to return the papers
with constructive feedback which the student can
then use to prepare for exams. Anything less
cheats us out of our educational experience.
The University, as a result, should be expected
to push back deadlines for professors to submit
final grades if necessary. Surely students would

Asthe academic year winds down and the awaited
final exams, papers and projects loom before us, a
growing number of Georgetown students find themselves overwhelmed by a barrage of assignments

Shick Family Sup ports Block Party

OR

Final-izing Study Days

?N

JosH WALSH/ THE Hoya

I,

especially for a large group of Georgetown students who hope to enter some aspect of the legal
community or the government? Consider that in
flashing a fake ID or sneaking a beer underage
students are breaking the law. One option is to
abstain from the drinking portion of today’s events. Instead practice delayed gratification, and wait
until you’re 21 for the full-blown Block Party
experience. Pessimism should not rule or ruin this
jovial day of community.
Instead of falling into the labels of immaturity and
irresponsibility an older generation has putupon us, we
have the opportunity to unite for Block Party again. Yet
today we should rally not just for the existence of Block
Party, but for the concept behind it. A group of college
studentsjoiningtogethertoraisemoney for charities and
allthe while enjoying themselves respectfully.
Today we can drink responsibly, or after consideration choose not to drink, and support some worthwhile causes. Either way, we can prove to watching
eyes the integrity and merit of our student body.

pa

run on the five o’clock news, an event that could

jeopardize the fate of Block Party forever. So our
options are to drink responsibly, to drink till you are
out of control or to abstain.
There are a few considerations to mill over today
before the first keg is tapped. Judgement will come
upon the Georgetown campus this afternoon regarding our ability to drink responsibly. The judgement may be from the ANC withdrawing support
for any future Block Parties, the media tagging

we live in a state of relativism regarding the law,

a

Today, when classes end, we have a choice to

make regarding our personal and collective conduct.
‘This Block Party, however, is different than those of
the past, because of the recent campus events linked
to alcohol weighing on administrators, students and
the media. Camera crews hope to catch the inebriated mass of Georgetown students, or just one
intoxicated underclassman falling over himself, to

Class

Georgetown as a problem school for binge drinking
or the Metropolitan Police Department dragging
underage, flailing students to their squad cars. This
last option should be considered by everyone, especially the younger half of our campus that is not 21.
We probably do not need the reminder that the
United States Government requires a valid form of
identification to prove we are 21 to drink, but for
college students as a whole, many have seen this
law as merely a hindrance to a good time.How can

cause that’s not the housing crisis or Dip Ball.

munity cringes and a national media salivates at the
prospect of underage binge drinking, and we are left
with the responsibility of livingupto, orin some cases
down to, the standards set out before us.
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Hoya Staffers Look Back on The ir Time at Georgetown

School’s Out Forever

The Path Redefining the Goal
Friends Sweeten the Experience

Sean P. Flynn

Y NATURE, I’M A GOAL-ORIented person. In high
school, my mind always
looked to the future — to college
and what I would be when I grew
up. So as an incoming freshman
to Georgetown, all sorts of plans
floated through my head as to the
great internships I could get.
Though a couple years prior I had
thought about pursuing a career
in journalism, by high school
graduation a book by James
Carville and Mary Matalin had
convinced me I wanted to be a
political consultant. I came to
Georgetown
unish the |»
nizations |,

cause of |
orld that

lk

hers and |
>merber |
nd don't
spectfil
ferences. |,

d if this
1 charity |

sure that I would be

after my arrival on campus, I set
off for Capitol Hill.
Three internships and four
years later, I have a slightly different perspective. Yeah, I got
my photo op with my congressman and learned what happens to
that “bill, just sittin’ on Capitol

Ann and her dad, in her pre-Hilltop days.
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stint as editor

some

of my

done

stead,

it helped

me

rediscover

what I loved about the newspaper

business

and

how

much

the

required

hours

later,

me

I

work,

and

six

friends were gambling the night
away in Atlantic City only to arrive back in D.C. at noon the next
day. Lesson learned: Six people
can fit in a five-person car for five
or six hours without killing each
other ... barely.

That truly is the best
part of college —
knowing that no matter what time of day it
is there is always
someone to call or visit
to share my news,
good or bad.

cherished working with my team
of editors, reporters and photographers.
Many of the friendships I've
forged over the last four years have
originated from the fourth floor of

That’s
what
Georgetown my

Leavey, while some started on the

who

fifth
floor of
Village

h

taken the final exam and afterwards not always been sure ex-'
actly what I learned. Instead, most
of my life lessons came from spontaneous road trips and all-nighters
at THE Hoya.
One Friday night during sophomore year, for example, I started
off at a happy hour near GW, and
eight

most

important lessons. Pulling allnighters twice a week tends to
help you prioritize — well, that
or kill you. And had I not loved
my job and the people I worked
with, that semester without sleep
would have done me in. But in-

mesters,

way),

an debt |v
aid for |

my

others

(well, more often than not, any-

s. They |

from

C East.

my classes at their scheduled times

dressing |

Then,

in chief of THE Hoya last semes-

Lawrence] <i

[vie
gone to

MY

FIRST DAY

OF KINDERGARTEN

AT HAWTHORNE

Quite frankly, I'm tired of school. I'm tired of papers,

able to learn so much about the
world — about politics, theology
and everything in between. So,

unless you count the time a constituent called to tell me who really killed O.J.’s wife.
And after eight semesters, I can
honestly say I do know more about
the world than I did as an 18-yearold. But more importantly, these
past four years have taught me
more about myself than Iever could
have imagined.
As a junior, Fr. Pilarz taught me
how to analyze poetry. But more
than analysis, what I took out of
that class was my newfound love
for the works of John Donne. A
year and a half later poetry’s rules
can still confuse me, but Donne
femal
my
1avorite

REMEMBER

School like it was today. I remember being very excited
that I would finally get to go to school. I remember at
least three kids bawling their eyes out, mortified about
leaving their mommies. Now it’s 29 days until graduation,
and I’m just as excited about being done with school in
May 2000 as I was for starting in September 1983.

with that in my mind a few months

, that ith

al

!

a

p-

pened
with a
chance meeting in a class or
through a friend of a friend of a
friend. But however they got their
start,

they’ve

all

helped

.me

to

change and grow along the way.
People ask me all the time what
I
will
miss
most
about
Georgetown when I graduate. It’s
been hard to narrow it down to a
single thing, but in writing this
viewpoint

I’ve

come

to

realize

what that thing is. Next year, when
I’m struggling to find my place in
the journalism world, I'll miss the
support system that is my friends

here. That truly is the best part of
college — knowing that no matter what time of day it is there is
always someone to call or visit to
share

my

news,

good

or

bad.

has
made
true home.

So, with that, it’s time for me to
thank some of the people here
have

made

my

Georgetown
(Kris, Lind-

say, Meg and Elena) for putting up
with my weird sleeping habits and
giving me the advice I needed

sort.

(even ifI didn’t want it at the time).
To the staff at THE Hoya for
giving an ex-Independent a sec-

ond chance. I loved every minute
I was up there. Thanks for letting
me lead you.

To

Miranda

for

being

guidance

and your

jokes have helped keep me sane.
And to Mark for slurpees, “reserves” and Top Gun. You've
through

Whatever

so many

happens

next

all the time;

when

everyone

issue in November,

we were one final look-see, no more

than 15 minutes, away from finishing and celebrating, when
my computer froze, shut down and erased my pages.
Furious, I went down to Vittles and read People for 15
to cool myself down.

along with being editor, the
up for it tenfold. My theory
11 p.m. but not have fun or
a.m., I would always choose

After a lackluster freshman year in which I spent most of
my time bored, wishing I was back in Texas, it was THE
Hoya that finally provided me a diverse group of people to

crises.

year,

break

the latter.

stuck with me through it all and
seen me

computers

But for all the crap that came
camaraderie in the office made
was this: If I could get done at
I could have fun and finish at 4

“soulmate.”
To Jeff for being like a brother

to me.. Your

The

realized I was Mr. Funnyman, everyone would just laugh
and say, “That Flynn ...” when I yelled about it. On my final

minutes

my

I

know that I. am better and stronger
(and more sarcastic) for having
known you.
Ann Lawrence is a former
editor in chief, managing editor,
contributing editor and sports
editor for THE Hoya.

Flynn on his first day of Kindergarten with his childhood
best friend and next door neighbor, David, and Flynn's
younger brother, K.C.

hours a week, and since I wouldn’t be doing my work even

if I had those 40 hours, I needed to be in Leavey 421.
In all truth, being an editor for THE Hoya is anything but
a glamour job. The terrible hours are almost completely
uncompensated — no page editor receives a stipend of any

experience for me:
To my roommates

tests, notes, cramming for papers, cramming for tests and
cramming with insufficient notes. I'm just the unexceptional student that most professors will not remember when
I'm president 30 years from now and someone’s trying to
write my biography.
I suppose it’s fitting that my college career has been less
than stellar academically. I’ve never been a good studier —
I finished ranked 102 in my high school class of 374, which
put me smack-dab in the 31st percentile. One time I got a 36
on a math test I didn’t study for but was graciously granted
a retake. I got a 36 on the retake.
Somehow I got into Georgetown — according to U.S.
News and World Report, only 7 percent of Georgetown
students were not in the top-25 percent of their high school
— and here I usually sacrificed academic excellence for
more fun activities.
I once walked out of a EuroCiv class to go to an Orioles
baseball game I was reading about in a Washington Post
sports section I had hiding under my notebook. The
number of times I went to IHOP when I should have been
working is innumerable. One Sunday morning this December, six hours after throwing up from excessive partying
and with two papers due Tuesday and one due Wednesday, I drove to Antietam National Battlefield. At 2 p.m.,
while receiving a stirring recounting of the story of Antietam,
I leaned back and realized that not only was I still drunk, but
my heart was pumping alcohol instead of blood.
The greatest way I found to sluff off my work, though,
was THE Hoya, where I spent most of the significant hours
of my college career. Like most things in my life, it just fell
in my lap — as I remember, Jeff Goldstein called me one
hellish night at THE Hoya and asked me if I wanted to be
an assistant. In the end, I spent three years and two months
as some sort of editor, including four semesters as senior
sports editor — comprising somewhere around 97 issues.
THE Hoya was great for me because it was the perfect
excuse to not do work. Editorship almost invariably took 40

interact with.

Luck struck during my first semester as editor when
Karen Travers stumbled into the office after a night at
Champs to become an assistant. Neither of us knew much
about making a newspaper, and more often than not we
were not done until 4 a.m., but there was never a shortage
of laughter. No one took us seriously, but then again

neither did we. When the semester was over, I figured there
was no reason why I shouldn’t continue doing it.
From that point on, the time spent at THE Hoya increased
proportional to the amount of fun people who frequented

Flynn calling the box play at the IMF-World
tests.

Bank pro-

the office. Timmy Llew brought with him his chick music
and a constant nagging to drive him somewhere, but he was
always there to have fun or to go on a roadtrip. Jonah Nolan

was a foul-mouthed smoker who claimed
Chicago, London and Ireland but talked like a
but something exciting was always going on
when he was around. Sarah Walsh was duped
for THE Hoya

when

Karen

residence in
New Yorker,
in the office
into working

ran into her in a Block

Party

stupor, but her good humor and bossiness (I'll never bite
my nails again) I would never trade for anything. Gregg
Blais (Lee Gutterman)

and Joe Harten (Ken Phelps) have

helped me fulfill (LaMar Hoyt) my lifelong dream of talking
only (Jerry Mumphrey) about old baseball players (Jesse
Barfield). Alison Banks was quiet at first, but we liked her

because she always seemed to be listening to and laughing
at the B.S. Karen and I would spew out at the sports
computer. Banks turned out to be a certified badass and my
future wife.
Seventeen years after it all started, I’m glad school is
done. But four years after wishing I were elsewhere, I wish
I never had to leave.
Sean P. Flynn

editor,

member

is a former sports editor, senior sports

of the editorial board,

contributing

editor and member of the board of directors
for THE Hova.

762 Words from a (Not So) Wisened Guy
W-:

I REMEMBERED

THIS AFTERNOON

THAT I HAD TO WRITE A SENIOR VIEWPOINT

and hand it in tonight, the first thought that sprang to my mind was that
my viewpoint as a senior, ultimately, is that I’m kind of hungry. Also,
that I sure hope there’s a new Buffy the Vampire Slayer on tonight. And that the
weather sucks.
But then I thought about senior viewpoints from years gone by, and the fact

opposed.

As far as writing about not-serious Georgetown issues, I believe I’ve exhausted every topic a college columnist can attempt to write something funny
about. Food, dating, television, classes, procrastination, umbrellas, study abroad,
my freshman year roommate

(who I think has finally forgiven me), my current

that I had to rattle on about something for 700 words. In past years, people have
told moving stories, imparted hard-earned wisdom, expressed heartfelt thanks
to all 33,538 of their friends and family members (whom they proceeded to list)

roommates, your mom, GUSA, the Little Miss G people and their beige book, the
god of rain, Jeff DeMartino, alcohol, my McDonough School of Business
roommate with a girlfriend, ballerina costumes, Portugal, bullfighting, small-town
Spain, vulgarities, soccer, pre-registration, Valentine's Day, jobs ... hell, I've even

... all kinds of impressive stuff.
And so, after at least three minutes of thought
and a stop at The Tombs, I concluded that I

written horoscopes. Which, by the way, I never made up; they were dictated to
me by the stars. Anyway, like I said, I think I've
covered everything.

didn’t feel like doing any of those things. The

So then I thought I could maybe focus this piece
on my experience at THE Hoya, but there’s simul-

closest thing I have to a moving story involves

a ballerina costume, a lot of cheap Scotch and

Matt North
I'm utterly

taneously not enough and too much I could say
about that. The short version is that there are three
things, give or take, I have learned from working at
Tue Hoya: (1) AP style’s rules for the use of
commas in lists are the same as the Spanish rules, which is convenient if you're

ungrateful, except to my parents for footing the bill, my brother and sister for

a Spanish major and write for a newspaper. (2) People like it when you write

going to cheaper schools and everybody I know for putting up with me, so I can’t
really fill up the rest of this space with people I’m thanking, although it did occur
to me that I could just start listing names out of the phone book and probably

things about them. (3) Editorial board is fun, despite what people say. (3a) Same

some

very patient Portuguese

people.

I'm not

wise. Perhaps wisened, but not wise, and thus
I have no hard-earned wisdom (though I could
probably scrounge up some cheap, stolen wisdom)

to impart.

no one would be the wiser.

And I’m lazy as hell. I can’t seem to muster the energy to write something that
would fit any of the usual categories. I don’t know how people in previous years
went about writing these things. To be honest, I suspect they thought ahead and
wrote them during their sophomore year, when they had lots of free time and more
brain cells.

I thought about interpreting “senior viewpoint” a bit more loosely and
giving you, oh lucky reader, a grizzled senior’s viewpoint on some serious
Georgetown

issue, like Ex Corde Ecclesiae, whose approach, in my head, is

accompanied by the Darth Vader theme from Star Wars, but quickly nixed that
idea. As a rule of thumb I don’t write about serious issues because that might
require thought or inspire controversy, two things to which I am passionately

about them. (2a) As a corollary to (2), people don’t like it when you write bad
goes for copy editing. (3b) On an unrelated note: Exacto knives don’t cut hair
real well. (3c) Semiformal does not mean Semi-drunk.

See? Writing about my experience at THE Hoya doesn’t fill up enough space,
either. Word count, however, reveals that I am now within spitting distance of
the end of the last article I'll write for this newspaper,

so.I should probably do

closing remarks now, if I have any. It occurs to me that this viewpoint is probably
a sort of ironic parallel to much of what I've done during my college career — that
is, kind of half-assed and markedly last-minute — but I'd rather not dwell on that.
No, I think it’s important to end on a positive note. So, um ... oh, look, 762 words.
I bet there’s something good on TV ...
Matt North

is a former member of the editorial board, contributing
and viewpoint editor for THE Hoya.

editor
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SENIOR REFLECTIONS
Unexpected Path to GU Leads to Success

Former Editor in Chief

When Strategy Fails, a Search for Different Options

Gives Advice by Example

i F THINGS HAD WORKED OUT FOR ME FOUR YEARS AGO THE

way I had planned, I would be getting ready to

Jeff DeMartino

Tp

TS

Ag

Hoya Staffers Look Back on Their Time at Georgetown

l

’VE FIELDED

QUITE

A FEW

COMMENTS

OVER

MY

YEARS

HERE.

graduate from the University of Virginia.
I had my heart set on becoming

SOME

OF THEM

MORE

knocked off,” another fine citizen wrote THE Hoya last September.

“The attack by the former Hoya [Editor in Chief] in today’s viewpoint
section [Feb. 12,1999, if you're wondering] is THEMOST OFFENSIVE, MEAN
ATTACK

don’t type like KIDNAPPERS.

When constructive people give advice, they do it by example. I’ve been so
fortunate to have met so many men and women at Georgetown who've got élan
to show a dual life as studious chap and bon vivant. Isn’t that what
is supposed to get you these days?
So here are a few suggestions, should you ever land yourself in my
irregulars. Perhaps you'll see a river running through it all. I don’t
Read the same book five times.
If one of your buddies tells you that he invented the term “Ill na
high school, don’t believe him.

$120,000

Without the distraction of crew, I was lured onto.

Well, I learned quickly how things really work. And

accepted off the waiting list for Georgetown, and I

back

went from one Big East Jesuit school to another.

lopes it was for me.
If things
had
worked out for me two
years ago the way I

hopes of becoming a mover and shaker on the Hill.

size nine
— yet:

had planned,

Karen

editor THE Hoya had ever seen. Instead, I ran for
the editorial board and started to spend more and
more time with a certain shady character named

Jonah

Nolan.

turned

into

Nights

mornings.

at THE

Hoya

From

Martin

suddenly
Sexton

to

was lost somewhere in the depths of the Chadwick’s

dance floor, I doubt I ever would have become editor
in chief of THE Hoya, the most rewarding experience
I had at Georgetown.
.Now looking back, I can truly say that things
could not have worked out any better for me even

if I had planned it. I have had experiences that some

Things are decent over here. Pretty much three-quarters of the Belge
students are completely worthless which makes things amusing. All of the
guys in my apartment routinely drink to the point of throwing up four out of

people

can

only

dream

of

and

have

developed

relationships and friendships that many people
never find.
I met some of my best friends because I started
out hating them. I met them in the cafeteria in my

five weeknights. Last Monday night, I came home from this business presentation at around 10 p.m. and all of my housemates were bombed. Our living
room window faces a walkway and one of my housemates was p---ing out the
window aiming it at people walking by. Later on, there were two girls and

pajamas,

at

floor

meetings

freshman

year,

at

Winston's when I was throwing up and even at THE
Hoya because I was making fun of them and calling
them the wrong name.
I lived with the six most random people over the
course of my four years at Georgetown. I got to go
to my first biker bar. I ran a newspaper and still
managed to waste more time than any human being

a guy walking by and one of the housemates went over to the window and
started screaming for them to shut up because he was trying to study. When

the guy outside pointed out that they weren't making any noise my housemate
started throwing bottles at him. Later on that night someone ripped both
toilets out of the floor. It’s study time now though, and things are starting to
get a little more tame. All right then. I'll talk to you soon.
Much love,

could ever imagine. I got to see Georgetown from the

Russell

roof of White Gravenor. I saw the sun rise over the
Washington Monument from the Potomac River

Get to know some Belgians. Don’t urinate on people.
Start an intramural basketball team. Rent a coach, cheerleaders and a pudgy
5-foot-5 Panamanian exchange student named Olmedo. Lose every game. Try
again the next year, except without Olmedo.

Karen in downtown

more times than I care to remember.
I went from a freshman who was only concerned
with who was bartending at Champs on Thursday

D.C.

can call that evolving.
I interned on Capitol Hill during the impeachment. I split my head open in front of Ted Koppel
and then went on to work for ABC News. I lost the
Sprite

Salary

Cap

game

for an entire

donned the Jack the Bulldog
sports events.

nights

to someone

who

spent

the start of the

semester.|

costume

for Hoya

I sat in the press box
at the 1999 Men’s Lacrosse NCAA Final
Four. In a weak mo-

ment,
[ took a cab from
Chicago

have been the greatest assistant sports

worst thing in the world at the time was a blessing in
disguise. If I still had that damn Arizona license that

,

evolved into Black 47 and the Backstreet Boys. If you

Travers

I would

my fake ID (for the third time). What seemed to be the

na” at his

Georgetown weekend holed up in a suffocating
office singing Matchbox 20 and Faith Hill, which

to stuffing enve-

Skeeball, I don’t regret a single minute.
If things had worked out for me a year and a half
ago the way I had planned, I would never have lost

Stay away from a guy who drinks so hard that when GERMS shows up and
asks him where he lives, he replies: “Chadwick’s.” Keep a half-eaten baguette
in your bathroom for three months.
Go abroad if you can. You'll regret not leaving when, in the middle of another
all-night caffeine bender, a certain expatriate friend drops you a line from
Belgium. (The sender’s name has been changed for posterity’s sake):

Nipsey

Flynn and Matt Gaertner (‘such a lava place, such
a lava place.’)
Capitol Hill by my future roommate Carly Minner. I
began as a peon in a congressional office, with

If things had worked out for me three years ago
the way I had planned, I would still be on the crew
team, waking up at 5:30 a.m. and dragging myself

aplenty. And now that I'm supposed to impart wisdom myself, I feel pressed

put an end to

(yep, letters, plural. I got rejected not once but twice

I have always had a clear idea of what I would like

I have EVER seen at Georgetown,” one

to the boathouse. But mono

that. Instead, I was still awake at 5:30 a.m. from a
night spent at THE Hoya, screwing around with

by those Southern aristocrats.) put me in a tailspin.
The deposit was sent to Boston College, but I was
not satisfied.
But another letter came in the mail. I had been

to do and what I would like to become. Most people
chalk up their experiences to luck and random
chance. The difference between them and me is that
I did have specific plans as to how college would
pan out.
3
It just didn’t happen that way.

alum wrote.
:
The more positive commentary, however, has not been in the CREEPY and
quite OFF-PUTTING STYLE thatis CAPS LOCK. No, CONSTRUCTIVE people

Maine

since

the eighth grade, so getting those rejection letters

positive than others:
“Jeff DeMartino, you are ignorant ...” starts one letter from the spring of
1998, in response to a Hoya column I penned on Puerto Rico.
“If you talk like that at any other college campus you’ll get your block

SPIRITED AD HOMINEM

a Wahoo

down

to

South

Bend, Indiana, for alacrosse game. I learned
how to speak Irish — and found out it is not just
English with a brogue.
While I may not have spent as much time as I could
have in Village B 79, Village A C205 or at 3635 R St,
I always knew that when I came home, my roommates
were there for me — even if they humored me all these

years, listening to my oh-so-dramatic stories about
sweatshops, lacrosse players, the WWF or the kids
up at THE Hoya. My attention span may be short but
luckily, their patience wasn’t.
Thanks Carly, Stanitz, Kathleen, Shannon, Katie
and Little Jen — the memories will last longer than

any sleepless night during midterms ever could.[
can’t wait until they come calling to interview you
guys for my VH1 Behind the Music or A&E Biography. Please, be kind.
To those who haven’t had the privilege of living
with me (at least not officially), but were important

characters no doubt, it’s been a blast. Ian, Timmy
Llew, Flynn, DeMar, Jonah, Peter and Ryan — I've

learned more from you guys than any class could
have ever taught me.
And, where could I possibly be without the Travers

family? The family that gets mentioned in thank you
boxes

throughout

THE

Hoya

every

semester (or

maybe that was just the Fun Room ...). Mom, Dad,
John, Katie, Ryan and Aunt Kathleen — thanks for

the support.
If things had worked out for me the way I had
planned, I would have become interested in one

thing and stuck with it all four years at Georgetown.
Instead, I received the most eye-opening education
about life that could fulfill anyone’s hopes.
Karen Travers is a former editor in chief,
sports editor, associate editor and member of
the editorial board and board of directors
for THE Hoya.

A Man Without a Plan Tells His Story
Luck, Ambition and Accident Form Time at Georgetown
Se
OF MY FRIENDS HAVE TOLD ME I’ VE STRESSED WAY TOO MUCH OVER THIS
senior viewpoint. They’re probably right. Despite this knowledge, I find
few

it extremely scary to try to sum up four years and look to the future in a
hundred words.
Georgetown continues to open my mind immensely — most of my standard

entry assumptions have been shattered, usually for the best. I can’t point to any
one experience that did it, though, so trying to provide advice would be sort of
silly. I guess I’ve come to believe that experiences create a more open mind, which
opens the door to more experiences. A virtuous cycle, as my management
professors would say.
However, most of my Georgetown experience betrays any type of strategy.
During my first few days on campus, I wandered up to THE Hoya office for the
paper’s open house, mostly as a test. I had spent several years on journalism in

Jeff DeMartino is the king of his world.
If the kind police officer asks for your I.D., don’t give him your real
Massachusetts and your fake Georgia at the same time.
Take May and June off. Make margaritas after your 4 p.m. wake-up call.
Figure out the Marriott Conference Center wake-up-call number.
Your opinion should get you in trouble with the national press at least twice
in the same year.
Move into a house so dismal that cockroaches won’t even live there. Spruce
up the living room with a leaky kegerator and a three-legged table. Buy a couch
with fleas that nip at your ankles. Keep it for five months.
If your neighbor has a forest green Jaguar, two can play that game. Tool

high school, but I got sick of it at the end, and I wanted to see if I could get excited
about it again.

My summer-long skepticism was no match for Editor in Chief John Keenan,
whose 10-minute rant on what THE Hoya needed to do to improve — and how
I could help —

me

why

I liked working

on a newspaper.

were in THE VoIcE office. He knew I would make the right choice.

around in a bright red Safeway cart.

I never had any sort of journalistic aspirations, but putting out a twice-weekly
paper was fun and I wanted to be a part of that process. My interests shifted

Think you’re a great writer? Take a poetry class. Write crud like this:
Delta Airlines Cocktail Napkin

instantly reminded

Keenan was so confident in THE Hoya that he introduced me to the people who

J

several times —

from copy editing to the sports juggernaut to free-agent editor

to the business side — but I stuck around because it continued to be fun. That
office can be infectious! I can only hope that the real world will provide me with

They put me in first class

an opportunity to work with so many

good friends, because I can’t picture

so I'll have another
like Kerouac without the stomach embolism
poetry is imminent—
I get some page bites:
Torpid beverages

enjoying my work otherwise.
My recruitment to THe Hoya was one of my many Georgetown moments that

Schadenfreude
Cringe benefits

fice at Georgetown

And

something

combined luck with ambition and a bit of an accident to help create who I am now.
Another

was

when

the

much-reviled housing ofhad a

burst of brilliance in the

about loneliness versus ego,

summer of 1996, throwing
me into a triple with two

The emptiness of words

Jeff Goldstein

Across the stuffed suit in 2B
the stewardess reaches for my napkin.

assigned roommates who

I snatch it—

friends — not to mention the multitude of other residents of the 8th floor of Harbin

would

The thing feels like risk or embarrassment.
might

also tell you that negotiations

confused for one and the same.

Know

and love songs

are often

the difference.

An editor in chief is a lucky guy. A columnist is even luckier.
Call your parents now. Thank them as long as you can.
Meet

people

like Welden,

Juan,

Gardiner,

great

who regularly dropped by for food or television.
The lack of strategy showed again in my selection of a campus job. I went down

Good poets know: Keep it simple.

They

become

Tommy,

Johanson,

Gettings,

DeHoe, Cochard, Bovo, Eichmann, Travers, Jonah, Ameeta, Mary & Meg,
Stanitz, Kristen, Justin, Stefan, Benke, Jenny, Raposo, Miguel, Katie, Keenan,

Khalil, Clay, Kramme, Gaertner, Reilein, Flynn, Jimbo, Lyndsay, Sloane, North,
Jeff G., Ann L. and the Tombs gang.
What a wonderful career. I’ ve got more gas in my tank, but this’ll do for now.

Kids shouldn’t have memoirs, anyway. I know I’ve got 31 — make that 30 —
days left, and in that time even this column will probably change.
Jeff DeMartino is a former editor in chief, senior news
contributing editor, member of the board of directors and
for THE Hoya.

editor,
columnist

to the McDonough School of Business Tech Center a day or two after I joined
. THE Hoya, just to check e-mail and print out a paper, and I walked out with a job
application. Most of my Hoya peers still laugh at how much time I spend at the
“BISL,” but I can’t imagine how unfriendly the business school and its students
would be without the lab.

Study in Australia? Why not? Spending a semester with a 20-minute walk to
the beach and about 50 Aussie students — who never missed the opportunity
to go out with the Americans scattered among them — showed me how to relax.
After six months of excitement and travel, I came back to Georgetown renewed,
and promptly forgot how to relax. Following my 21st birthday, I settled into a great

Jeff Goldstein in his element at the Business

Lab.

Although my name isn’t in the box on page two anymore, I still feel a burst
of pride whenever I see someone reading THE Hoya. It’s a great feeling to s¢
someone in class with one eye on the chalkboard and the other eye on the paper:

I especially enjoy seeing older Georgetown residents reading at Starbucks of

routine consisting of stressing over job interviews, stressing over five business

Booey’s — I love to talk about how we're a paper for the entire community, a

classes and stressing over the fact that I stressed too much.

that reassures me that I’m not completely dreaming.
Actually, a great deal of Georgetown life has the same dynamic. While in

While I probably won’t eliminate stress anytime soon, I've allowed myself to
enjoy second semester a lot more. I have a job for next year, my course load is

smaller and I’ve managed to make it this far in the 99 Days Club at The Tombs.
And I've even had another one of those luck/ambition/accident experiences,
getting to know a remarkable MSB junior who has become my first Georgetown
girlfriend.

way we're isolated, we are here as a precursor to being members of a community:
As much as we resist it, I think we might be prepared.
Jeff Goldstein is a former senior sports editor, sports editor and chair
man of the board of directors for THE Hoya
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Good. That's all the time you need atthepavementcom
Visit our site now. Register and submit your resume. Boom -- you'll have access to
thousands of entry-level positions nationwide. And everything to help you make that
jump into the real world: apartment searches, city comparisons, deals on cars,
financial advice, salary ranges and more. So visit thepavement.com. Tick, tick, tick...
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Earth Day Fair in D.C. Draws Students, Celebrities

calling them unfounded. He added that his |
organization began in September and has not
had adequate time to begin monitoring.
At the WRC’s first founder’s meeting Aprilg,
members discussed definite. policies for the

AMERICAN
UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON, April 24 — Thousands gathered on the National Mall Saturday to celebrate
the 30th anniversary of Earth Day with the help
of environmentally friendly celebrities, national
leaders and activists.

organization.

Chevy Chase, Edward James Olmos, Melanie

and

Griffith and Ted Danson made appearances at
the festivities with music by Carole King, James
Taylor, Keb’ Mo’, Monica and Third Eye Blind.
The event was highlighted by keynote
speeches by Leonardo DiCaprio and Vice PresiDiCaprio,

was

on

stage

for about

Bill Nye,

ainesville, Fla.

the Science Guy told reporters,

to shape environmental

policy through

voting.

EarthFair 2000 brought college students from
the Washington, D.C., area and cities throughout the East Coast.

Hundreds of AU students came to the Mall to
show support for environmental issues as well.
Corporations, organizations and others informed and educated attendants in a series of
specified tents that lined the Mall.
In the Air Tent,

exhibitors

addressed

prob-

lems with air pollution and global warming while
the Earth Tent concentrated on wilderness con-

servation and energy friendly alternatives for
daily living.
— By Andrew Martel & Simone

Weichselbaum,

7he Eagle

AUSTIN,

Texas, April 24

—

Union, commands a membership of about 10,000,

including about 400 from the university.
The members are drawn from agency, university,
staff and instructional workers, teaching assistants and some faculty, said Caroline O’Connor, a
Texas State Employees Union organizer.
O’Connor said the issues facing the graduate
union members at the university are securing a
tuition waiver and combating the 99-hour rule,
which could require graduate students who exceed 99 hours before graduating to pay expensive
out-of-state tuition rates.
O’Connor said the administration has approved
a measure to go into effect in Fall 2000 that falls
short of an actual waiver. Graduate students must
first pay their tuition, and if they are employed as
a teaching assistant for 20 hours per week, they
later.
— By Kathryn A. Wolfe, Daily Texan

UNIVERSITY
is

gathering behind movements nationwide to
organize graduate students’ labor unions, including recent actions at Yale University, the
University of California system and, most recently, at New York University.
At the University of Texas-Austin, graduate

Supreme Court Hears
Boy Scout Case
NEW

BRUNSWICK,

In 1990, Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian Alliance at

Rutgers University co-president James Dale attended a Newark conference on the struggles
faced by homosexual adolescents. It attracted
coverage in The Star-Ledger. Shortly thereafter,
Dale received a letter from the Monmouth County
chapter of the Boy Scouts of America telling him
he was expelled from the organization in which he
had spent 11 years of his life.
Confused over the lack of reasons the Boy

help the fight against the FLA.

Scouts provided for kicking him out, the assistant

N.J., April 26 —

Oral

arguments will be presented before the U.S. Supreme Court in the Boy Scouts'of America v. Dale
case Wednesday.
:

ing Dale’s tenure. The two have remained friends
since Dale’s graduation and throughout his legal
trouble. He described Dale as an outgoing man,
a great leader and a person who has remained
close to the University.
:
“Scouting was essential, an enormous part of
his life growing up,” Anderson said. “It was a
place where he could excel as he tried to figure out
what it meant to be gay before he came out. We
had the benefits of his leadership in the gay
arena.”
:
— By Spencer Ackerman, Daily Targum

scoutmaster wrote back for answers. He received
another letter, the substance of which is the basis

a

considered his homosexual lifestyle in contradic-

tion to the organization’s values, which promise
boys entering the group that they will be under
“morally straight” influences.
The Boy Scouts claim that, as a private organi-

Syracuse Students Request WRC Involvement
SYRACUSE, N.Y., April 25 —

During the last

ship are protected under the First Amendment. In
order to be found guilty of discrimination, the
Court must decide that the Boy Scouts qualify as
a public accommodation, which many feel is an
expansion of the legal sphere of government.
“I think it would enlarge and clarify what exactly

three months, Syracuse University students
have streaked across the campus Quad topless
and have spent the nights there in tents. They
held candle-lit vigils and stormed the

a public accommodation is,” said Isaiah Beard, a

Sam Brown, executive director of the Fair
Labor Association, calls the recent criticism of

Rutgers College senior and Dale’s successor as
BiGLARU co-president. “People are quick to
define public space, but with globalization those
borders are pretty much blurred.”
Professor of library and information studies
James Anderson was advisor to BIGLARU dur-

State Bill Abolishes
Board of Regents
TALLAHASSEE, Fla., April 20 — The
Florida Board of Regents would be abolished |
under a bill passed Wednesday by the House,
leaving University of Florida officials saying

the plan needs more discussion before itis
approved.
i
The measure, which passed on an 81-29
vote, would create a new board of education
responsible for overseeing all levels of edu

for a lawsuit, Boy Scouts of America v. Dale.
Dale was expelled because the Boy Scouts

zation, decisions over their criteria for member-

RUTGERS

Momentum

5

a

students can join the Instructional Workers union,
which, as part of the Texas State Employees

TEXASAAUSTIN

Labor Unions Benefit
Graduate Students

said Peter

ft

months

oF

into the WRC,

— By Ashleigh Graf, Daily Orange

will receive the tuition back, less taxes, several

UNIVERSITY

looking

the locations of SU apparel factories, Webber said,
“We want to be produced ina safe, fair,
humane
environment.”
Webber said,
As the battle continues between the two
organizations, SU students said they vowto

The Beach,

“college kids are old enough to make their own
decisions. They should know that those big,
cool SUVs are gas-guzzlers. Get in the habit to
buy smart from a young age, and the environment *will definately be a little cleaner.”
He emphasized college students’ responsibility

is now

control and pregnancy testing — and to disclose

two

damaged a shoreline in Thailand during filming.
Bill Nye, the host of a children’s television
show,

does not |

a mechanism to review companies producing|
SU apparel, Webber said.
oA |
SU’s licensing board asked the FLA to target |
women’s issues in the workforce — such as birth

minutes at the start of EarthFair. Controversy
arose over DiCaprio’s selection as chair after it
was reported that his latest movie,

consortium

The board, however, was not established fy |
deal with the issue of sweatshops and began a5

billed extensively as the event’s

chair,

the

Webber, the board’s chairman.

dent Al Gore.
honorary

But

monitor the facilities and instead employs nop.
governmental organizations.
3
SU’s Trademark Licensing Advisory Board
investigated the FLA before deciding to join

chancellor’s office, all in the name of the Work-

ers’ Rights Consortium.
his organization a “diversion” from the real
issue — sweatshops.
But WRC

cation. The bill also would create local gov
erning boards at each university.

Critics of the changes argued the new sys
tem would end up pitting the state’s 10 public
universities

against

each

other.

The

St

University System is now under the auspices
of Chancellor Adam Herbert and the Regents.

If passed by the Senate and signed into
law, the proposal would not go into effect
until 2003 at the earliest.
Ws
The measure could come up for a floor vot i
in the Senate as early as next week, where
many officials believe its passage is more or

less assured.

Kevin

rector

Florida

of the

Mayeux,

executive di

Students

Association,

said the reorganization is “a done deal.”

supporter Marika Wissink said the

Independent Florida Allig

issue is the FLA and its allegiances.
But Brown contests the criticisms of the FLA,

-

— By Jenny L. Allen & Matt Avery,

— Compiled from University Wi
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‘Choose Your Own Flights.
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America’s Travel Storee

(Hint: Aloha & Mahalo)
Travel Stores: New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Honolulu and Maui

Airfares are not guaranteed until ticketed. Fares may be non-refundable and may have an advance purchase. Fares do not include $3-$12 airport passenger facility charges where applicable; tax segment fee of $2.50 per takeoff/landing; fuel charges of $7.50 — $20.
fares to Alaska and Hawaii do not include departure taxes up to $17; international taxes, fees, and surcharges up to $95. Fares are subject to: change, holiday or seasonal supplements; blackout dates, availability and other restrictions.
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The ball bearing.
Just think. Trains. Planes. Cars.
The world couldn't run without it.
If you'd like to learn more about a career that fosters this type of

innovative thinking, consider this an open invitation for open minds.

Goldman Sachs welcomes Georgetown students to
attend the following events this summer in NYC
Minority Reception and Presentation

Thursday, July 6th
Women in the Workplace Panel and Reception

Wednesday, July 26th
Georgetown Summer Reception

Thursday, July 27th
Please e-mail: summerevents@gs.com

Indicate which event(s) you would like to attend and
include your name, summer address, phone,
school, year of graduation, and e-mail.
e Invitation and details to follow.

Minds. Wide Open?
WWW.gs.com

.

Goldman Sachs, an equal opportunity employer, does not discriminate in employment on any basis that is prohibited by federal, state or local law.
52745 Georgetown July 13.3125x21
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Over Objections, Block Party On
Organizers Urge Students to Exercise Caution
BLOCK

PARTY, From p. 1

Georgetown University.
However, according

to

Payne,

Party forever.”
The battle over Block Party approval comes in the midst ofa debate

him and said she did not want Block
Party canceled because of his death.

on

Payne

campus

and

in

the

community

over the role of alcohol in student
life and what ANC Commissioner
Peter Pulsifer termed a “culture of
drinking” on Georgetown’s campus.
This debate has been intensified by
several serious events, including the
death of junior David Shick on Feb.
22. Shick died of head trauma after a
fight in the parking lot behind
Lauinger Library in which the Metropolitan Police Department said the
participants had been drinking. In
addition, local police have begun to
crack down on underage drinking in
the

Georgetown

area.

In February, Dean of Students James
A. Donahue refused to write his traditional letter of support for Block Party,
saying that his office could not support the event at a time when the university was mourning Shick’s death.
The Block Party is run by a nonprofit
foundation,
independent
of

Debbie

Shick,

said

David’s

that,

mother,

instead,

called

Mrs.

Shick

said that David had said the Block Party
brought people together. “She said that
after a tough semester, we should bring
people together,” Payne said. Shick’s
parents

wrote

a letter

to

THE

Hoya

saying that they did not want to see the
event canceled.
In addition, other residents and commissioners, including members of the
Burleith Citizens’ Association, com-

plained that Block Party would create a
spillover of rowdy behavior in the neighborhood.
In an e-mail to the student body,
the organizers, Owens, Thom Devlin
(MSB ’00) and Bryan Spoon (COL *00)

cautioned students about behavior
at Block Party. All students and community members are invited to attend;
however, only those 21 and older with

a valid government-issued ID can
drink. “As you enjoy this semester’s
Block Party, please act responsibly

Explore

and respectfully. All of our actions
will ‘have direct consequences for
the future of this amazing event,”
the organizers wrote in a letter to the
student body.
At the meeting, the student orga-

VICE PRESIDENT, From p: 1

events on campus and changing the
fake-ID law to allow citations for using
false identification to get into a bar, not

charity and a tradition. In addition, he
pointed out that the ANC approved

just to buy alcohol.
While the $10 admission at the
Block Party will allow those 21 and
older to have two 12-ounce cups of
beer instead of the traditional three
16-ounce ones, those of age can
buy additional cups at one dollar
apiece. Owens said that there will be
free soda and water as well as
Domino’s Pizza for sale at Block
Party. Block Party will also offer a
variety of musical entertainment. The
Sugar’s Band will play at 1:30 p.m.,
Regan at 3 p.m. and Mudcat Jones at

the event, a fact that he believes the

4:30

ABC gave great weight. “I think the
ABC board decided [in favor of the
Block Party] because they were convinced that the organizers had done a
good job and that there would be no
underage drinking,” he said.
Schultz is part of a Georgetown
community task force working to curb
underage drinking and excessive alcohol consumption through actions
like lobbying for more non-alcohol

spin tunes before, during and after
the bands’ sets. Charities receiving
the Block Party profits include

nizers, their lawyer, Paul Pascal, ANC
Commissioner Art Schultz and Payne

testified about the event and answered questions from members of
the “board, ranging from the way
event-goers get in to the role of alcohol at the event.
Schultz said he explained to the ABC
board that the event was well-run, for

p.m.

Sursum

In addition,

Corda,

It’s

WGTB

For

The

will

Kids,"

Campaign Georgetown, Habitat for
Humanity, Hyde Elementary PTA,
Holy Trinity Elementary School and
Christ House, a soup kitchen.
“It’s been a lot of hard work and
we’re iexcited it’s happening,”
Owens said.

understood that the university wanted
to keep it confidential. They were
concerned whether or not the candidates would stay in the race. I question whether we should have candidates for the position who are not
willing to face public scrutiny.”
Then-editor in chief Jeff Jarosch
(COL °01) said that running the story
was consistent with the Voice’s editorial philosophy.
;
“We, as a newspaper, could not in

good faith keep this information that
is incredibly pertinent from the student

body

and

smother

it,”

said

Jarosch, who said that he had spoken
with Journalism Advisor Rose Ann
Robertson before making the decision to run the story. “If the people
that are coming here can’t be honest
and open, then we’d like to know
about that. Our editorial page has
consistently expressed a desire for
everything on campus to be open to
the press.”
Jarosch, who finished his term as
editor in chief with Thursday’s issue,

said that he had received a call Thursday from University Provost Dorothy
Brown saying that by running the

Frid
|pm

Bel

|

story, the newsmagazine had jeopar.
dized having students on committees

|

such

te

as

the

one

that’s

choosing

Donahue’s replacement.
“It interesting because she assume;
that it was a student,” Jarosch said.

[ary

Wackerman, who said he did no
know how the Voice obtained the
names of the finalists, said that

confidentiality agreement

Presic
| The

is neces.

{ICC
00d

Applicants often do not inform their
current employers. of their candida.

itm
studes
paths

:

Breaching that confidentiality alsy
could make potential candidates for
other

positions

think

twice

applying, Martin said.

The search committee,

before

Eds
State
Fnglis

fo

comprised

Fg

of five professors, three administra.
tors, three undergraduate students
and a graduate student, narrowed the
pool of applicants to five semifinal

|

i fi

by y theth

i
committee
and d aa 10-member
10-member
student panel earlier this month with
the committee submitting three finaltwo

weeks

Co
ing fo
I
«

ag

after its final meeting on April 14.
Staff Writer Tim Sullivan contribute] | [P=
to this report.
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fDMONDS, From P. 1

isas hard or as easy as you make it.”
Edmonds said he had a long ca«er in public affairs, marketing and
free-lance writing before coming to

fie White House as a speechwriter
in 1995. Two of his previous emjloyers were Donna

Shalala, Secre-

ary of the Department of Health
md Human Services, and former
(ongressman and current NAACP
mesident Kweisi Mfume.
Though Edmonds emphasized that
access in his’ profession involves

pod writing skills and a deep com-

nitment to public service, he told
fudents there are many different

paths to becoming a speechwriter.
Edmonds graduated from Morgan
state University, in Baltimore, as ah

and almost sang my way out of college,” Edmonds said, prompting students to consider that career goals
can and do change.
He described his job as a “wild
ride,” and told students he plans
to take a long nap after his time in
the White House. Though he
would entertain the possibility of
moving to the Gore camp if the
vice-president is Bill Clinton’s (SFS
’68)

successor,

he

told

students

that working at the White House
involves a lot of energy and
stamina.
“There’s a reason there’s a lot of
young people there,” Edmonds said,
describing a typical day’s work as
writing, editing and fact-checking
three to four speeches. While some
speeches may take several days to

fnglish major and said he never took

write, he said others have been pre-

aprofessional speechwriting course.

pared on the president’s way to the
podium. A typical workday lasts 12
hours, but he said he and his staff of
six worked 15 to 20 hours per day
during the three weeks prior to the
State of the Union address.
“You give your life up to your job,”
Edmonds said, though he stressed:
how rewarding the collaborative process can be. Speechwriters have a

in fact,” he said, “I never even knew

it existed.”
While he encouraged students
who
may
be
interested
in
speechwriting to seek internships in
the field, he told students that writ-

ing for the president was not his goal
in college.
“] sang my way through college

“If you believe in yourselves, achieving your
goals is as hard or as easy
as you make it.”
— Terry Edmonds, Director
Of White House
Speechwriting
powerful

voice,

he said, in that they

determine how the political message
of a public servant will be delivered.
Describing Clinton as “one of the
most loquacious presidents in history,” Edmonds said it is sometimes
difficult to keep up with the volume
of speeches the president gives.
“Writing for another person is a
unique skill,” he said, explaining it
takes a long time to master another’s
personal style. Describing Clinton’s
speech as colloquial and influenced
by Southern dialect, he also stressed
that the president does not solely
rely on what is prepared for him.
Edmonds praised the president’s
own writing abilities, saying that
when Clinton gets the first draft of

an important speech, he “improves
it immensely without much effort.”
And though Clinton does not customarily practice his speeches,
Edmonds described him as a very
practiced speaker.
“Clinton is prone to stray from the
script,” Edmonds said, explaining that
the president is articulate enough to
feel out a room and come up with his
own anecdotes to suit the occasion.
Edmonds told students he barely recognized the first speech he wrote for
Clinton, though the president later
told him not to take it personally.
Edmonds emphasized that a
speech is never final until it is delivered and that he is often surprised by
what Clinton says in his speeches.
“He invests so much that in the
end,

the

speech

is

his,”

Edmonds

said. “Many eyes see the speeches,
but the president’s are the sharpest
of all of them.”
According to Jessica Melton (COL
03),

his

remarks

on

the

art

of

speechwriting working for President
Clinton
were quite engaging. “It
was exciting to see that there’s still
some idealism in government and
that real people are part of the process,”

she

said:

More Seats Coming
To McDonough Gym
MCDONOUGH,

rrom Pp. 1

In response to the recent housing
crunch on campus due to an increase in
enrollment, the university is building a
new dorm on campus that will house 750
students. A second project is to renovate
and add on to the Ryan Administration
building to create theater space and practice rooms for the performing arts department. A third project that takes priority
over the McDonough renovations involves the alteration and expansion of
athletic fields, such as turning Harbin
Field into a stadium. When the football
team joins the Patriot League in the fall of
2002, it will almost necessitate a larger
stadium. At present, Kehoe is the smallest field in the Patriot League in terms of
seating capacity. This second project
also includes plans for the construction
of a facility for team locker rooms as well
as several athletic department offices
that would be located in the new stadium
An on-campus arena is intended provide the Hoyas with a much stronger
home-court advantage than MCI

Cen-

ter offers them. While a renovated
McDonough Gymnasium will hold
about 2,000 less people than the average attendance last season at MCI Cen-

ter, the athletic department hopes it will
encourage more students to attend

home games, many of whom were
turned off by the 20-minute ride downtown to MCI Center in a school bus.
Splitting time between an on-campus arena and a larger facility is nothing new for many teams, especially in
the Big East conference. The 1999
national champion University of Connecticut Huskies split time between
the

10,000-seat

which

Gampel

is on campus

Pavilion,

and the larger

Hartford Civic Center, which is early

an hour away. St. John’s uses 6,000seat Alumni Hall in addition to Madison Square Garden.
Without

an

on-campus

arena,

many fans have felt that the Hoyas
have been placed at a significant disadvantage in recent years as the program has sat with its hands tied while
competing programs have built oncampus arenas. Pittsburgh has an
on-campus arena under construction
and Miami is planning to build one
soon. Other Big East schools, such
as Villanova and Boston College use
on-campus arenas of 6,500 and 8,500

seats, respectively.
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One Student

committee, considering there is only one student on it,” and

asked at the meeting “if there could be an enlargement [of
student representation].”
“I don’t think any of the students feel there was ill will
created or [appointing only one student] was done to isolate
us, I think it’s just that we’re concerned,” said Wendy
Wright (COL 01), Chief External Advisor for GUSA and co-

chair of Campaign Georgetown.

Investment

lion

Vice Chair and

Partners. inc.

Re

octal) 5 ds President

“The greatest concern that I've heard wasn’t whether it | Jesuit Sources

was a Jesuit or the qualifications, it was ‘Why is there only
heard,”” Wright said.
Zeigler asked Davis what kind of involvement he thought
graduate
students wanted with the search committee, respond:
FOR
“WA
ing 2 a jeey i ee Alera
ons
we
Sore 0

€ gra uate students an

Anthony Clark Arend, Ph.D., Associate Prof

has already scheduled

| P aif

:

full-day meetings

said he would be interested in scheduling more town hall
meetings. Davis pledged GUSA’s help in disseminating
information about those meetings.
The Committee is 23 people strong and includes 11 board
of directors representatives, nine faculty representatives,
one staff representative, one alumni representative, and one
student representative ohh it currently exists.
:
“The university is
a cycle that I would characterize as
‘challenge and opportunity,’ Zeigler said. “This is a fairly
unprecedented situation i Georgetown.”

the

Southwest

ally, the Healy building for safety
Construction

equipment

p.m. and strong gas fumes could be

jor natural gas provider,

smelled througho
the Villageut
C West

capped

complex soon after. The complex was
evacuated along with New South at
about 12:30 p.m. DepartmentofPublic
Safety officers directed students out
towards the Dahlgren Quadrangle and
Healy Lawn, then pulled fire alarms in

broken

arrived ang

pipe

Within 3
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Professor

John Richert, M.D.. Professor and Chair, Department of Microbi-

ology and Immunology

A
FZ

Students were allowed back inf| co

Gas fumes encroaching on Dahlgren

digging

the

minutes of the evacuations,
Students returning from Eagtg |
break were forced to exit cabs andl
park at the far end of Lot 3 and walk |
along the edge of the parking lof to!
avoid the leak.

Harbin, Old North, and New North.

reasons.

William C. McFadden, S.J.. Associate Professor of Theology

throughout the summer and into next semester, and Zeigler

of

evacuation of the Healy Building
Washington Gas, the district's m,

ment of Physiology & Biophysics
Richard

The committee

ay
Al, 5

.

| Faculty Representatives
Richard D. Batss 3, PRD, President of the FE
rofessorD. ofLumpkin,
Chemistry
a
Michael
Ph.D., Professor and Acting

it, their connection to the Alma Mater is a different one.”

thought,” Zeigler said.

during the “utility relo-

phase

wards Healy Lawn and the event

at the corner of Village C West near
Harbin hit the pipeline just after 12:30

5

4

hi

Davis said, “They’re just not interested. When it boils down to

“Pll give [more student representation thought] some

through the surface of Tondorf Drive

Quadrangle project, broke through
a natural gas pipeline near VillageC
West on Monday afternoon. The
resulting leak caused the evacuation of New South, Village C, Harbin,
New North, Old North and, eventu-
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Presidential Search Comittee LCL

much of the dialogue encompassed whether appointing | Board of Directors Representatives
more students would be possible. GUSA President Tawan
Lloyd E. Camphel (GSE 7). Managing Director, Credit
Davis (COL ’01) was conceined
“with the largeness of the | wi ust Bos id Con
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According to the Career Center, the
site is not meant as a job-searching
engine, but rather an informative,
inside-look at professional fields. The
administrators suggest beginning
contact with a letter of introduction
requesting
a half-hour for a telephone
interview. The student should then
prepare his or her questions, tele-
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phone the contact and discuss the

ter. Among the most popular and suc | 4

nature of the contact’s work. Imporcessful programs include the on-can.
pus-recruiting program which has|
tant areas to cover are the nature of
the profession and organization, as
helped 30 percent of its participants
well as job-hunting strategies. Their
obtain jobs, the interview preparation|
final suggestion is to make a careful
program, career consultations ag |
record of contacts and write a letter of
career workshops. According to the
thanks to those individuals with
Career Center, the programs offered
whom one spoke.
are geared not only to “busines
The new site is just one of the many . types,” but also to non-profit ang
resources offered by the Career Cenhumanitarian organizations as well
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Think you're a bartender? Here's your chance to prove it. Enter The X Show Final X-am
Sweepstakes, at www.FXnetworks.com. Send us the recipe for your most potent drink and
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GU Student Monitors Nike
Factories in Latin America
FACTORIES,

FROM P. 1

Chrobog also said the reality of the

and walk

factories he visited failed to live up to

ng ot ty

the stereotypes abundant in the
American media. “There is a big misconception

UTS after|

/

“and sug.
On-can:
nich hag

rticipants
eparation
ons and |
1g to the
5 offered
business|
ofit and
as well,

about

what

factories

are

really like. Nike has been singled out
| because of the college controversy as
a company that operates in sweatshops. The best I can do is to say that
this topic has been based on rhetoric
and false information. We all think
there are bad conditions and they
need to be remedied right away.”
The recommendations of the 14 stu| dents were presented to Nike and will
be taken under advisement. A report
will be issued by July 1 to explicate the

company’s response and detail what
action will be taken.
“I believe that things will change
even in the next three months,”
Chrobog said. “The violations classi-

fied as systematic noncompliance will
be addressed immediately. Frankly, I
believe conditions will improve because

[students]

have

been

there.”

According to Chrobog, Nike is currently working to solve the problem
of mass personnel liquidation. “If
they don’t improve, Nike will cut the
contract with the factories,” he said.

Chrobog’s factory auditing experience occurred after a training seminar by the Pricewaterhouse auditors.
Arriving at the factory, Chrobog
first met with the factory manager to
assess what the auditing team
wanted to accomplish first. After
the

meeting,

they

took

a factory

tour, visiting all parts of the factory
including the infirmary, cafeteria and
production area.
The largest segment of the factory
visit was spent interviewing 25 randomly chosen workers representing
a cross-section of the employee population. According to Chrobog, during
the seven to eight-hour interview process, employees were asked questions such as if they were free to leave
the factory after their shifts ended, if
they were free to unionize, if they
liked or disliked their jobs, if overtime
was available and how many hours
per day they worked, according to
Chrobog.
Chrobog’s team discovered that
unionizing could lead to firing in the
factories, a practice which violates
the Nike Code of Conduct. Factories
also were found to liquidate their
employee base annually to avoid
paying legally-required seniority
benefits, according to Chrobog’s
report.

Additionally, Chrobog found that
management appoints all of the workers’ representatives and does not
compensate for training periods. Furthermore,

according

to

Chrobog,

most supervisors and workers were
unfamiliar with the Nike Code of
Conduct.
However,

Chrobog’s

report

also

shows that the factories showed no
signs of child labor and paid overtime
as well as regular wages in accordance with local laws. The factories
also made documentation readily

available to the inspectors.
“] was surprised that we had so
much involvement in the auditing process,” Chrobog said.
access to documents,

“We had total
every room in

the factory and there were no limitations.”
While Chrobog described the conditions in the factories he visited as
“on the worse end of the scale,” other
students found differing conditions

within the factories they visited. According to Jimmy Tran of Southern
Methodist University, the factories
he visited in the U.S. and Canada were
«... clean and well-ordered. There was
good communication between the
management

and

workers.

the factories he visited showed no
sign of underage workers or discrimination. Many workers in the factories
exhibited a “poor knowledge of the
Code of Conduct,” and were not
awarded overtime pay and suffered
from verbal and physical abuse in
Bangladesh; however, they were able
‘to elect a representative committee,
according to Carr’s testimony during
a conference call.
‘The student committee also submitted global recommendations to

However,

there was no system of promotions
and the workers did not understand
the Code of Conduct.”
According to Tran, these factories
exhibited poor compensation levels.
“A 70-year-old worker was making
minimum wage,” Tran reported in a
conference call Tuesday. Health and
safety

conditions

also

suffered,

as

blood-borne pathogens could be
spread through shared manufacturing tools.
Chrobog said, “Many of the really
bad factories are in the U.S., like Cali-

fornia. Workers there are not being
paid wages and are subject to forced
overtime. By no means is everything
perfect here [in the U.S.]. In many
cases the workers are treated worse.”
According to Earl Carr, a student at
the College of William & Mary who
visited factories in China and Taiwan,

Nike, including an increase in resources

available, training of Pricewaterhouse
to be more consistent in their audits
and an increased number and duration
of visits to factories. The student committee also strongly encouraged an
increase in participation by non-governmental organizations in factory
monitoring.
Pricewaterhouse auditors live locally
near the factories they monitor and are
contracted by Nike. “Pricewaterhouse
is the right group to monitor factories,”
said Chrobog. “They are good at accounting, monitoring and are familidr
with the culture.”
Regarding Georgetown’s own involvement with contracting apparel in
factories and the school’s recent
switch to affiliation with the Workers’
Rights Consortium, Chrobog says,
“Both the [Fair Labor Association]
and WRC are evolving. Whoever does
the better job should go for it. The
WRC needs corporate members to
improve factories. Both [the FLA and
WRC] should go head to head.”
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When Colorado’s Players Just Didn’t
Buffaloes Football Squad Punished for Not Donning Swoosh
By Teo Dawson
AND TERJE LANGELAND
Cororapo Dairy (U. COLORADO)

(U-WIRE) BOULDER, Colo. —
As Colorado increasingly turns to
corporate sponsorships to supplement its meager state funding, many
critics have asked whether people
in the university community are
giving up some of their freedom in
return.
For some CU football players,
the answer seems to be “yes.”
Members of the football team
say they have been disciplined for
“spatting,” or taping their shoes,

during practice. Some players believe spatting offers them increased
ankle support, while others consider it a fashion statement.
University officials say spatting
doesn’t carry any benefits.
But the real reason spatting irks
the

coaches,

players

say,

is be-

cause the tape covers up the Nike
“swooshes” on their shoes, and
Nike doesn’t like it.
As part of a six-year, $6-million
sponsorship agreement with Nike,
most CU varsity athletes are required to wear Nike gear — which
Nike provides for free —to all prac-

tices and games.
But if players cover up the
swoosh, Nike isn’t getting the advertising for which it’s paying. Nike
pays CU $500,000 per year for that
advertising,

“At first, he was going to take a
game from each individual player,”
said Javon

Green,

a star wide re-

ceiver for the Buffs. “There were
four people who got in trouble for
putting tape on their shoes for this

in addition to provid-

ing the free gear.
Nike’s contract specifically
states that spatting is verboten and
can result in Nike terminating its
agreement.
During a recent Saturday scrimmage, Coach Gary Barnett — who
receives $190,000 annually from the

Nike deal — threatened players with
game suspensions for spatting.

past scrimmage.

He (Barnett) was

going to take a game for each
player.”
Instead, team members volunteered to run “gassers” as a collective punishment.
“The team stood up and said
that we would run together as a
team and suffer the consequences
for those individuals,” Green said.

Penn State Baseball Joins Swelling Chorus
Team Is Latest to Protest Confederate Flag in South Carolina
By ANYA SOSTEK

ciation of Basketball Coaches. The letter asked
the NCAA to move the 2002 regional basketball

THE CHRONICLE (DUKE UL)

(U-WIRE) DURHAM, N.C. — Red is not one

tournament from Greenville, S.C., if the flag is

of Penn State’s school colors. But when they
took the field against the Winthrop baseball
team March 18 and 19, every Nittany Lion
sported a red wristband in protest of the Confederate flag flying above the state capitol.
That weekend, Penn State joined the growing list of sports organizations that have made
some sort of statement against the Confederate flag.
The resistance has been slowly building since
January, when the NAACP

still flying.
Wally Renfro, public relations director for the

NCAA, sees a sports boycott as another chapter in the long history of sports and politics.
“I think you have to understand that sports in
America are a microcosm of society — people
love their sports,” Renfro said. “This is not the
first time by a long shot that sports have been
used for political purposes and it won’t be the
last time. Sports is where human drama is played
out and it doesn’t stop for politics.”
The ACC has gotten involved, if only to a
limited extent. It is urging baseball coaches to
stay in North Carolina hotels during the conference championships, which will be held in the

first announced the

boycott. Some NCAA schools in the Philadelphia area, including Temple and Swarthmore,
canceled lacrosse and tennis matches in South
Carolina, and various professional and national
sports organizations have taken action. In addition, several prominent individuals in the sport-

border town of Rock Hill, S.C.
“We’re not saying very much,” said Dee
Todd, assistant commissioner for the ACC and

ing world, like Serena Williams, Lou Holtz and

Terry Bowden, have expressed their support of
the boycott.
Although the South Carolina state senate
voted last week to remove the flag from atop the
statehouse, the NAACP is continuing the boycott because the state hangs a Confederate flag
at a monument on statehouse grounds. Similarly, the NCAA is awaiting the legislature’s
final decision before it changes policy.
For now, NCAA officials are taking seriously
a letter they received from the National Asso-

director of
the removal
been signed
have agreed

championships. “We’re supporting
of the flag. Since our agreement had
prior to this becoming an issue, we
to hold it there. We hope the issue

Several Blue Devil sports teams have played
in South Carolina since the boycott, and there
has been little, if any, talk of changing the
games.
“I haven’t heard anybody even mention it,”
said

men’s

tennis

coach

Jay

Lapidus,

whose

team has played three matches in South Carolina this season. “I’m kind of surprised that any
of this is even going on.”
Women’s track coach Jan Samuelson-Ogilvie
said that the only sports talk she has heard on
the issue is from her sister-in-law, Olympic gold
medalist Joan Benoit Samuelson, who ran in the

Olympic marathon trials in Columbia in late
February.
“My brother and his wife were appalled,”
Samuelson-Ogilvie said. “Had there been more
time, there would have been a bigger effort made
against the flag.”
Many sports teams are also locked into contracts with other schools, which could result in

a forfeited game if one school decides not to
attend.
With

respect to our tennis team, when

the

issue arose we had not yet completed our reg-

will be resolved soon, since we’ve scheduled it

istration for a tennis tournament,” Temple ath-

there again next year.”
The Blue Devils were already scheduled to
stay within North Carolina and were therefore
not affected by the ACC’s request. As a whole,
Duke has not been actively involved with the
boycott.

letic director Dave O’Brien said. “Given the
importance of the issue and the controversy
surrounding it, we felt that the prudent course
of action was to look for a tennis tournament in
another Southern state. In this’ way, we were
supporting the issue in both word and deed.”
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Oneofa Kind’
106th Running of Penn Relays
Attracts World-Class Athletes
By Rick HAGGERTY
Dairy PENNSYLVANIAN (U. PENNSYLVANIA)

meter dashes; you see wheelchair people;

(U-WIRE) PHILADELPHIA — The eyes
of the track world will once again be

you see children on the infield; you see
men and women, girls and boys,” Tenisci
said. “It’s such a human scale.”
While athletes of all types will compete
this weekend, one of the obvious highlights will be provided by the sport’s
premier names in the “USA vs. the World”

focused

on Philadelphia this weekend,

as

Penn plays host to the world’s most
spectacular track and field carnival for the
106th consecutive year.
As world-class athletes continue the
season that will take them to the Summer
Olympics in Sydney and competitors in
grade school, high school and college near
the end of their respective seasons, all will
be on display this weekend at Franklin
Field.
The 106th running of the Relays
officially kicked off Tuesday with the first
day of competition in the college decathlon and heptathlon. The crowds will grow
- this weekend,

as track fans from across the

world fill the bleachers to cheer on the
competing athletes.
By the time the action comes to a close
on Saturday evening, more than 23,000
athletes will have competed at the Relays.
Two hundred seventy-one colleges and
856 high schools will be represented.
Athletes from across the United States
and from different parts of the world will
come to Penn to compete in the largest
celebration of track and field in the nation.

And nearly 100,000 fans should make
their way to West Philadelphia for a track
meet that rates second only to the
Olympics in prominence.
“Other than the Olympics, it’s totally
one of a kind,” Penn

assistant women’s

track coach Tony Tenisci said. “In a lot
of ways, it’s more diverse than the
Olympics.”
In fact, while the Franklin Field bleachers

will be filled to see superstars Michael
Johnson and Marion Jones headline the
“USA vs. the World” relays on Saturday,
hundreds of local middle school athletes
had the opportunity to run on the same
track Tuesday afternoon.
“You see 90-year old people running 100

events.

)

_ Johnson and Jones, along with
stars like Inger Miller and Maurice
will return to Penn as part of their
Olympic preparation. The United
will take on the rest of the world’s
the 4-x-100 and 4-x-400 meters for

other
Greene, |
preStates
stars in
both the

men and women and the men’s 4-x-1,500,

While many in attendance will be there
to see the big names, the Olympic
Development athletes will be far from the
only ones showcased.
For the Penn teams, the Relays offer a
chance to share their home with the rest of
the track and field world.

“It takes on a different effect because
_ you train at Franklin Field day in and day
out, and suddenly this week it just gets
packed,” Penn senior distance runner
Sean MacMillan said. “You know that
- your sweat and your blood is on that
track.”

|\

5 act ti
lla sic
All th

This weekend, MacMillan and the
Quakers will have to share their home with

ing, th
numerous athletes who will be sure to
ih the
provide Franklin Field with their own fair
es,
share of sweat and blood.
be a |
This competitive spirit will draw thouain thi
sands of people to Franklin Field for this
Rando
very special weekend. Even celebrities like filed b
Bill Cosby and George Steinbrenner will
[kn Cir
make their annual trips to the Relays.
fas, pe
Next week will again be a normal week of
proli
practice for the Penn teams at Franklin
sor le
Field. The Relays will be finished, and the
fause
fans will be gone.
© Tul
But for this one weekend, the University
8 cons
of Pennsylvania will be the center of the | i the 1

track

5|

universe.

Summer
Sessions

2000
welcomes visiting students
More than 800 students from
other colleges and universities
attend Montclair State
University each

summer.

Eight weeks June 12 - August 3
Six weeks June 26 - August 3
Four weeks July 10 - August 3
Three weeks August 7 - 24
Plus additional sessions
Telephone registration begins April 14

~

MONTCLAIR
STATE
mum | UNIVERSITY
For summer catalog including schedule,
course descriptions, and visiting student
permission form, write, fax, or phone us today.
e-mail:

summer.sessions@montclair.edu

telephone:
fax:

973-655-4352

MakeTheMove.com makes transferring
your utilities the easiest part of the move.

973-655-7851

Montclair State University, Summer Sessions
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution
"

+

Please send me a summer catalog including schedule, course descriptions, and visiting student permission form.
Name

!

Trying to finish up your finals and move? Transferring your services is the last thing you want
to think about. So let us. Just log on to MakeTheMove.com, enter
your old and new addresses, and select the services you want
to transfer, cancel or set up - phone, gas, electric, cable
and more. It's totally FREE and gets you off hold - giving
you more time to focus on really important things,
iove.com
like getting your security deposit back.

Make

Address

We'll hook you up.

City.

State

ZIP
GEORGETOWN

intmet
4501,

i

i Col
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Jf Comin o Tests, NY’s Mets

"ind Canadian Basketball

4

END OF THE SEMESTER —
when the papers and
that we all thought
actually come are due

LLIVAI

in the next week. For me, the bulk
ny work was a 20-25 page paper

Running
The Option

jpapal infallibility, due yesterday,
ich ate up the lion’s share of my

time this week. Suffice it to say,
ion this week.
ith that in mind, forgive me for
ing to come up with one coherent

ingredient in the chicken which
makes you crave it fortnightly,

ih about which to write this week.
ead, in the grand tradition of

ple who don’t know what to talk
Lut, ’m going to throw a whole
lich of random thoughts at you

smartass.

And what does juiced mean
anyway? Did the absent-minded
professor put flubber on the ball to
make it fly further off the bats?
The answer is a simple no. The
ball isn’t juiced and there is no
conspiracy to increase offense to
increase ratings. If you want to
know why there has been such an
increase in the number of home

hope it’s enough to fill my

bee. I know,

the
00.
IC

the

its shameless

and

ly, but it would be so much worse
[went with my next best idea,
ther column about how good the
kts are.
hich brings me to my first
dom thought: how good the
#5 are. The

orange

and

runs, you have to look no further

blue

iors are coming off of their
ligest winning streak since 1998,

2

than three reasons.
First, and this is the one that has

stof [4hey have been doing it in ways

had the most impact of any of the

tino one expected them to. Derek
Il I guess that Hampton trade
ight work out in the end anyhow.
fn Hampton, the biggest disap(itment of the early portion of the
son, is showing signs of getting

©

ay
8

.

With
iy
al

l5act together, though his ERA is
lla sickening 5.72.
All that said, even with all pistons

lo the Mets are in for a battle

ih the rejuvenated Atlanta
wes, who, I have to admit, appear

be a head above the Mets once

a

iin this year.
;

fandom thought No. 2: [ am

a circulating for the last couple of
ars, particularly this year, about
k of ik proliferation of home runs in the
]
ior leagues. People suggest that
the {hause Kevin Elster smacks a few
,
e runs, Major League Baseball
Tye 5 conspired to create more offense

he| Llithe ball is being juiced. Yeah,

| i Colonel Sanders puts a secret

three, is the expansion that the
league has had over the last 10 years.
With the addition of four new teams,

and thus four new pitching staffs,
there are somewhere between 40 and
50 pitchers in the major leagues right
now that wouldn’t have made the big
leagues nine or 10 years ago. Is it any
wonder people are teeing off on
AAA pitchers? Do you really think
Chad Ogea and Pat Mahomes would
have been big league starters if the
Florida Marlins and Tampa Bay Devil
Rays weren’t added to the league?
Second, the stadiums that are

like Ved by all of the talk that has

ll

WOMEN

by All Sport? You remember the
commercials from like four years ago
that said All Sport would change
sports so much they would have to
make baskets 25 feet high and
fences 500 feet away. That’s the
only justification I can see for
putting a hill in centerfield. I guess
they’re trying to create that play-

jas not a fun time to run the

being built are ridiculously small and
are begging hitters to swing for the
fences. Just look at Enron Field and
Safeco Field. The left-field and rightfield fences are so short even Mets’

shortstop Rey Ordofiez could
become a power hitter if he hit the
weight room.
And while I’m on the subject of’
Enron Field, is this place sponsored

ground field of obstacles in the
outfield.
Or they are trying to injure every
centerfielder in the game.
Third, players are simply bigger
and stronger than ever before, and
they put more time into keeping
themselves that way. Compare Mark
McGwire and Willie Mays. The
physical advantage today’s players
have is remarkable,

and is the

reason why so many home runs are
getting hit.
Random

thought No. 3: Butch

Carter is a baby. Marcus Camby
called him a liar, which apparently he
is, so he files suit against his former
player as his team is set to face
Camby’s Knicks in an opening round
playoff series. And it was all a
publicity stunt to get his name in the
papers following the publication of
his book which accuses Indiana
men’s

basketball Head

ALWAYS

Bobby

distraction won’t be enough

to keep the Knicks from slaughtering
the Raptors, however, mostly
because they have their playoff
swagger back from last year. The
intensity in Madison Square Garden
Sunday and Wednesday was the
stuff usually reserved for games
against Michael Jordan’s Bulls. And
when the Knicks have the crowd at
their backs, watch out, because with
that kind of confidence the Knicks,

with arguably the best first six in the
east, are going to be a dangerous
team in the Eastern Conference

playoffs. Vince Carter or not, the
Raptors aren’t going to be winning
their first playoff series this year,
thank you very much.
How did Canada get a basketball
team

anyway?

~ YOU KNOW THAT FRIEND
WHO

Coach

Knight of a slew of charges.
The

Squad Sets Sight
On Championship
Tournament Berth

Sailing World
College
Rankings
As of April 16, 2000

landom Musings of a Cluttered Mind
H, THE
a time
exams
Luld never
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1. USC
2. Dartmouth

SAILING,

3. St. Mary’s
4. Boston Univ.
5. Hobart/

Hobart’s

move,”

Callahan

said.

“We

went on a little run of our own after they
passed us, and we actually moved all
the way up to second place.”
With only a few races left and two
freshman skippers on the water, Callahan
and the team decided it would be best to
play it safe and shoot for a qualifying
score instead of risking a loss trying to

William Smith

6. Tufts
7. Stanford
8. Charleson
9. Harvard
10. HOYAS

win the regatta.
“We were 19 points ahead of Hobart,
and we knew that if we did fairly well in
the final races we’d be leaving with an
invitation to the national tournament.”
Although they were passed by Old
Dominion in the final race, Georgetown
sailed well enough to place third at the
regatta and earn their seventh-consecutive invitation to the ICYRA Women’s
National Championship to be held May
28 through 30 at St. Mary’s.
In the B-division, sophomore Leah
Williams and freshman Liz Sampson won
three of their last four races to finish in
second place with 62 points. In the A-

11. Old Dominion
12 UC-Santa
Barbara
13. Brown
14. Hawaii
15. Connecticut

College

Cop
1. St. Mary’s
2. USC
3. Harvard

division,

the team

of freshman

Elliott, Shelly Wentworth and
Baye Emery clinched third place
ishing out of the top five in only
their last 12 races.
“Mimi turned in areally gutsy

4. Tufts

5. Hobart/

William Smith

mance,”

6. HOYAS

8. Charleston

9. MIT
10. Old Dominion
11. Stanford

12. Dartmouth
13. Boston College
14. Kings Point

Callahan

Mimi

junior
by fintwo of
perfor-

said. “She was bat-

tling pneumonia, mono and strep throat,
and this was actually the first time she’d
sailed in two weeks.”
With these strong performances,
Callahan likes the team’s chances at the
national tournament.
“We’ve got a good history at this
regatta. We finished fifth last year, and
we beat some very tough schools to get
in to the tournament this year, so I think
we’ll be able to improve on last year’s

7. Navy

15, Hawaii

From Pp. 18

“Our girls responded really well to

-

finish. The fact that we did so well with

two freshmen skippers bodes really well
for our future, too.”

The team will take a week off before

they begin practicing for the tournament.
Also this past weekend, the Georgetown coed sailing team participated in
the Thompson Trophy held at the United
States Coast Guard Academy.
After the first day of races, the Hoyas
were in 15th place and didn’t look to be
moving up going into Sunday’s races.
However, both divisions got back on track
Sunday, and the team managed to jump 11
spots to finish in fourth place overall.
In the B-divisioh, junior skipper John
Camera had a string of six top-two finishes as well as wining three races in a
row during that stretch. An unfortunate
disqualification in one of the races
bumped Camera out of second place,
but his fourth-place finish in the division was “still quite good” according to
Callahan.
Over in the A-division, Ryan Costello
managed to string together a significant
amount of top three finishes on Sunday to
help him finish in fifth place for the regatta.
This meet was the last regatta for the
coed team before the MAISA Coed
National Fleet Race Qualifier, which will
be held this weekend.
“We’re shooting to win this regatta,” Callahan said of this weekend’s
event. “The top four teams qualify for
the nationals and there will probably
be one at-large bid, and we’re pretty
confident we can place in that top five.
But we want to win, especially considering that five of the nation’s top-ten
schools

are in our district, and

MAKE

SAYS,

BEI URLTS: MY
]
N
T
A BETTER SHOW
S
U
O
M
A
S
F
| THAN THIS"?
| CAN BE A
SELL OUT.’

Tune into Nibblebox.com for the most cutting edge, innovative

irreverent entertainment.

and

All created by students, with the help of

some of the hottest names in the film and television industry like
John Leguizamo, Doug Liman and Steven Soderbergh.

nibbl&box
entertainment

bytes

souncbreakcom
www.nibblebox.com

a win

here would really draw some attention
to our program.”
With Sunday’s strong finish, and
the triumph of two weeks ago, the Georgetown sailing team has qualified for
two national championship regattas for
the first time in school history. With a
strong showing this weekend, they
could wind up with their third invitation to a national tournament in as
many weeks, and make even more history in the process.

the interactive online music experience

THE S
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MEN’S LACROSSE

GU Provides Athletic Educatio

Henehan Leads

Georgetown
With Four Goals
MEN’S

NAGLE,

LAX, rrom p. 18

seconds

to preserve

#

continued

to

build

on

the

lead,

scoring the first two goals of the second
quarter to lead by three goals, 9-6. But the
Hoyas offense caught a spark and fired off
some quick goals to take the lead again before the end of the half. Senior attackman
Scott Urick scored back-to-back goals in just
24 seconds and junior attackman Jamie Sharpe
found the back of the net with just 14 seconds remaining in the half to give Georgetown a 12-10 lead at the break.
Three goals by the Minutemen in the third
period brought them back into the game and
tied the score at 14.
Flick finished the game as the high scorer for
the Hoyas,

traditional Georgetown
man

the win.

Freshman Trevor Walker started out the scoring for Georgetown. But UMass responded by
scoring five of the next six goals to take a 5-2 lead
with 6:40 remaining in the first period. The Minutemen led 7-6 at the end of that period.
.UMass

with three goals and three assists.

Henehan was right behind him with four goals

Junior Tom Tamberrino had one goal and one
assistinthe Hoyas’ close-call win over UMass.

A

and an assist. Urick also tallied a hat trick.
Georgetown was again beaten out in the
face-off circle, as UMass picked up 27 of the
game’s

40

face-offs.

The

Minutemen

also

grabbed 50 groundballs to the Hoyas’ 40.
Sophomore goalkeeper Scott Schroeder finished the game with 10 saves and 18 goals
allowed.

For

the

Minutemen,

Chris

Campolettano turned back 20 Hoya shots and
allowed 19 goals.
The Hoyas are on the road again this
weekend, heading up the New Jersey Turnpike to play the Scarlet Knights of Rutgers.
Rutgers is 1-3 in the ECAC and 3-8 overall.
The Scarlet Knights are coming off of a 126 loss to Penn State. Rutgers also lost to
top-ranked Syracuse 18-6 earlier this month.
The Scarlet Knights are led by Keith
Cromwell, the ECAC Player of the Week for the
week of April 13. Cromwell was selected as the
ECAC Preseason Player of the Year by FaceOff Magazine and a 1999 Honorable Mention
All-American.
:

MEN’S LACROSSE
ECAC

Overall
Ww
L

Pct.

HOYAS
Navy
UMBC

5
5
3

0
1
2

1.000
.833
.600

10
8
6

1
4
6

909
.667
500

Penn State

2

3

400

6

6

500

Rutgers
Massachusetts
Stony Brook

1
1
0

3
4
4

250
200
.000

3
5
5

8
6
9

273
455
357

ETT

INSURANCE | MUTUAL

FUNDS | TRUST

big

at 6-foot-8, but he was

all intimidation and muscle
mass, capable of guarding
any man in the Big East and
prone to reckless bullcharges to the hoop. If the
players on the team today
played as tough as he did, we
would have had some more
tournament games to watch.
My junior year will be
remembered as the year John
Thompson retired. I was not
really here for it, but I was
pretty shaken up by the
news. Just seeing the big man
around campus was always a
thrill for me. You might not
agree with everything he did,
and I am not sure why he left
precisely when he did, but it
is undeniable that he has
done as much to make this a
great university of national
renown as any man this
century.

:

This past year I will
remember for the individual
games. Rushing the court
after the Louisville game. The
appearance of the Scruggs
Thugz at the Villanova game.
Seeing us beat Syracuse in
the Big East from a beachside
bar-hut in Negril. Three
overtimes

of the heart and

guts of Kevin Braswell at
UVa., still the most fun I have

ever had watching

STANDINGS

Conference
W
L
Pct.

Team

again.
was the man
year, playing
that bordered

on rage. He was not a

Georgetown took a 18-16 lead in the fourth
quarter, off of goals by Henehan and freshman Brant Gresham, but UMass was able to
tie the game within just 12 seconds on goals
by attackmen Kevin Leveille and Kevin Dell.
Henehan’s final goal then proved to be the
game-winner.

From p. 18

be a freshman
Boubacar Aw
my sophomore
with intensity

remaining on the clock to give the Hoyas the
win and guarantee them a first-place finish in
the ECAC.
UMass had a chance to even the score in the
remaining seconds of the game, as the Minutemen had possession of the ball as time ticked
off the clock. But a penalty for illegal procedure
gave the ball back to the Hoyas who held on for
two

Friday, April 28,20y
—
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a sporting

event,

even

after I have

been

allowed
myopia
Yet,
coming

to let my hyperbolic
subside.
if you had told me
into Georgetown that

four years would only give
me one NCAA tournament

game, | would probably be
devastated about sports here.
I am not. Somewhere along
the line something changed
for me, and I discovered there
is more to a healthy athletic
scene than a nationally
ranked basketball team.
It started when THE Hoya
gave me the football beat
during freshman year. Great, I
get to cover some lousy noscholarship team playing

against second-rate schools
on a slab of concrete. Rah rah.
Then I met Head Coach Bob
Benson. I knew he did not
think of his team that way, and
I knew his team did not
deserve to be covered that
way. Every year he has been
here, the team

has

playing rugby before coming
here, but some guys on my
floor were doing it, and the
parties were fun, so I figured I
would give it a shot. I ended
up playing for parts of two
years and I was never very
good, but it was always fun.
The opportunity to compete
and put on a uniform is
something I will always want,
even if it is just slow-pitch
softball. Seeing my teammates
win the Capital Cup as the best
college rugby team in D.C. my
sophomore year was a proud

improved,

winning the MAAC title,
beating Patriot League opponents and going to a
postseason bowl game. Now
they are ready to jump into the
Patriot League itself, and that
is remarkable given where the
program started. I am proud to
have been here for that
development.
In addition to gaining
respect for the team and its
many fine individual players, I
also discovered how much fun
those games could be once I
got out of the press box this

and emotional moment

few dedicated souls proved it
this year. Now everyone needs
to get out there and keep it
going.
Other teams have been
impressive as well. Men’s
lacrosse has become a new
favorite of mine as the most
successful team playing on
campus. I used to subscribe
to the big fish-small pond
theory with them, but recently
I have come to appreciate
their athleticism and particular
skill. I guess going to a few
games helps you figure those
things out.
If I have not attended
enough games of most other

used to subscribe 1

the big fish-smal| Si
pond theory with 3

them, but recently] [J
have come to appre. ih

for me,

ciate their athleticisy™
and particular skil]
——

stadium with locker rooms gg for!
administrative space is ides | CO
That new stadium should
ft

not,

push

the

wed |

stadium would back up to the

the year, and

moving baseball off campus

field, and that seems ideal,

now that I have

the

mind, and that is not right,
Finally,

[ifs

McDonough

Gymnasium must be renovafedi 2
and made into a viable home fadcourt for some men’s basket. COI
ball games. Sink the floor,
[ese
rotate it 90 degrees, knock oute f
the offices and make it seat 0g!
6,000, then play most of the Me’
home games before a real
0D ¢
home crowd, only moving
Rees
MCI for the big games that 10Y?
demand extra seating. If the [Va
administration does its job andr
goes ahead with those plans, [V8
the students need to respond|
in kind. Bring the same
uti

athletic

department is right in the heart
of the changes that are
taking place. There is an
opportunity to do things the
right way, and that opportu-

enthusiasm

you bring to

(HOY:

intramurals and club sports fo 8
support

our varsity teams.|

the f

know there are people out

[ef

there who care, and if they

nity must be seized.
First, a new

[anc

est

program. Out of sight, out of lank

softball,

and

dri

other plan involving

would eventually kill the ~~ i€ ©

So where is all of this going?
Where is Georgetown athletics
going?
Right now the school finds
itself at a crucial place in its
development,

16S}

right field fence of the basshy A

quest.

pick-up basketball. Little did I
realize the opportunities I
would have in both club sports
and intramurals.
My first experiences as an
athlete at Georgetown came
with rugby my freshman year. I
had never even thought of

however,

baseball field off campus,| be
have heard a plan where the rt

Any

and

fith

Building a 5,000 to 6,000 seg eT

softball. Winning an intramural
champions’ shirt was probably
my only real goal coming into

basketball

nt?

crowds the team deserves,

neglecting classes, missing
trips to’ Foxfields and whatever
else it takes to complete my

some

—

and too remote to draw the

one for flag football, I want a
few more.
If only intramural czar Rick
Hall could have gotten me
floor hockey I would have
been guaranteed a shirt. Now I
still have to duke it out over
the final rounds of spring

maybe it is because I have
been too busy playing my own
games, and here I do not mean
quarters and flip-cups exclusively.
I thought my sorry athletic
career was over after high
of maybe

most successful teqy
playing on campus, 13

wiffleball, basketball and

teams on campus to give you
my impression, and I have not,

outside

ite of mine as the |

even though I did not play in
that game. Now if they could
just get some support from the
University, along with the
other club sports, maybe even
more people could get that sort
of feeling.
Still, after a year of inactivity
in Ireland and some changes in
the makeup of the rugby club, I
decided not to return to the
pitch but to focus my attention
on more traditionally American
games: intramural flag football,

year. Just because we are not
Notre Dame does not mean we
can’t tailgate and cheer, and a

school,

Mens lacrosse hg
become a new favo.

With

bring the kind of spirit they [10 8!
can on a consistent basis, it |!
will be contagious and fun for: Ig

multi-sport

stadium on Harbin Field is a
must. Kehoe Field is inadequate for Patriot League play

everyone.

taine

Thanks for listening.
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"Hoyas Outlast Cardinals
ve has
St

In

l team
pus, | G

ibe ty
.
. g / ein
mall (in
with
!

;

The freshmen team brought home the

fe fourth and sixth innings. Cassese contin-

he

wd his productive
ine-run single

to score junior

gan crossed the finish line behind Geor-

getown at 6:16.88.

cighth of 35

Georgetown’s varsity eight-plus squad
finished second at 6:04.8, while Michigan
posted a winning time of 6:01.1. The Hoyas’ second varsity eight-plus and second freshmen crew teams both placed

they achieved a 3. 139
marked the 11th conthat both : Georgetown
honor.

third behind two Wolverine
their respective

squads in

In the

second

from

Michigan

finished with

a time of

~ 6:11.2. The second boat from Michigan
followed closely, posting a time of 6:14.9
and Georgetown rounded
with a time of 6:21.6.

The Georgetown football program Teleased its schedule for next season, which
‘includes three games against Patriot

Jim

events.

varsity eight-plus race, the first-place team

Schedule

day at the plate with a

to center

only win for the Hoyas, defeating the
Wolverines in a time of 6:11.54. Michi-

. Football Toon
Releases Fall 2000

is ideal Georgetown struck again in the bottom of

|

rag

female squ

GPA. The Hoya men rankec

against Michigan.

races

teams had to average at least a 2.8. The
women were sixth out of 41 Division I
Division I teams as
GPA. This award
secutive semester
teams received the

ith a walk. Junior outfielder Marc Carlini
erves.
000 seat er scored Santana on a ground ball to the
ns
ooms gg 10rtStOP-

Mic

average of the entire swimming and diving

|

untana to third after he led off the inning

ei

er s
Ypsilanti,
to

this weekend, winning only one of four

In order to make the cut, the grade point

hould

Michigan

tion of America for the 1999 fall semester.
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;Swimming and Diving
Freshmen Men's
Teams Recebe deaitomic Heavyweight Crew

out the

race

In the second freshmen race, Joe

Wol-

pos 2

Jankoski in the fourth, and plated Santana in

e
_ League opponents. This coming year the Yorines ageln prove , - quie : 2 ot iE a i
Hoyas will play independently as they will ih 6:3 wo

ideal

sarting pitcher Vankoski silenced the Moun-

_ ball team will open the 2000 campaign on

ip to tef¢ sixth in similar fashion.
basehg After the horrific second inning, Hoya
ving

est Virginia would score their final run of
te contest. All told, over all seven innings

campus
the

out of Vankoski surrendered seven runs on twelve
fits while ‘walking none.
The second game saw the Hoyas jump out
h
renovegl0 1-0 lead in the bottom of the first on a
¢ hone tad-off home run by senior left fielder Josh
_ (Corman, his third of the year. Georgetown

loor,

preserved the one-run lead until the top of

outcome

it seat single knotted the match at one run apiece.

of the
real
ving to
s that

The Mountaineers tallied another run in the
op of the sixth. West Virginia batter Nate
Reeser reached on an error by third baseman
[Hoya third baseman Tony Lee, and then

If the

(vanced on a sac bunt and a wild pitch. He

s job an wored on a one-out single to center by West

e plans, [Virginia clean up hitter Tim McCabe.

respond
Tony Pina came on to relieve
e
wuting by sophomore Eric Sutton

a solid
for the

to
(Hoyas in the top of the seventh. Pina
sports fo struggled with his control, walking three of
ams. [he first four batters he faced before getting
. out [the first out of the inning on a sacrifice bunt.
they With the bases loaded Pina beaned Olkowski

a

it they [10 give the Mountaineers their third run of
asis, it le game. McCabe struck again for West
{ fun for Virginia with a sacrifice fly to put the Mounfaineers up 4-1 before Pina settled down and
got catcher Josh Cisneros to strike out to
end the inning.
~The Hoyas’ defense plagued them again
n the eighth as they allowed two more unamed runs to cross the plate. Georgetown
nade a game of it, scoring three runs of their
wn in the

bottom

of the

inning,

but

the

Hoyas fell short again, failing to produce
nore than four runs in a game for the fourth
traight game.
" Despite a strong performance, one earned
nin on three hits while striking out four over six
innings, Sutton took the loss dropping his
record to 0-1. Corman who went 2-5 with an RBI

and seven runs scored.
After enduring the four conference losses,
Georgetown righted its listing ship with a
gritty win over Catholic. Green singled home
Cassese in the top of the eleventh to provide
the margin of victory and snap a seven-game
skid by the Hoyas.

with an RBI and one run scored and Santana
who had two hits and drove in two runs in four
at bats, provided the majority of the offense for
the Hoyas in the second game.

Junior Randy Erwin went the distance for
the Hoyas, allowing five earned runs on six

team will close out the season on Nov. 18
at Davidson.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

BIG

Mount Saint Mary’s put a halt to the Hoyas’ winning ways, defeating Georgetown at
home on Thursday. The Hoyas took two
early leads, 1-0 after the first, and 2-1 afterthe

Virginia7,

third, but Mount St. Mary’s exploded for
four runs off Hoyas’ starting pitcher Patrick
Salvitti in the fourth inning to take a 5-2 lead
and never looked back. The Mountaineers
tacked on another run in the sixth and two
more in the eighth to put the game well out of
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Hoyas in the loss.
Georgetown heads back into Big East action this weekend with a three-game series at
home against Boston College.

April 22 (Game

April 20 (Game 2)

1)

April 20 (Game

Notre Dame
Seton Hall
Connecticut

reach.

Notre Dame 5, HOYAS 1

West Virginia 7, HOYAS 4

HOYAS 3

3

STANDINGS

EL Pct.
1.941
41:750
6
.625
8.529
9 471
7 462
10 .444

Sophomore Mike Green had the game-winning hit in the Hoyas’ 6-5 win over Catholic.

the Hoyas’ only two RBI. Salvitti, Arizin and
Paul Perillo combined on the mound for the

score a run

EAST

Conference

Tim LLEWELLYN/THE HovA ©

held Catholic scoreless for the rest of the
game to clinch the victory for Georgetown.

would

21 vs. Marist, 1 p.m.
28 at Fairfield, 1 p.m.
4 vs. Iona, 1 p.m.
11 vs. St. Peter’s, 1 p.m.
18 at Davidson 1:30 p.m.

BASEBALL

in the seventh, and then tally two more on
Sutton’s single in the eighth. The Hoya staff

5-2 Georgetown

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

9 vs. Holy Cross, 1 p.m.
16 at Wagner, 1 p.m.
30 vs. Fordham, 1 p.m.
7 vs. Bucknell, 1 p.m.
14 at Duquesne

Home Games Played on Kehoe Field
Home Games In Bold

BASEBALL
bYWest

~ Meredith McCloskey

2000 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

Carlini and Vankoski provided the majority of the offense for the Hoyas, Carlini with
a 3-4 day with arun scored and Vankoski with

Down

seventh-annual Georgetown Invitational
Regatta for Big East Schools on the Potomac.
Compiled by Eric Kim and

Tr

rivals Fordham and Buckn

into question.

average of .455, three home runs, eight RBI

and two runs scored, Vankoski who went 3-5,

The Hoyas’ offense remained stuck in neutral in their double-header against Notre
Dame, losing 5-1 in the first and then 12-1 in
the second contest.

of the game

Irish designated hitter Kevin Meyer broke
the game open in the top of the fifth with a
three-run blast, his first of the season. Hoya
sophomore Mike Green drove in the only run
for the Hoyas, as his pinch-hit ground out
scored Cassese in the bottom of the seventh.
Irish senior pitcher Scott Cavey went six
innings allowing just four hits and no runs to
pick up the win. In addition, Cavey never
allowed a lead off batter to reach base. He
was named Big East Pitcher of the Week for
his ‘efforts.
In the second game, Notre Dame demonstrated its complete dominance over Georgetown. After scoring an unearned run in the
bottom of the first on a Vankoski groundout
to take a 1-0 lead, the Hoyas watched it all slip
away. Junior starting pitcher Matt Arizin
turned in the latest in a series of unimpressive outings, giving up six runs on six hits
and two walks in three innings of work in
taking the loss.
Notre Dame jacked five home runs in the
contest, including two each by Kris
Billameir and freshman phenom Brian
Stavisky, giving Stavisky a total of ten
home runs on the season. Stavisky was
named Big East Player of the Week with an

tock oujite fourth inning when a West Virginia RBI

"The Hoyas will next race on Sunday in the

Holy Cross in one of six games at home.
The Hoyas will also fac future leag ne

The Hoyas’ hopes were lifted after a dramatic victory over Catholic.
;
staff
Dame
hits and three walks, but the Notre
dominated the contest. Georgetown managed just four hits and an unearned run
against the Irish staff, never putting the
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Hoya Women Win Race at Penn Relays

Georgetown Continues to Dominate

By Eric Kim

“The weather was a fac-

Hoya Starr WRITER

WOMEN’S

LAX, From p. 18

Cold weather was the
least of concerns for the
Georgetown women’s 4-x800-meter relay team. The
Hoya team of sophomore
* TyronaHeath, junior Nickay

“What I said at halftime had nothing to do
with strategy,” Simons said.
Whatever she said, it worked.

“Our whole team came out fired up after
the first half, because we really didn’t play
well. We got fired up and finally started to
play well,” said Elbe, who

Penado,

In the

second

half,

we

did

senior

Katrina

a much

better job of that,” Simons added.
A large part of that consistency was the
offense’s ability to execute fluidly, which
came largely thanks to Stanwick’s five assists, one shy of the single-game Georgetown record.
All five of Stanwick’s feeds went to Elbe,

Gators,

who

including four in a period of 10 minutes in

fending

champions.

the second

half, a stretch during which

of the

net

on

rebounds,

fellow All-American

crick-stick

shots,

drives

some

and

alongside

Elbe, “I think we have

always worked well together, and today it
seemed that if I hit her, she was going to put
it in the net. I had Erin catching them, so it
was

easy.”

At the end of the day Elbe had scored six
goals and Stanwick notched five assists, but

Her
team,

focus

was

however.

looking

“We

have

forward
two

games

win those.”
Simons was also looking forward but was
careful to not look past Georgetown’s final
two opponents to the NCAA tournament.
“We’re not focusing too much on where
we’ll end up. We just have to get there.
Obviously we’d love to have a home game —
we’re undefeated at home and we play better
to focus and know that we have put ourselves into position to finish it out in the last

to

get

everyone

involved,

de

de-

in the race.
“I said we need to win the
good

make

week,”

for

ideal

times,

but

first race, so we can haye,

time

the rest of fhe

Head

Coach

Helmer said. “We
can run. This is
felt we
had
chance.”
The weight of
ally impressive
town results at

Roy

know ye
where yg
the beg
traditiop.
George.
the Pep

Relays helped motivate the

team, too.
“Georgetown has a hug
tradition at the Penn Relays |
and it’s important to retajy |

the legacy we have here?

Spencer said.
i
With the victory in the 4.
x-800-meter relay race,
four runners have two other
relays to run during the meg

which

ends

Saturday.

GU Comes up Short in Last Chance
Before Big East Championships

left,

and if we want to be where we’d like to be at

including hat tricks from Oglesby and Baer
and a pair of goals and assist from freshman
attack Wick Stanwick in her first-ever start.
Even more significantly, 10 of Georgetown’s
17 goals were assisted, an impressive percentage indicative of the entire team being
involved in the offense.
Simons sees a spread offense as the key to
continued success against the top teams.
have

we

GOLF

for the

at home, so that’s important for us. We have

“We

sure

Tim LLEWELLYN/THE
HovA

had found the back of the net,

seven Hoyas

made

warmed up well,” Heath
said. “The weather doesn’t

Sophomore Kate Ahearn had one goal for the Hoyas against both JMU and UMBC.

the end of the season, then we really have to

playing

the

we

the

entire team ran like a well-oiled machine.
The Hoyas scored 10 unanswered goals, at
times making it look like there was no UMBC
defense there to stop them, finding the back
wide-open feeds, open
amazing shots by Elbe.
Said Stanwick about

were

but

we’re used to running in
weather like this.”
Heath started off the race
for the 4-x-800 team and ran
in 2:08.6. She handed off to
Penado, who opened up an
eight-meter lead with a time
0f2:09.2. Running third was
de Boer, who pulled in the
fastest leg of the team with
a time of 2:08.2 and increased the lead to an outstanding 35 meters. This
gave anchor runner Spencer a comfortable cushion
as she came in 2:08.4 to
cross the line first. The team
was able to avenge last
year’s fourth-place finish

Boer and junior Sasha Spencer cruised to victory in their
respective race at the prestigious Penn Relays on
Thursday. With a time of
8:34.37, Georgetown easily
beat second-place Florida
by 25 meters.
Even with temperatures
in the 40s for the outdoor
meet, the Hoyas brushed off
the chill and won the first
race of the meet over the

finished with six

goals and an assist on the day.
“I want to focus on getting us to consistently play as a team that is tournamentready, and in the first half today, we were not
playing like a team that was tournamentready.

tor,

be-

cause that’s how we are going to win. Those
prolific players have to distribute the ball
and keep everyone involved. Sheehan today
had more of her points on assists than on
goals, and that is a great game to me and is
good for her.”
Stanwick’s one goal was a big one, however, as it moved her past Erika Gabrielson
(89) into second place on Georgetown’s
career scoring list in only her third year on
the hilltop. Her six points against UMBC also
moved her past Gabrielson into second in
career points, only one point behind Lauren
Hilsky (COL ’98).

two

By MerepiTH

games.”

The first of those final two games is tomorrow at noon in Happy Valley against No.
15-ranked Penn State, with Senior Day clos-

ing out the season on Saturday, May 3 at 4
p.m., with George Mason traveling to Kehoe
Field.

HOYAS
UMBC

17, UMBC 3

(8-6)

GEORGETOWN

12
(10-3)

6

— 3

11 —17

Goals— RETRIEVERS: Dorney 2,
Tirocchi; HOYAS : Elbe 6, Oglesby 3, Baer
3, W. Stanwick 2, Ahearn, S. Stanwick,
Raneri
Assists — RETRIEVERS: None; HOYAS:

S. Stanwick 5, Ryan 2, Baer, W. Stanwick,
Elbe
Shots— RETRIEVERS 23, HOYAS 31
Saves—RETRIEVERS: Jagoda 10,
HOYAS: Holden 12

McCLOSKEY

The Princeton
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Junior Sheehan Stanwick had five assists
and one goal in the Hoyas’ win over UMBC.

Last weekend the Georgetown golf team
tied for 14th place with an aggregate team
score of 312 at the Princeton Invitational
Tournament.
Princeton was victorious in
the event with a final score of 288. The
tournament was shortened to 36 holes due
to rain, marking the third-straight competition in which inclement weather has prevented the Hoyas from completing a tournament.

Invitational served as the

Hoyas’ final tune-up before traveling to the
Big East Championships this weekend at

Notre Dame.

The Hoyas will face tough

competition, but according to Head Coach
Tommy Hunter, the team is ready to defend
its title.

“We are looking forward to going out fy
Notre Dame. We’re going to play on our
experience. We have a veteran squad. Al
the players know how to handle pressure
situations, and we’re hoping that can bring
the win home,”

HOYAS 10, JAMES MADISON 8

Sophomore Tristan Lewis shot a 75 to
lead the Hoyas. Senior Todd Vender finished just behind Lewis with a score of 76.
Senior co-captain Greg Koush

GEORGETOWN

2000 Big East champion will receive an
automatic bid for the first time in league
history.

JAMES

(9-3)

MapisoN

(11-4)

fired an 80,

5

5—10

and junior co-captain Dan Giraudo finished

4

4 —

with a score of 81.

8

Goals—HOYAS: S. Stanwick 2, Elbe 2,
Baer, Oglesby, Raneri, Ahearn, Stewart,
Ryan ; DUKES : Brew 2, Marion 2,
Martinez, Graham, Staedt
Assists — HOYAS: S. Stanwick, W.
Stanwick ; DUKES: Marion, Molloy
Shots —HOYAS 31,DUKES 31

Georgetown

Hunter

will

chance at the NCAA

said.

also

be vying fora

tournament, as the

HoOYA SPORTS:

Looking for Oddibe

Saves— HOYAS: Holden 15; DUKES:
Corradini 8

McDowell

nN

Globalize your career, get your Masters in

International Commerce and Policy
Now accepting applications for Fa FOL)
The International Commerce and Policy Program provides graduates with

practical tools to compete in the global marketplace. ICP helps those who
have prior training in business and economics to advance their careers. For
those without such training, ICP can be a bridge from occupations in government,
education, and the nonprofit sector to careers in global marketing, corporate
planning, government relations, and private entrepreneurship.
Led by Francis Fukuyama, a best-selling author, the ICP faculty is composed of

world-class experts in electronic commerce, trade, low, and economics. Classes
are offered in the evening on George Mason's Arlington Campus in the heart of
Ballston, a few steps from the Metro on the Orange Line.
The ICP Program is part of George Mason University's School of Public Policy.
The School is dedicated to the interdisciplinary study of a wide variety of public
policy issues. It comprises the largest public policy Doctoral program in the country and has become a focal point for applied policy research for government and
the private sector.

For more information, contact Dr. John Volpe at Foxlobby@aol.com

Phone: (703)993-8200 - Fax: (703) 993-8215
www. gmu.edu/departmentsit-icp

School of Public Policy

George Mason Universi
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WOMEN’S SOCCER
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Both Teams Finish

GU Alumnus Named
WUSA Soccer Director
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Eighth at Big East
Tourney in Miami

Button Helps Build New Women’s League

ition.
orge.

Pem || By STEPHEN OWENS

te the
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retain || inaugural season as a NCAA-Division I

here” | program, senior captain Katy Button
(CAS ’94) broke a scoreless tie 25
the | seconds into overtime to lift Georgetown

, dl || over Mount St. Mary’s and give the
Other
Hoyas their third win in team history.

Meet |
py the fall of 1993, Button and her
| fellow founding members of the George| town women’s soccer program proceeded to win eight games, which is still
the team record for most victories in a
season.
Although Button was a senior by the
time the Hoyas finally achieved varsity

cé

status in Division I women’s

soccer, the

program actually began three years
earlier when Button was a freshman.
The luxuries for the Hoyas during
those first few years were few and far
as the

between, however,

ug

'|

fend

|
|

as Button and her

also had to borrow

Head Coach Keith Tabatznik from the
men’s team to serve as their mentor for

out || the first few seasons before Leonel Popol
nop || took the reins when the Hoyas joined
d. All || DivisionIin 1993.
CSsure

bring

for a
as the
ve an
eagie

By Steve HARRIS

“We were a group of people who really
wanted to play soccer,” Button said of
the founding Hoyas.
As a member of the first crop of female
| | soccer players to graduate from
| Georgetown, Button landed a job in the
|| Office of the First Lady and began
working a mere three days after graduation. Immersed in the world of politics,
Button devoted her efforts to the promo| tion of women’s sports, and specifically,
the implementation of Title IX.
|
;
In the summer of 1999 Button found
} herself getting re-involved with women’s
soccer during the women’s World Cup. It
was during this time that murmurs of a
professional women’s soccer league in-

COURTESY YE DOMESDAY BOOKE

“Starting any league
takes a while to get on its
feet. Awomens

league will help build
the galaxy of
professional soccer.’

circulars.

potential
No

mailing

experience

Director of Soccer Operations,
Women’s United Soccer Association
the premier league for men’s professional

soccer.
MLS, however, has had trouble
drawing interest and crowd attendance
has been lower than league officials
initially hoped and anticipated.
Button addressed the problem the
WUSA may have in the coming years in
drawing interest for women’s professional soccer.
“Starting any league takes a while to
get on its feet,” Button said.
Eventually, however, Button expects
the MLS and WUSA to feed off each
other as fan support grows for both
leagues.
“A women’s league will help build the
galaxy of professional soccer,” she said.

cisco and Washington, D.C. Neither the
stadium sites nor team names have been
released as of yet.
After Button finishes her one-year
stint as director of soccer operation, she
will likely serve as the general manager
for the D.C. team.
A women’s soccer league joins the
ranks of professional sports five years
after the Major League Soccer became

Free information packet. Call 202-4525942
| Young,

Georgetown

grads

are seeking exception-

planning and sales staff.

|

creative, fast paced team that will test
your limits. Salary ranges $24-28k

|

directly with

profes-

at www.aroundcampus.com/jobs
startup

persons

near

with

campus

web

seeks

childless couple

7,

8, 9 (Intermediate/Advanced) $15$20/hr.
Email
resume
bentlee1@excite.com (Previous

lover and must, must be responsible.

issues misprinted the e-mail address.

Metro

Please

call to arrange

us and the dogs.

meeting

with

Tel: 703/525-8036.

accessible.
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|

City Vacations!--

2000

for

in Negril,

Ja-

Remem-

ber Mardi Gras, College Olympics,
The Foam Party, Sunsets and Cigars?

Price! All Major Credit Cards Accepted!

The

1-800-234-7007

pictures are ready!

Break

www.endlesssummertours.com

2000

CD

site is ready!

COORDINATOR--Growing

company

Break

says: Whaaaassssuuuppp!

ties! Walk to Best Bars! Absolute Best

| PROJECT

Margueritaville

maica?--If so the Wicked Son Crew

mit Condo's & Mark II. Free Drink Par-

i

at

Spring

Party

Beachfront @ The Boardwalk. Sum-

|

you

needs help May to August.

With potential to secure full time posi-

tion. Project coordinator and assistant needed. $12-14/hr. Fax Resume,
attn: Asst. to 703-837-0737

The

is ready!

We

are

Spring

The

ready!

web
Some

come and visit, say hello, IT'S FREE!
WWW.WICKEDSON.COM! The first
1000 people get College Olympic
points. See ya there...Damon, Phil,
Rob,

Craig,

Mojo

and

Mexico/Caribbean $199 (r/t) + taxes) Call:
800-326-2009
Bethesda

Health

seeks

an

www.4cheapair.com
Care

campus-dining

free!

us why

you're

the job)

and

hours,

up to 40 hrs/week

during

breaks,

terested in healthcare or business to

assist research manager with business

projects,

manage

daily opera-

tions, and other office duties.

Prefer

MSW@ord, Excel, Access experience. Fax resume to 301-652-1250
or call
:

301-652-1818

ncs@meman.com
hii

or email

scene

to

and

eat

for

the
two

best

person

writing

your

name

your

personality

price

for
to:

for

exams?

sage and relax.

Beer Tast-

ing promotions. Evenings and nights
a must. Must be 21. Start immediately.
Send resume or info to
Jobs@getm2.com or fax to (202) 5480177 Attention: DC
Child Care--Part time. After school. MF. 1-2 hrs. Loving, responsible. Need
car.

Experienced

driver.

Call

202-

- 857-6292.
Play the greatest
world

30 games

on your computer!!

Friday, April 28
Internship Fair will be held for students learn more about
and find internship opportunities. Contact the career
center or view their website for more information.
%

2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Leavey Center

in the

This is your University’s
‘Communitry Calendar.
To publicize your event here, for free,
fax information to 202-687-2741,
attention: Community Calendar.

Call 800-

575-5707.
American

Instructors

or experienced

lifeguards interested in becoming instructors.

5 day

weekends

off.

work

week,

$500.00

starting immediately.

some

per week,

888-681-1950.

DEMOCRATIC CAMPAIGN 2000--Politithe House in 2000! While working on
a targeted Congressional race, our
training program will teach you every

& save

www.retreatmyrtlebeach.com
1-800-645-3618
Stresssed

Calendar

Quick Cash--Part-time promotional models needed to work for an Interna-

cal activists needed to help take back

own

cuse, on Friday. However, the Hoyas were no

match for favored Syracuse and fell 5-0.
This loss dropped the Hoyas into the
consolation bracket, where on Saturday they
were edged 5-4 by the No. 9 seed, Rutgers. In
its final match of the championships on Sunday, Georgetown suffered a 5-3 loss to seventh-seeded West Virginia.
The Big East championships marked the
end of the women’s season. They compiled
a’ 14-13 record onthe year and went 6-2 in the
Big East.

ready to wel-

samples

MYRTLE BEACH, SC
GRADUATION

6

month commitment, paid. Students in-

Review your

dliszt@food.com

20-25 hrs/week during school yr &

college-educated,
in NY

Lifeguards--Wanted

Send a letter of interest (telling

demonstrating

Consultancy

INTERN--flexible

FOR FOOD!

The doubles team of Lucky Ravindra and
sophomore Caroline Marshall wrapped up
the victory for the Hoyas with an 8-5 win
over Villanova’s Darne and Young at No. 1
doubles.
The victory moved Georgetown into a
quarterfinal matchup with the No. 3 seed, Syra-

Corey...The

Wicked Son Crew. “Be Wicked!”
WILL WRITE

defeating Megan Lacroix 6-1, 6-2.

come your newborn into our home full
of laughter, support, heart. $ assist.
Toll-free Ann/Bob 1-877-853-4703.

Redcross

BE FLEXIBLE...SAVE $$$—Europe $159 (o/
w+ taxes) CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!

on Thursday, April 20, in the firstround at the
Neil Schiff Tennis Center.
The Hoyas captured the doubles point
with victories at the No. 1 and 2 positions.
The Georgetown tandem of senior Beau
Brewer and freshman Marc Lohser defeated
Villanova’s Robert Waibel and Josh Schofield
8-6 atthe No. 1 spot. At No. 2 doubles, Hoya
sophomores Nick Sklavounos and Andre
Benjamin won 8-5 over Wildcats Mike Mock
and Ramon Prats.
Georgetown then secured the overall victory with three singles wins. At the No. 2
spot, Lohser was again successful in his 6-0,
6-4 win over Villanova’s Mock. Freshman
Troy Crichlow added another Hoya victory
atNo. 3 singles witha 7-6 (8-6), 4-6, 6-1 defeat
ofthe Wildcat’s Schofield. The clincher came
from Georgetown’s Benjamin at the No. 5
spot where he came from behind to win 3-6,
7-6(8-6),6-1.
The win over Villanova propelled
Georgetown into the quarterfinals and a
matchup withthe No. 2 seed, Notre Dame, on
Friday. The Hoyas were no match for the No.
29 ranked Fighting Irish, as they fell by a
score 0f 4-0.
The loss dropped Georgetown into the
consolation bracket, where they were defeated 4-0 by fifth-seeded Rutgers on Satur-

e-mail:

tional Brewing Company.

This is the corrected version)
| #1 Panama

airtech.com.

ADOPTION--Loving,

HOUSESITTING--Arlington, May 16-28.
Feed two dogs, take them out, give
them love, earn $200. Must be a dog-

season, upset the No. 7 seed, Villanova, 4-2

The men’srecord now stands at 6-23. They
will travel to Princeton this Saturday for their
final match of the year.
The Georgetown women, just like the men,
opened up the Big East championships with
afirst-round win over Villanova on Thursday
in Miami. The Hoyas were 5-2 victors over
the No. 11-seeded Wildcats.
The match opened with the singles competition and Georgetown emerged with a 4-2
lead. AtNo. 1 singles, senior Lucky Ravindra
convincingly defeated Villanova’s Julie
Darne 6-1, 6-2. Hoya senior Sarada Ravindra
was equally impressive in her 6-2, 6-2 win
over Ashley Young at the No. 2 spot. At the
No. 3 slot, senior Missy Mendes fought back
fora 3-6, 6-1, 6-3 victory over the Wildcat’s
Stephane Ariot. Senior Lauren Mendes captured the fourth singles victory for
Georgetown at the No. 4 position by handily

fly@airtech.com

skills--Reach

333-3432 or spidereducation.com

Fax resume:

tutors--WordPerfect

Mexico/Caribbean
or
Central
America $229 r.t. Europe $179 o.w.
Other world wide destinations cheap.
ONLY TERRORISTS GET YOU THERE
CHEAPER! Air-Tech (212) 2219-7000.
WWW.

Small

Be partofa

attn: Asst to 703-837-0737
| PIT computer

Sr. only. For info. go to
http://www.jablon.com

Work

event

|

w/Full Benes +401kplan.

personalized, online community for your

tive use of the Internet. Flexible schedules for Fall'and Summer. Full training
provided. Fax resumes to 610-9401520 (attn: HR Director) or apply online

ally organized, detail oriented individuals to join our rapidly growing

Commission. Available to Soph, Jr &

sors & students to promote the effec-

| SALES ASSISTANT--Looking fora place
We

munication skills to help launch our new
campus.

seeking

to build a family through adoption. Call
collect @ (301)452-5648

to grow?

dent representatives with strong com-

time to the No. 6 seed, Connecticut.

Fla., to take part in the 2000 Big East Tennis
Championships. Both the 10th-seeded men
and sixth-seeded women won their firstround
matches only to drop their next three matches.
Both teams concluded the championships in
eighth place.
The Georgetown men, who had failed to
win a single Big East match during the regular

Community

$$$Summer Cash$$$
Student Business Mngmt./Sales Position
with National Firm. Pays $10-$12 +

INTERNET JOBS FOR ALL MAJORS!
Aroundcampus.com is looking for stu-

our

required.

J)

— Katy Button (CAS *94),

Orlando-Tampa, San Diego, San Fran-

This past weekend, the Georgetown men’s
and women’s tennis teams traveled to Miami,

Katy Button (CAS '94)

Classifieds
$1500 weekly

day. Then on April 23, the men finished the
championships with another 4-0 loss, this

Hoya Starr WRITER

World Cup championship team committed to the WUSA, coining themselves
the “founding members” of the league.
These founding members include the
notable likes of Mia Hamm, Michelle
Akers and Brandi Chastain, who became
household names following the United
States’ dominance throughout the
World Cup.
“The world’s top female soccer talent
came together to make sure that the
WUSA is the very best women’s pro
soccer league in the world,” the statement added.
The WUSA has approved eight cities
which will host teams in the league:
Atlanta, Boston, New York, Philadelphia,

soccer balls of the men’s team. Moreover, the women

Men (6-23) next Face Princeton in Finale

this month, all 20 members of the 1999

tote || teammates used the old uniforms and

bi

Women Conclude Year with 14-13 Record;

the United States began. Button used the
opportunity to escape the world of
politics and join the world of sports
when she was offered the position of
director of soccer operations for the
Women’s United Soccer Association.
“I wanted to take a break from
politics,” Button said of her decision to
join the administration of the WUSA.
Having been a founding member of
Georgetown’s soccer program eight
years earlier, Button was no stranger to
new and big things.
The WUSA, which according to
Button still has many issues to settle
before it opens play next April (such as
the locations of stadiums) has had no
trouble attracting the best talent across
the world. In a statement released earlier

huge |
Eight and a half years ago, during the
Relays | Georgetown women soccer team’s

Get

a mas-

Students get 1/4 off

regular price from

experienced

and

certified masseur.
271-6000

Call John at 202-

aspect of modern

political campaign-

ing.

to participate

Apply

today

in a

nationwide movement to elect Democrats to Congress. Length of commitment July-Nov. Housing and living
stipend.

Career assistance available

upon successful completion of a pro-

gram.

Call 847-864-1008.

THE HOY A’s next issue is Tuesday, May
2. Please fax all information by 5:00 pm
Friday, April 28.
To publicize events in the final
issue on Friday, May 26, please fax all

information by Wednesday, May 17.

Georgetown 's Leading Sports Authority Since 1920

OYA

SPORT

81st year

www.thehoya.com/sports
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WOMEN’S LACROSSE

GU Ranked No. 4 After Upset Over JMU
Hoyas Follow Up With Blowout Victory Over UMBC Retrievers
By SEAN GORMLEY
Hoya STAFF WRITER

The stakes have been raised for women’s
lacrosse, as Georgetown’s

victories coming
Madison
and
Maryland-Baltimore County,
has
brought
the team its
highest-ever
ranking, No. 4.

recent surge, with

against then-No.

4 James

and against a team ranked above us,” junior

All-American attack Sheehan Stanwick said.
Head Coach Kim Simons attributed the
win to preparation.
“We played JMU and were prepared: mentally, physically and we did what we needed
to do against a top team. We broke it down

Just two games

away

from

with a 10-8 upset victory at James Madison
on Saturday. With no one on the team scoring more than two goals, the win over the
Dukes was a total team effort.
“It was a huge win, because it was away

to the most basic set offense, and I think it
has worked for us a little bit,” she said.

the

Things

postseason,

the Hoyas are hitting their stride as the finalfour contenders are separating themselves
from the pretenders.
With the top four seeds getting byes in the
first round of the NCAA

Tim LLEWELLYN/THE
HOYA

Sophomore Erin Elbe had six goals and one
assist in the Hoyas’ 17-3 win over UMBC.

ing the season
first-round bye
enormous step
ever final four
Georgetown

tournament, finish-

ranked fourth and getting a
in the NCAAs would be an
towards Georgetown’s firstberth.
put itself in position for this

James

didn’t

Madison,

start off so well
as

the

Dukes

against

found

their

way onto the scoreboard first on a free position shot five minutes into the game. Georgetown responded quickly, however, as middies senior Kristen Baer and junior Reagan
Raneri each lit up the scoreboard for the
Hoyas.

The rest of the first half was back and

forth, as the Hoyas and Dukes exchanged
goals, with Georgetown holding a slim 5-4

halftime lead thanks to tallies from attackers
Erin Elbe,

Stanwick and Kate Ahearn.

~The Dukes evened the score a minute after
the half, but the Hoyas

railed off four con-

secutive goals to take a 9-5 lead, effectively
sealing the victory, a win which would propel
Georgetown to its highest ever ranking. Elbe
and Stanwick finished with a pair of goals
apiece on a day that would see eight different
Hoyas find the net. Helping out at the opposite end of the field, junior goalie Bowen
Holden came up with 15 saves while allowing
eight goals, continuing her strong seasonlong play.
After the impressive upset victory, it would
have been easy to come out flat against
unranked UMBC on a cold and rainy day, and
in fact the Hoyas did but made up for it with
a spectacular second half in its 17-3 victory.
Georgetown sported a 6-1 halftime lead with
a pair of goals from Elbe and junior middie
Sarah Oglesby helped Georgetown to a five
goal lead at the half, but the team’s play was
less than sharp.

Looking Back:
Proud to Be a
Georgetown
1

of Beiruit.
Regardless,

‘see WOMEN’S LAX, ». 16

opportunity to see them as a student, with thousands of my equally
enthusiastic classmates cheering
them on deep into the NCAA
tournament

Hume

The woes of the Georgetown baseball
team continued this week aftera six-game
stretch saw them lose five games, dropping
their record to 13-35,1-18 in the Big East.
Four more Big East match-ups led to four
more losses for the Hoyas, as Georgetown
dropped two games to both West Virginia

from

round.

with

the

Mountaineers,

of-

faceless

out, moving

Oh, to

see NAGLE, p. 14

SAILING

GU Women Qualify For
Seventh Straight Nationals
By Ep PrzyLucki
Two weekends ago, the Georgetown University sailing team qualified for the InterCollegiate Yacht Racing Association Team
Race National Championship. Qualifying for
the

tournament

for the

first time

ever,

the

Hoyas had the opportunity this past weekend to double that success and accomplish
yet another first in school sailing history:
qualify for two national championships in
the same season. That chance came at St.
Mary’s College and the Middle Atlantic Intercollegiate Sailing Association Women’s

For the second game in a row, the Hoyas

pulled out a one-goal victory, a 19-18 win
Massachusetts.

National Qualifier.

Tim LLEWELLYN/7 HE HOYA

Senior attack Andy Flick had three goals and three assists in the Hoyas’ win.

H
The men's and women's tennis
teams finished in eighth place
Major League Baseball and
this past , weekend
at Big East
;
possible publicity stunts in the | Championships.
Tim Sullivan takes a look at
improvement and expansion in

NBA.

See Running the Option, p. 13

Mike

Hoya STAFF WRITER

route.

Georgetown needed a late goal by junior midfielder Mike Henehan to escape
with the win. Henehan scored his fourth
goal of the game with just 58 seconds
see MEN’S LAX, ». 14

am

I will

BURR

For a team that
is 10-1 overall
and 5-0 in the
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference, the Hoyas cettainly have kept the season interesting.
opponent

Hoya -

Junior catcher Pat Wade deprived the Fighting Irish of a run in game one of the doubleheader Saturday against Notre Dame.

The Hoyas are going to the Big Dance.
The Georgetown men’s lacrosse team
qualified for its third-straight NCAA tournament but it certainly did not take the

ECAC

was not

bid to get our faces on ESPN.
Tim LLEWELLYN/7
HE

By KAREN TRAVERS

over

but the team

Still, there are moments

Hoya STAFF WRITER

easy

Md., to

remember and cherish. The raw
energy and talent of sophomore
Victor Page taking the team on his
back night in and night out made
things interesting, if not always
attractive. His play even inspired
Chris Bletsch (SFS 00) and I to make
a sign in his honor in a successful

RR
RT
MEN’S LACROSSE

Hoyas Edge
Out UMass

in Landover,

any better, and the student apathy
was noticeable at most games.

Vir-

senior third baseman Eric
see BASEBALL, pr. 15

arena

improvement,

ginia went up early, tallying six runs in the
second inning. After loading the bases with
no one out, West Virginia capitalized on two
singles, a sacrifice fly and a two-run home
run by No. 3 batter Kevin Olkowski.
After spotting the Mountaineers the lead,
the Hoyas scored one of their own in the
bottom of the inning. Junior outfielder Brian
Cassese doubled down the left field line with
one

that was the

see mediocre basketball? The
downtown D.C. MCI Center was an

Hoyas’

West

Little did I know,

best team I would see here.
The crowds were also less than
encouraging, but who could blame
people for not wanting to trek an
hour away for a “home” game in a

fortunes were short lived however, as they
lost Thursday’s game 8-2 at home to Mount
Saint Mary’s.
In the first game of the Hoyas’ doubleheader

Iverson-led,

S

The two-day event started off slow for the
Hoyas, who found themselves in fourth place
after six races, far out of third place and only
a few points ahead of the fifth-place Hobart.
“We were pretty nervous,” Head Coach

Callahan

said. “We

nationals,

and we knew we’d

have to really

turn things around to get back in the hunt”

After a short break on Saturday and a feW
encouraging words from Callahan, the teat
began to turn it around. The addition of
junior Baye Emery to the A-division bo
sparked a run by Georgetown which saw the

team move up dramatically in the standing
to third place, where they finished on Satur

day, with Hobart 10 points back in fourthan
Princeton 11 back in fifth.
Sunday, though, was a different story.

Hobart seized an early opportunity on fé

last day of racing to jump ahead of Georg"
town, and once
make a move.

again

force

the

Hoyas

see SAILING, ». 13

—

track team was victorious in

the 4-x-800 event at the Penn

Relays this week.

Katy Button (CAS 94) has
been named director of soccer

operations for the Women
inited Soccer Association

National Roundup
p. 12
Running the Option p. 13
Track
p. 16
/
16

Golf

Pp

Soccer Feature

p17

Tennis

See Tennis, p. 17

sent two freshman

skippers to the meet, and they looked very
nervous. The top three teams qualify for

Ind

The Georgetown women s

See Track, p. 16

See Button, p. 17

vw

The

Allen

3

Catholic.

the previous,

team, barely squeaking into the
tournament and losing in the first

fense remained lackluster as the Hoyas saw
their losing streak increase to seven before
stealing a thrilling extra-inning game from
foe

year.

Set

Georgetown’s

every

Of course we all know things did
not turn out exactly as I had hoped.
My freshman year was a big letdown

Hoya STAFF WRITER

Dame.

I feel like I should

much as any team I have ever
known. Thus, I was excited for the

Last Seven Games

29 Notre

seen a few

share some of my favorite aspects of
sporting life at Georgetown and offer
some thoughts about the future.
Coming to the Hilltop, I knew one
thing about athletics here, and that
was men’s basketball. As I have
recounted several times on these
pages, I grew up with the Hoyas of
John Thompson and loved them as

GU Struggles to
Win One Out of

non-conference

I have

for THE Hoya,

Out at Home: Hoyas Drop Five in D.C.

and No.

FOUR YEARS OF

things in my days here, and this
being my last piece of sports writing

BASEBALL

Mike

EXPERIENCED

Georgetown sports. Well, maybe:
more like three, although I was
here for tailgating at homecoming
junior year and I at least walked
through the football field on my way
from the parking lot to an afternoon

LE
i a

By

HAVE

Fan

p.il7

ame

|
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Sorimitt

THE
CITY

Making the Most of the District's Balmy Season
By Arison Banks
Hoya STAFF WRITER

beleaguered young
male
— maybe 19 or 20
years

old

—

walks

slowly across Copley Lawn
on a steamy afternoon sometime in July. A beady drop of
sweat drips persistently from

Courtesy SONY PICTURES, INC.
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571, Where the Money Is, Gladiator and Road Trip reviews. Once

you've made up your mi

outMovie Times, puto
| andhitthesilver screen
wil

ed,

the

] Roadtrip

i

.

a shift that not only marks the
emphasis from academics to
personal

the atmosphere.

lives

but

students never see,

mer Hoyas cool, stimulated, re-

laxed and smiling.

Is Better

There are only two ways to
beat the heat in the heart of
summer, and they can be remembered by these two mantras: “Get inside” and “Get in
the water.” The latter might
seem like the more difficult of

It is

encom-

passes the uniquely collegiate
summer experience in D.C.
Hoyas who stay on' campus
for the summer are quick to
point out this distinction. The
people are different. People’s
attitudes are different. The
weather is different.
Those who don’t take account of the differences might
soon find themselves at a loss
when a day at work or class

the two to execute, but there are

several options for hot Hoyas
that are as much fun as they are
refreshing.
The first option is free and the
most exhilarating of the bunch,
but it also happens to be the
most illegal. This of course is
pool hopping, and here’s how it
works. Go to the nearest hotel
equipped with a suitcase that
holds a towel, bathing suit and
any other pool toys that might
be necessary. Walk by the front
desk and wave at the receptionist as if you belong there. Find
the pool, put on the swimsuit
and jump in. Get out, dry off and
leave. Give the receptionist a
big smile and a thank you on the
way out.
The area’s natural bodies of
water provide other modes of

Should he give up on this
day altogether? Should he
resign himself to another day
of riding the Metro for the sole ° ends,
and
the
usual
purpose of staying in an airGeorgetown social life takes a
conditioned place? Should he
turn for the unexpected. Maybe
transfer to Alaska, where he
the parties aren’t what they
could at last escape the opused to be. Or maybe the plans
pressive heat of D.C. in the
to sunbathe on Leavey Esplasummer?
nade seem silly on a day so hot
This scenario might seem
and humid it hurts to breathe.
dramatic, but many Hoyas
Fear not, dear warriors. Difwho choose to stay in Washferent mustn’t mean worse —
ington for the summer are of- the summer brings out a side of
ten surprised at the reality of
summer in the city.
It’s hot as Hell.
And the heat is

insides of this edition. Check out

American Psycho, 28 Days,

Wetter

many

and this applies to social life as
well as professional opportunities. THE GUIDE has a plethora of
suggestions that will keep sum-

they add a little something that
changes

wrote all year.

They vespilledtheirgutsalloverthe

at

try enter the Georgetown fray,

face and sizzles as it lands on
the sidewalk beneath his Tevaclad feet. His Georgetown crew
T-shirt is drenched with more
of the poor soul’s salty sweat.
off work all week, yet the
mere thought of walking
even another step is more
daunting than any paper he

some time in the theaters catching

D.C.

his brow, down the side of his

He pauses in a moment of
deliberation. It is his one day

Tre GUIDE’s reviewers have spent

factor that surprises students.
When classes let out in May,
and students head off to their
respective hometowns and
vacation spots, a bit of the
Hilltop aura goes with them.
And as summer interns from
universities all over the coun-

water

fun,

not the only

though

THE

GUIDE

See SUMMER, ». 5
SUMMER PHOTOS: BETH MCNEIL, RUTHIE BRAUNSTEIN AND FILE PHOTOS

SUMMERTIME: Summer is the time for games in the grass, the boys of summer and
swimming in the cool, refreshing water. Check out page 4G to find the best ways to spend
summer in the district's hot and steamy weather. Whether it's a day at the golf course, some
laps in the public pool or a trip to the amusement park, THe Guipe has the scoop.

Hova voyager Sean P. Flynn waxes

poetic on the virtues, travels and
mileage of BART, his Big AssRed
Truck. The travels of this duo have
spanned the

70s’ Offers
Simple View
Of Complex
Times

nation, from Broadway,

Ix.,to Broadway, N.Y.,and ex erywhere in between. Inthe meantime, .

‘Tom Greenstarsinahilariousnew

ake

da

comedy Road Trip, the story ofa

reconaisancemissionunlikeanything

| Flynnwould everdareto attempt.
— page| 0G
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Troupe holds its last performances of
the year tonight at 8 p.m.and 10 p.m. in
Bulldog Alley. For four seniors it will be

missed equally; if he could choose only
one senior to stay back, the lucky winner
would be Maureen because, “A good
woman is hard to find, in comedy and in
life.” But that was hardly the only shocking thing revealed in a telephone interview, one which began with comedy and

an emotional rollercoaster, a bittersweet

ended,

tour-de-farce that culminates their comedic education. The class of 2004 will
rue the day they matriculated to
Georgetown University when they discover renowned talents Mike Birbiglia

Georgetown, waxing political.
“A small Cuban refugee will be at the
show,” though “we shouldn’t jump to
any conclusions,” said Birbiglia a night
before the performances. Birbiglia naturally entered the Elian Gonzalez fray with
a terse statement that the cute child
belongs with neither his father or his
Miami relatives, but in the lounge of a

By Kevin Joyce

|

Hoya Starr WRITER

brought some unfamiliar faces and

The Georgetown

|

The *Spreadheads’ that follow the
group around the country demonstrate a cult-like nature that is ex-

(director),

plored, alongwith the band’s perfor-

Maureen

Players Improv

Hoban,

Brian

Donovan and Conrad Mulcahy have
finally outgrown Bulldog Alley.
Birbiglia admitted that all will not be

mance, inside.

ory.

— page 7G
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Last Days of Improv

Movie

p26

Times ........... en,

Theater Listings... en
Concert Listings..................... |
Bar

|

It’s your last chance to catch the Georgetown
Players Improv Troupe goofing around in Bull. dog Alley. The impromptu fun is in double dose,
with shows tonight at 8 p.m. and 10 p.m. Tickets

are $3 student, $5 general.

Column ..........

Getting Jazzy With It

Tired of Dave Matthews and *N Sync? Want to be

~ Visit Tue Guipe on The Web
‘www.thehoya.com/guide

choice

naturally

do

at

‘American Pie’
Films Sexy Stars Returning
For Upcoming Summer Films

in

chapterizing 10 years worth of events
SEE 70S, P. 6

Carnival Cruise ship, alongside Kathi
Lee Gifford. Why Kathi Lee? Because
“she’s hot,” according to BMOC
Birbiglia.
The Cuban refugee secured by the
Improv Troupe may or may not be in
attendance at the child-oriented and
Improv-organized “Blocks” Party beginning at 1 p.m. in Red Square. On the
party,

Hoban

says,

“Kick

it, blocks!”

The troupe has secured fun blocks and
will be constructing, among other things,
comedy. They, unlike their rival Block
Party, will not be carding.
Birbiglia added that the show is sponsored by the World Bank and that globalization is “working pretty well” for them.

featuring local amateur and professional jazz
bands. It starts at noon, so grab that blanket and hit
Copley before the good spots are gone.
Art Fest

By JoE HARTEN
Hoya Starr WRITER

So what movie did you see last summer? No, what did you really
see? American Pie. And you, like everyone else your age or a little

younger, loved it. Not just because humping pies, drinking “pale
ale” and stories about band camp are hilarious but because the
immature sense of humor in each of us is dying to come out.
This summer has to be a let down, right? Nope. The Miramax
classic of 1999 has started a revolution, and it will be televised —

or at least shown in theaters — over the summer of 2000. The upand-coming stars, crude jokes and cult following of American Pie
is popping up everywhere as its one year anniversary approaches.
Break'it down anyway you want — by actor, by joke or by fan Web
site — American Pie is coming back and there is not a damn thing
the people who are psyched to see the return of Woody Allen in
Small Time Crooks can do about it. This is no time for your parents’
movies to. hit the big screen.
Let’s see where last year’s best crude comedy is rearing its slaphappy head:
Never mind the past and the fact that Shannon Elizabeth (Pie’s
“Nadia”) has been gracing the pages of high profile magazines
Maxim and Playboy since the film’s success. Those magazine
profiles definitely revealed something ... the news that American
SEE PIE, p. 4G

entertained while soaking the rays? Georgetown
Jazz has the perfect solution. Their 6th Annual
Georgetown Jazzfest is an all-day jam session,

Rave Against the Machine
Classes are out Wednesday — celebrate at
Bulldog Alley with Final Project, featuring
Dieselboy. The free party starts at 10:30
p.m.

Are you art’s best kept secret? Find out Sunday on

Copley Lawn at the Earth Fest, Georgetown

Review...

Entertainment

if unwitting,

No Bye Bye For

Arts & Entertainment Around Campus

eorge

Bar Review...

unfortunate,

Improv Seniors Look to Final Show

fy for | odors to the campus last weekend.
really |
hunt”

The impact of the subversive ’70s
only ripples through our decade. But
the era was more than a collection of
social woes that troubled a few good
people. It was a time wrought with
governmental upset, civil rights
struggles, flaming feminists and
. drugged-up disco queens. It was a time
sandwiched between the free-flowing
’60s and the AIDS-laden *80s. It was a
time whose importance in bridging its
bookends is too-deeply pocketed in
the social conscience.

But if NBC’s The 70s is right, our
history books are wrong. If NBC is
right, the people ofthe *70s were sweeping, trite gamepieces who edged neatly
into stereotypes and each had a disparate flirt with human disaster. FNBC
is right, history can be classified by
catchy period tunes and packaged
sketches, and a group of four can represent every major event of a decade,
from Watergate to bra-burning
liberationist movements.
The two-part miniseries makes an

|

|

GPB’s Widespread Panic show

By MEeLissA ANELLI
Hoya Starr WRITER

Sing Hallelujah
The Georgetown

University

Concert

University’s belated Earth Day festival sponsored
by Eco-Action, Outdoor Ed and GPB. The noonto-dusk festival will host a GU student art

Choir and GU Orchestra will perform its

showcase. Entries will be accepted until late

Gaston Hall. Students tickets are $7, general
$10, and are available at the door.

Saturday night. Contact Sean Bowie at 4.7478.

Spring

Concert

lv
wn

this Sunday

at 8 p.m. in

Tae GUIDE
How
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Wild Roman Action

‘Gladiator’ S

c

By James Di LiBerTo, JR.
Hoya Starr WRITER

Over Thanksgiving weekend, my
father and I were sitting in a movie
theater getting ready to watch the
new Bond

Joe HARTEH/T
HE Hov4

STACKED HOUSE: When the lights tum off at the Cowboy Cafe, they stack the chairs but the country music keeps playing
— in the heads of dozens of regulars who frequent the establishment.

Lovely Watering Hole for a Cowboy
WISE MAN ONCE SAID, “I WANNA BE A

Ase

baby.” All right, maybe

Kid Rock

is not that wise, but he

certainly has something with this cowboy
theory. Tell me the Lone Ranger wasn’t a
badass? I didn’t think so.
The Cowboy Cafe, a short hike through
Virginia, down Route 29 at 4792 Lee Highway, caters to the Western wannabe in all
of us. This small saloon has a quaint feeling
with a long bar,
small

|
|
li

restaurant

seating area and a
few booths. Its
meager size is immediately noticeable but inviting.
The Cafe uses mirrors at the back of
the bar to make the
bar

seem

Cowboy, we noticed the Miller Lite flags and
NASCAR blow-up car before anything else.
Although some of the decor seemed to be
something out of a college dorm room, we
began our experience unbiased.
After the bartender/waiter/only-personworking moved a case of beer from the
booth that my friends and I were about to sit
in, we

made

ourselves

a little

bigger, but the fact
that an average Wednesday night crowd
basically filled the place says a lot about its
capacity.
The walls were plastered with semi-appro-

priate Western icons. Sure there were some
cowboy chaps, a lasso and some bull’s
horns, but the Corona pifiatas lofted atop the
bar were the centerpiece of the room. Personally, as my two friends and I entered the

You

comfortable.

The

bartender brought an interesting thought to
my mind. Dressed in
cargo shorts, sneakU
T
ers and a funétional
NDER 1 HE
black apron, he
looked like a college
TABLE
student comfortably doing his job.
WitH
Looking back to my
JoE HARTEN
one day spent as an
employee of the

Ar c

Cactus Cantina, I re-

2
membered
being
forced to buy a J. Crew shirt, jeans shorts
and all white canvas shoes. It was terrible. I
wish I could have dressed like the Cowboy
tender, but then again he probably had a
much better job, too. That’s probably why
I quit Cactus and started going to bars
instead. To do bar reviews, of course.

Kicking a case of beer that was stored
under his feet, my roommate eventually

F nally

Graduating!
Moving on to a New Place...
Meeting New People...

film, The

World is Not

Enough. Oddly enough, we started
talking about movies. I mentioned
that what the modern cinematic landscape lacked was a good, kick-ass
Roman gladiator flick. Five minutes
later the Hollywood gods showed
me the trailer for Ridley Scott’s
Gladiator.
Dad smiled at me. Six months
later I’m smiling back, because
Gladiator does more than just kick
ass — it doesn’t even bother to
slow down and take names, slash-

made the most profound (ridiculous) state-

ment of the night. He gazed at the Corona
pifiatas and decided that we should have a
pifiatas gathering at our off-campus house.
Once I gave him a scathing, “are you' kidding me?’ look, he recanted and decided we
could make it a small gathering. “We could
each take 4 shots and then have at it!”
Imagine it. Five drunken college students
finishing off tequila quadruplets and taking
blindfolded swings with a baseball bat in
their house. Ludicrous.
The specials were pretty good at the
Cowboy. Beck’s Light and Corona Light
were each $3, and my roommate and I chose
those while the third party went with a pint
draft of Lite. The bar had about eight tap
varieties, including what appeared to be the
beak tap of Snow Goose. Two televisions
showed sports, as usual, and we were able
to watch the end of the Portland-Minnesota
NBA Playoff match-up.
The bar emptied outby 11:15 p.m., and my
friends and I took off not too much later with
an appreciation for a cozy saloon setting for
friendly drinking and casual atmosphere.
This wasn’t a college hangout or an upscale
hot spot; it was just a good place to go and
drink with some friends. The setting lent
itself to comfortable gathering and heavy
drinking. Sounds good to me.

ing from fight to epic scenery to
fight with reckless abandon. And
it’s terrific.
Couresy Dizdyrong
Scott (Blade Runner, Alien) has
a lot riding on his shoulders when - BRING IT ON: Russell Crowe challenges all opposition in his new film,
‘Gladiator.’
he steps into the Coliseum that is
the Roman epic genre of film. No
one has done a notable Roman flick
Mission to Mars) and her 8-yeartime Crowe is done slaughtering
in 30 years. And, for every
old son. Crowe’s silent stares and
his foes, the theater audience
Spartacus there’s a Cleopatra.
stoic facial expressions carry his
cheers alongside the film’s audiAnd, there is a cache of Roman
character; he needs no words to
ence. We become bloodthirsty. We
scripts rearin’ to go in Hollywood if convey the restraint of the honordesire death. This chilling trans
this movie is a success.
able Roman soldier.
formation in the crowd is slowly
Russell Crowe (The Insider)
However, the real champion of
undermined by the film’s subtle
stars as General Maximus, greatthe film is Scott. In a way, Gladiquestioning of the exalted place
est of the Roman generals and
ator is the Matrix of 2000 a visuentertainment — particularly
trusted advisor to Emperor Marcus
ally stunning epic that makes up
sports entertainment — holds ina
Aurelius (Richard Harris, Mack the
for any plot problems (or, in
society. You almost leave the theKnife). When the Emperor tells
Gladiator’s case, a liberal interater feeling dirty, knowing you
Maximus and his son Commodus
pretation of history) with stunenjoyed the carnage so much.
(Joaquin Phoenix, 8AM) that he
ning, stylistic direction and
In the end, Gladiator is truly an
hopes to restore the Republic
breathtaking fight sequences.
epic — fantastic fights, striking
rather than let his son rule,
Scott splices intricate cinematic
scenery and a touch of melodrama,
Commodus kills him and tries to
fades in between his fight scenes,
Scott even tosses in classic diaexecute Maximus. Maximus eskeeping the viewer off balance,
logue and a few anachronistic lines
capes, stripped of his title and
and relies on simple images of sky,
here and there to break the tension.
family. He ends up a slave, then a
earth and nature as unifying eleBut Gladiator is a winner — andis
gladiator, and eventually ends up
ments throughout the film.
going to conquer the summer film
in Rome, primed for vengeance —
Perhaps most gripping, as one
season. You’ll know it when you
an updated Ben-Hur.
can discern from the title, are the
start seeing the trailers for GladiPhoenix is deliciously decadent
gladiator battles. Epic in scope,
ator clones in eight months,
as Commodus, who somehow finds
painstakingly choreographed and
They’re going to have a tough time
time to rule in between lusting after
brilliantly shot, their sheer brutal
living up to Scott’s film — it is the
his sister Lucilla (Connie Nielsen,
violence is mesmerizing. By the
Roman epic for the next century.

But How Will You Pay For
Your New Car?

YOU NEED A LOAN AND

Your Moving Expenses?
Your Shopping Sprees?

GUASFCU
CAN HELP!!!

GUASFCU LOAN RATES
Unsecured Signature Loans (2,500 to 7,499)

10.75%
11.00%

APR
APR

Unsecured Signature Loans (7,500 to 10,000)

11.25%

APR

Unsecured Signature Loans ($0 to $2,499)

Maximum Duration is 60 months, CO-SIGNER will reduce interest rate by 1%
Secured New Auto Loan, 10% to 14.99% Down
Secured New Auto Loan, 15% to 19.99% Down

Secured New Auto Loan, 20%+ Down

7.50%
7.25%
7.00%

APR
APR
APR

Note: Processing Time Usually Takes One Week
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ERIN BROCKOVICH
STARRING: Julia Roberts
THE SKINNY: An unlucky, brazen lawyer's aide finds
her self-esteem as she investigates a controversial case
involving tainted drinking water in California. Roberts’
performance is heartwarming. funny and unusually

THE NEXT BEST THING

GRADE

B+

STARRING:

Madonna.

Rupert Everett

THE SKINNY: Madonna and Everett star in
the story of the fallout from an unexpected

_ risque for the big-lipped actress. It may be a cheeseball
comedy, but it’s the best one around, even if it’s only because Roberts
shows more leg than any other pretty woman on the silver screen.
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Where the Heart Is (PG13)
Fri-Sun (10:40 Sat-Sun) 1:20,
4:15,7:10,9:50 (12:30 FriSat)
Mon-Thu 1:45, 4:45, 7:25,

Topsy-Turvy(R)

10:05

daily (1:30 Sat-Sun) 5:00, 8:30
Sweetand Lowdown (PG13)

703.243.4844

Mansfield Park (PG13)
daily (1:50 Sat-Sun) 4:30, 7:10,

Love and Basketball

9:50

(PG13)

Such a Long Journey (NR)

Fri-Sun (10:20 Sat-Sun) 1:00,
4:00, 7:00, 9:40 (12:20 FriSat)
Mon-Thu 1:30, 4:15, 7:00,

9:40

daily (1:40 Sat-Sun) 4:20, 7:00,
9:40
Croupier (NR)
daily (2:00 Sat-Sun) 4:40, 7:20,
10:00

The Flintstones in Viva
Rock Vegas (PG)

Cineplex Odeon Uptown

an
ib

heart is a
uchoyny eschews

to Driver. After the
any sense of macabre hesitation and

Fri-Sun (10:35 Sat-Sun)
12:50,3:00,5:20,7:40,10:00
(12:10 Fri-Sat)
Mon-Thu 2:00, 5:10, 7:15,
9:40

Frequency (PG13)
Fri-Sun (10:45 Sat-Sun) 1:30,

all romantic comedy breaks loose. What will
Happen fo their Jefigiots senvictions as love and

4:40,7:30,10:25
Mon-Thu 1:50, 4:35, 7:15,
9:50
Erin Brockovich (R)

reprehensible?

return TI

Fri-Sun (10:30 Sat-Sun) 1:15,
4:10,7:15

THREE KINGS

AMERICAN BEAUTY
GRADE

shattering honesty of the characters and families, the
film is neither depressing nor alienating. Instead, we are
allured by Sam Mendes’ directorial work into observing
with something of a knowing wink.

STARRING: Ice Cube, George Clooney
THE SKINNY: An elite crew of military crackpots
20 to Iraq to rough up some of Saddam’s soldiers
when they stumble across a treasure trove of gold.
All squabbling and moral issues ensue, followed by

GRADE

lots of theatrical explosions.

SUMMER RATING SYSTEM
A: A night with Lumpy’s ex.
B: A night with Lumpy.

daily (1:00 Sat-Sun) 4:30, 8:00
Angela’s Ashes (R)
daily (1:15 Sat-Sun) 4:45, 8:15
The Insider (R)

daily 9:10 (midnight Fri-Sat)

of

THE SKINNY: This bizarre romance would
have you believe that it really is what's inside

_ all accounts and avoids most of the pitfalls present in
all melodramas. Fiennes is in his element as the
brooding intellectual who can’t have the only love that
matters to him, while Moore is just lovely.

STARRING: Kevin Spacey, Annette Bening
THE SKINNY: Suburban life goes under the opaque
microscope in this dark comedy. Despite the occasionally

Arlington

9:45

rendition

| STARRING: David Duchovny. Minnie Driver

la Fiennes’ The English Patient. The acting is superb on

ina
theyou

202.333. FILM #827

Gossip (R)

Madonna's

THE SKINNY: Based on Graham Greene's novel of an

arly

703.998.4262

critically short on entertainment.

adulterous affair in war-torn London, The End of the
Affair is a tear-jerking romance of tragic proportions a

nbtle
lace

AMC Courthouse 8
2150 Clarendon Blvd,

2:00,4:35,7:05

STARRING: Ralph Fiennes, Julianne Moore

rans-

Cineplex Odeon Foundry
M St. at Thomas Jefferson NW

The Road to Eldorado (PG)
Fri-Sun (11:10, 2:00 Sat-Sun)

~ RETURN TO ME

STARRING: Joshua Jackson, Paul Walker
THE SKINNY: This piece of infantile rubbish seeks to
intrigue with tales of an Ivy League secret society’s
elite brand of coolness, wealth and Machiavellian
‘mindset. Based on Yale University’ s Skull and Bones,
he plot is as contrived as it is innacurate. But there is fun to be 5 we
Past cars and pretty faces speed across the screen frying adventurously to
keep one step ahead of the lame plot. The Stewards should be so decadent.

AMC Union Station 9
50 Massachusetts Ave. NE

romantic interlude between two old friends,
one of whom is gay. Benjamin Bratt plays
Madonna's love interest in a movie that is long on length but
“American Pie” does not make this stinker any more enjoyable.

SKULLS

audi
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C: Swimming in the Potomac
D: Swimming in a pool of vomit.

F: Censorship on0 a sunny day.

Mon-Thu 1:15, 4:40, 7:30
Final Destination (R)
Daily 10:15 (12:25 Fri-Sat)

U-571 (PG13)
Fri-Sun (11:00 Sat-Sun) 1:50,

5:00,7:50,10:20
Mon-Thu 2:00, 5:20, 7:45,

10:15
Keeping the Faith (PG13)
Fri-Sun (10:50 Sat-Sun) 1:40,
4:45,7:35,10:30
Mon-Thu 1:40, 4:30, 7:20,
10:10

Movie

daily (1:45 Sat-Sun) 4:25, 7:05,

3426 Connecticut Ave. NW
202.333 .FILM#799
U-571 (PG13)
daily 1:00,4:00,7:00,9:45
Cineplex Odeon Wisconsin
Avenue Cinemas
4000 Wisconsin Ave. NW
202.333. FILM#789
The Flintstones in Viva Rock
Vegas (PG)
daily 1:00,3:10,5:20,7:35,9:25
Where the Heart Is (PG13)
daily 1:20,4:10,7:00,9:40
Love and Basketball (PG13)
daily 1:50,4:40,7:30,10:05
American Psycho (R)
Fri-Sun 1:10,3:25,5:40, 7:55,
10:00
Mon-Wed 1:10, 3:25, 10:00
Thul:10,3:25,10:15
Rules of Engagement (R)
daily 1:40,4:30,7:20, 10:00

Times valid through May 6.

Scream 3 (R)

daily (1:45 Fri-Sun) 4:30,
7:00,9:30
Love and Basketball
(PG13)
Fri-Sun 2:30, 5:15, 8:00,
10:30
Mon-Thu 5:15, 7:45, 10:15
U-571 (PG13)

daily (2:00 Fri-Sun) (4:45 Fri)
5:00,7:30,10:00(10:15 FriSun)
28 Days (PG13)
Fri-Sun2:15,4:45,7:15,9:45
Mon-Thu 5:00, 7:15, 9:45
Keeping the Faith (PG13)
Fri-Sun 1:30,4:15, 7:00, 9:45
Mon-Thu 4:45, 7:30, 10:15
Where the Money Is
(PG13)

daily 9:30
Return to Me (PG)
Fri-Sun 1:45,4:30,7:15,
10:00
Mon-Thu 4:30, 7:15, 9:45
The Road to El Dorado (PG)
Fri-Sun2:15,5:15,7:30
Mon-Thu 5:30, 7:45
Erin Brockovich (R)
Fri-Sun 2:00, 5:00, 7:45,
10:30
Mon-Thu 4:30, 7:15, 10:15

Cineplex Odeon Dupont
Circle
1350 19th St. NW
202.333. FILM #792
The Last September (R)
daily 2:00,4:30,7:00,9:30

Genghis Blues (NR)
daily 2:20, 4:50, 7:20, 9:50

Me MyselfI (R)
daily 1:50,4:20, 6:50, 9:20
Joe Gould’s Secret (R)
daily 2:30,5:00,7:30, 10:00
All About My Mother (R)
daily 2:10,4:40,7:10.9:40
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‘American Pie’ Lives On

Hilarious, Sexy

In Summer

Toward Cult Status with Green

Film Casts

By Eric CHRISTENSEN

PIE, rroM P.1G

Hoya Starr WRITER

Pie’s favorite exchange student will
be playing amajor role in this summer’s

horror

spoof Scary

Movie.

The second I saw Tom Green (The Tom Green Show)
leading a college tour, I knew Road Trip would be a great
movie. Although there would be no display of Green’s
now-infamous Slutmobile, obscene statues of his parents or severed cows’ heads, I would see the effects of
Viagra on a dirty old man, a killer python, a talking dog,
ancient philosophy related to pro wrestling and a whole

Playing

the role of “Buffy Gellar,” Elizabeth
and co-star Carmen Electra (“Drew

Becker”) each have a couple things to
offer the flick. The movie is due out
May 5.
Right now, Chris Klein (Pie’s “0z”)

lot of nudity.

is starring in 20th Century Fox’s Here
on Earth. This big stud has thrown
away his lacrosse stick and choir
music and jumped head first into a
love triangle. Along with Leelee
Sobieski

and

Josh

Hartnett,

As I said above, the story begins with Barry (Green)
leading a tour of the University of Ithaca campus, and
although it is his eighth year, he seems to know nothing
about the school. The tour quickly devolves into a
narration of one of the greatest road trips of all time.
Josh (Breckin Meyer, Go), one of Barry’s friends, has
maintained a long-distance relationship with his girl-

fellow

potential teen icons, Klein has taken
his recognition to this young love
story. His Oz performance has made
him recognizable enough to be a one-

friend Tiffany (Rachel

man credit line in trailers for Here on
Earth.
Any chance Klein’s career isn’t

headed in the right direction in the
wake of Pie? Let’s just say there is a
Farrelly

Brothers

(Dumb

&

Josh, Lawrence, E.L. (Seann William Scott, American

keep his “love me” reputation in tact.
Klein’s impressive foray into the
heartthrob business may surprise
those of us who thought Jason Biggs
(“Jim”) would be the most successful
newcomer spawned from Paul Weitz
and Adam Herz’s American Pie. As

get him thrown out of the dorm. Loser
co-stars Mena Suvari and Greg Kinnear

tionship changes after they have sex.
The film, due out June 2, also stars teen
talents Freddie Prinze, Jr. (I Know What
You Did Last Summer, She's All That)
and Claire Forlani (Mallrats, Meet Joe
Black).

Biggs has also signed to star as a
college student transplanted to the big
city in Amy Heckerling’s Loser. This
second flick, a closer facsimile of Ameri-

can Pie, has Biggs enter college and

Pie) and Kyle (DJ Qualls) pile into a car in an attempt
to drive 1,800 miles before the package arrives (about
three days — unless it goes to Hoya Station; then make
it nine).
They leave Barry in charge of the dorm room and the
snake (leaving Green in charge of anything is just
asking for trouble). On the way, they run into all sorts
of ‘craziness, as narrated throughout by Barry.
I don’t think I laughed as hard as I did while watching
Road Trip since the days of South Park: Bigger,
Longer and Uncut. There is nothing bad about this
movie — though some of the female persuasion may
choose to disagree. This movie is incredibly funny, but
a guy movie. Unless you’re the type of girl who likes
to watch a movie filled with female nudity and sperm
donation jokes, you may have trouble sitting through
it. Guys, consider this payment for sitting through
Notting Hill. However, just about any college student
can identify with this movie. Although a little extreme
at times, it does present a fair portrayal of college life.
So, did I have any problems whatsoever with this
movie? Not one. I feel that Road Trip is destined to
become a cult classic, in the tradition of Animal House,

Dazed and Confused and Fast Times at
High. So, if you ever wondered what the
American Pie’s college lives would be,
answers all your questions. Well, except for
happened to Stifler’s mom?”

Ridgemont
boys from
Road Trip
“whatever

Courtesy TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX

THREE’S COMPANY: Chris Klein (left) is no virgin. He starred in ‘American
Pie’ and now he is appearing in a veritable plethora of film, including ‘Here on
Earth’ with Leelee Sobieski and Josh Hartnett.
immediately receive the label of ‘loser.’
without the revolution. The flick fol-

with two new movies. The first, Robert
Iscove’s Boys and Girls, is a romantic
comedy about two friends whose rela-

Clueless) who

accidentally mails the sex tape to Beth.

There's Something About Mary) movie
in his future. Klein and Heather Graham are set to headline in Say It Isn't

the main character in Pie, Biggs didn’t
have to steal the show like many of the
other actors; he just had to run it. This
summer, he’s continuing the sprint

TV’s

begins when Josh’s roommate Lawrence (Omar J. Dorsey)

Dumber,

So, a comedy with a hint of romance to

Blanchard,

has matriculated at the University of Texas. They call
each other every day and send video postcards to each
other on a regular basis. Recently, Tiffany has stopped
returning his calls. Fearing the worst, Josh goes to a party
and does the hibbity-bibbity with Beth (Amy Smart,
Varsity Blues) three times — all of it on tape. The road trip

‘Road Trip’

His fellow students proceed

and hits the summer

to try to

screens July 7.

This summer’s closest semblance
of last summer’s crude classic may be
Road Trip, starring MTV ’s Tom Green,
Amy Smart (Varsity Blues), Breckin
Meyer (GO) and Stifler. Yes, Stifler, the
crass, loud mouthed, antagonistic root

of considerable hilarity from American
Pie. Seann William Scott realizes his
dual identity as the rude icon from Pie
but would like to drop the negative
connotations.
“I don’t want to be known as a dick,”

he recently told the University Register. “I thinkI am a pretty nice guy.” Deal
with it, Seann, Stifler made you. Due

out May 19, Road Trip has the potential to do all that Pie did last year,

lows four friends (Meyer, DJ Qualls,
Scott, Paulo Costanzo) on an 1,800

mile road trip to retrieve an illicit tape
mistakenly mailed to a girl friend. With
Pie’s in-your-face sense of humor and
the right fresh faces — especially
Green of MTV's The Tom Green Show,

Road
Trip’s
potential
for
groundbreaking greatness tied to Road
Trip is immense.
The grand finale may be yet to come.
Universal and Warren Zide, who produced the original movie, have story
ideas in the works for an American Pie

sequel. Imagine it. Jim, Oz, Stifler and
the gang head to Europe to find Nadia.
Take the summer to get reacquainted
with the crew from last year’s best fair
weather

flick. And,

hopefully,

some-

time next year, you will be rewarded —
Pie-style.

COURTESY

DREAMWORKS

JUST WALK AWAY: ‘Road Trip’ is bloody funny, what with Tom Green and all. These guys walk in the woods.
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Geta JOB or Internship day.
* Featuring:
* Thousands of jobs and internships with companies worldwide.
e Hiring companies contacting you directly
* Online Student Visa Application for International Students

® Profiles of companies that are active college recruiters
® Daily world, employment and business news
* Tips on resumes, interviews, networking, working abroad and much more!

Visit www.campuscareercenter.com today!

Center.com
The world's largest campus job fair

souncbreak
the interactive online music experience
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| Summertime Fun, In and Out of the Sun | Fyn in the Sun!
1

‘joes not recommend jumping into any
of this water.

stated in two words: water parks. Six
Flags and King’s Dominion both have

weekdays, nine holes cost only $9,
and 18 holes are $15. At East Potomac

The Potomac River is not the cleanest

water parks that blow the pool at Yates

on weekdays, 9 holes cost $11, and 19

body of water around, but it is one of the
gea’s most historic and lively havens in
ie summer. And there are many waysto
uke advantage of this nearby resource.
"There are several places to rent

rental

The closest

holes are $16.50. Both are a 20-minute

King’s Dominion’s WaterWorks is
16 acres of exhilarating new attractions such as Big Wave Bay, a650,000gallon wave pool, water slides such as

car or cab ride away.
If even walking across the golf
course is too strenuous, there is nothing more representative of summer

fletcher’s

‘goat House

the water park

d
n
Ise
Thompson’s

price of admission to the

cheap

as

are

as

$7

for

affair, but those who wish to avoid the
crowds can witness the fireworks from
the tops

of our

very

own

LXR

up

For

Lost

Another way to avoid the D.C. heat
ums and theaters. The air condition-

one of the most beautiful parks
around, and the games are true Ameri-

mer in D.C. experience. Some of the
world’s most prominent art, artifacts,

rents

theme park —

qanoes for $8

a ticket that is
as pricey as

ballpark, those with access to a car and

around.
The price can’t be beat, and no bath-

the theme park
is fun. General

can make the trek to the Rocky Gorge
Batting Cages and Miniature Golf

admission

Course in Laurel,

per hour

and

$22 per day as
yell as kayaks

for

similar

prices.

water
peaceful
fraverse,

that does not
include park-

is
and

Md.

of the

even

75

areas.

for parking), but the park is only 15

Events

reminiscent of less populated

inLargo, Md. Tickets are $32.99 (plus $8
of

east

minutes

‘Pack a picnic lunch and take a break

city.

the

tivals

Though a bit of a workout, pedal boating in the Basin is a new and interesting

five-story “interactive water treehouse”
and various slides. And who doesn’t

certs. ~~ Venues
such as Nissan

rent a boat for $14.

Ballgame

As a last resort, there is always the

out to The

Nothing is less appealing in the grueling summer than the thought of exercise. Yet natural yearnings for sport can
sometimes compete with this resistance
to sweat. The solution? Several area
establishments offer less-than-vigorous sports that can still satisfy the need
for athletic competition.
Two local public golf courses offer

pool at Yates Field House. Although it

does not have the charm or invigorating qualities of outdoor pools, it is free
(for students) and perhaps the most
convenient of these options.
1

On the Road
After spending an entire year in D.C.,
asummer on the Hilltop might be stifling at times. Some might feel the need
to flee the borders of the city for a day
of escape and adventure.

affordable

golf,

even

if the

courses

themselves are far from luxurious:
Rock Creek Golf Course and East
Potomac Park Golf Course and Driv-

ing Range. Rock Creek is the better

and

General Admission —- $35.99

75 miles south of D.C.

off Exit 98 on Intersate 95
.
Six Flags America

ends and holidays
Hours/days of operation:

:
In
Parkin iyoe
Island” waterpark open
Si

20 minute drive from campus

0 4a gs ular $32.99 + tax
;
1.0 97.50 June 3-4 han open
:
10:50 t
east of Washington, D.C.
15 GL

East Potomac Park Golf
Course and Driving Range
Hains Point and Ohio Drive SW
202.554.7660
Green fees:
9 holes: $11 weekdays; $14 week-

festivals
that
come to the Pavilion.
One of the most
famous summer
events in D.C. is
the fireworks dis-

ends

and

holidays;

18 holes: $16.50 weekdays, $22 weekends and holidays;
Public course
Holes: One 18-hole ahd two 9-hole
courses

play on the 4th of
July. People come
around

Greens fees:
9 holes: $9 weekdays; $12.25 weekends and holidays

Dawn to dusk, seven days a week
Public course
Holes: 18

sical and performing arts affairs of
the summer. The
H.O.R.D.E." Fest
and Lollapalooza
are two of the big

P arks

King’s Dominion

18 holes: $15 weekdays; $19 week-

con-

Pavilion and Wolf
Trap host some of
the major area mi:

from

Amusement

202.882.7332

largest wave pools in the country, a

i

:

1600 Rittenhouse, NW

‘pmantic place to enjoy the water.

Me

boat
Daily 10:00am- 6:00pm

Road

Rock Creek Golf Course

pecia
D.C. in the summer is packed with
various fairs, fes-

Tgke

Hourly rentals are $14 for a fourperson boat, $7 for a two-person

Golfing

WaterWorld, admission to the water
park at Six Flags comes with the theme
park ticket. The park boasts one of the

[boat for one hour, and four people can

Paddle boating

7 p.m.

202.244.0461
s

;
| Sm

Lo
me i oy

at 6 p.m..
by

Fletcher's Boat House

Like

love the Looney Tunes?

returned

:

on Roosevelt Island, which is right
wross the Key Bridge.
~The Tidal Basin is another fun and

‘way to experience the Jefferson and
FDR Monuments and the tourism of
D.C. Seven dollars yields a two-person

be

must

:

Celebra|
tions/
ial
S

the river itself is quiet and, at times,

Course
Mon -Fri 9:00am-11:00pm Sat -Sun
8:00am-11:00pm

Canal

ightly less
expensive (but
a whole lot closer) is Six Flags America

Foo Pa Bore

202.333.9543

Dock opens 6 a.m., closes

past.

Lo
Rocky Gorge Miniature Golf

Canoes: $8; per hour, $22 per day

* Boats

is inexpensive and
a fun kickback to

enced
paders. Though
the setting around the river is urban,

House

Boat

Kayaks: singles for $8 per hour, $24
er day; Doubles for $10 per hour,
Swe
i] ih day

ing suit is required.

mile

fiote Virgin

for jena

Other Games

H

B

Georgetown

of the coolest buildings

Rocky Gorge

ing of the cost . summers

to

¢asy

is
and

$35.99,

The

a hankering to swing a bat themselves

's
Thompson’s

:

URS

Daily 10:002.m.-10:00 p.m.

.

Boating

are a good way to complete the sum-

theater and dance lie within the walls

HOURS.

:

:

at the same time is to visit area muse-

ing will be a refreshing break, and they

(Batting Cages)
8445 Old Coluntbia Rd.. Laurel
Kd., Laure
Se umoia
A Ao
ah

wolftrap@wolf-trap.org

and catch up on cultural experiences

of some

Rocky Gorge

oo
Wolf Trap --The Barns
1635 Trap Rd., Vienna Va.
>
703.938 2404

Time

standing room and $9 for bleachers.

If so inspired after a day at the

Bristow. Va

703.754.6400

can experiences.

hich

Camden Yards

Nissan Pavilion

and

Village A.
Ngke

‘Baseball

Music Venues

on and around the Mall to watch the

Paramount

‘Boat House,

__ |

tickets

and

The Baltimore Orioles’ home field is

comes withthe

canal Road

|

to

Access

than watching baseball. Camden

Yards is only a $5 MARC train away,

and more.

are

locations

Field house, well, out of the water.

Power Plunge Turbo and Pipeline Peak,

‘noes and kayaks along the river.

|

and cheaper of the two courses. On

The solution to this dilemma can be

SUMMER, FROM P.1

the

Tw HAGGERTY/THE HoYA

country to gather

Beth McNEeLL/ Tar Hoya

\
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science

of

cortez

sonoran

bio2

desert

laboratory

HARKIN

Shs

Enroll

|
Earth

|

Now!

Semester or Universe Semester
September - December 2000

Summer Programs Offered
A total immersion experience
Environmental science in Arizona
Ivy League credits - Financial aid available
Four

16

www .bio2.edu - 800-992-4603 - email: arizona@bio2.edu
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Shallow Entertainment from ‘70s’
70s, From 1G

nist/disco-junkie,

picts is headed by a short reel of real
footage — footage of riots, demonstrations, protests and war that only
shows how weak-willed the series is in
comparison. The segment that follows
each of these montages might as well
be subtitled with the name of the social
ill it attempts to confront — “Prejudice,”

“Feminism,”

“Civil

Disobedi-

ence” and “Becoming a Yuppie and
Working for Tricky Dick” being among
fitting titles.
The patchwork plot follows four
friends through the decade, all comfortable in their own stereotype.
There’s

Byron

(Brad

Rowe,

Teach-

ing Mrs. Tingle), the once starryeyed idealist who is roped into Nixon
politics and Eileen (Vinessa Shaw,
Eyes Wide Shut), his dim-witted yet
all-too-sweet

childhood

sweetheart,

reluctant to join her feminist brigade
of friends that tries to draft her. The
group is rounded out by Christie
(Amy Smart, Felicity), the anti-femi-

(Guy

filmmakers’ symbolic link, force-feed-

Torry, American History X), the disillusioned African-American turned
civil equality poster-boy.
The performances are fine, but the
actors aren’t given enough material
to turn in crafted work. The film is too
concerned with sweeping morality
to care about its characters. It seems
the makers of the series should have
made a choice — give the characters
realistic lives and tell their tales of
their struggles, or give the events
life outside personalized sketches.
Without making this choice, the series lingers between the two extremes
and sends confusing signals about
its purpose.

and

Dexter

ing their themes on an already-aware
audience.
What The 70s is best at offering is a
depthless few hours of entertainment
— outside of its lack of urgency and
inability to capture the core of a decade,
the fictional stories can stand on their
own. They may be passive and obtuse,
but they have the lurid allure of a Danielle
Steel novel and the sappy sentimentality of Days of Our Lives.
If you’re looking for the intellectual
representation owed to an era that
shifted American society from freelove to safe-sex, from peaceful protests to police brutality, it isn’t on
NBC. The major events and elements
are all there, but they are nothing more
than narrative touches. Any attempt
to unify the distinct elements reveals
The 70s for what it is: a light-fingered
collection that neither depict realistically or depart whimsically. You’d get
more about the ’70s from a Simon &
Garfunkel LP.

The 70s, however, is not without its
fun; the ever-present stream of ’70s hit

songs that attempts to symbolize each
scene is along a reason to watch, or at
least leave the show on in the background while doing something more
worthwhile. The music may be enjoyable

but

is overused;

it seems

the

Lumpy’s Ex: Beat It, Barbarian
According to internal documents obtained by
Tue Gumk, Lumpy and his girlfriedd are no
longer “dating.” Now, men around campus can
enjoy the unattached beauty’s lovely midriff without fearing a sword-bearing buccaneer will gouge
out their lusty eyes.

[

Theater Listings
on

Art
KENNEDY CENTER,
EISENHOWER THEATRE
2700 F St., NW
(202)467-4600

Through

Through

ARENA STAGE, KREEGER
THEATER
1101 6th St.'SW
(202)488-3300
Through June 11
Tues-Wed: noon, 7:30
Thurs-Fri: 8:00
Sat: 2:30,7:30
Sun: 2, 7:30
$32-$45
Student discounts

Julius

Ceasar

FOLGER

SHAKESPEARE

Shear

Madness

KENNEDY CENTER,
LaB
2700 F St., NW
(202)467-4600
Tues-Thu: 8:00
Fri: 9:00
Sat: 6:00,9:00
Sun: 3:30, 7:00
$22-$27

THE SHAKESPEARE
450 7th St., NW
(202)547-1122
Tues-Weds:

201 East Capitol St. SE
202-544-7077
4
7:30

performance May

THEATRE

Planning

The Country Wife

Through May

LIBRARY

May 9-June
Tues-Thurs:

7

a A wo
No

Blue

May

Tues-Fri: 7:30
Sat-Sun: 2:30, 7:30
$20-$65

THEATRE

Trips for Generations

E%"

14
7:30

(no

18).

previews

Asking

$29 -$38
Discounts

Reunion
ForDp’S THEATRE
511 Tenth Street, NW
(703)218-6500

Through

June

Tues-Sat: 7:30
Thurs: 1:00
Sun: 2:30
$15-$43

\_

Another

18
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Apr. 28-May 14

Beds on a Budget

J

Adventure Holidays

Wed-Fri: 8:00
Sat: 2:00, 8:00
Sun: 2:00, 8:00

StudentIDs

$21.50-$38.50, student
Secondstage:

2401 Penn Ave., Suite G

$15

TRAVEL

Check theaters for availability
.and official pricing information.

WE'VE
FET] WORT

SR RE

PRESS

\

Europe ¢ Africa

2
i:

Asia » South America

4
More Than

100 Departure Cities!

6
7.

8
ls.

Eurailpasses

Bus Passes

Study Abroad

|
|

(202)887-0912

discounts

t

Eurail Passes |

Log

THE STUDIO THEATRE
1333 P Street NW (at 14th
Street)
(202)332-3300

d

>

Special Student Airfares

American:

and

LOW

St

J

13)

Sun: 2:00, 7:30
Student

Z.

London.........8372

i

Fri: 8:00
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TOYOTA-1O1
MORE VALUE/LESS MONEY
INTRODUCING THE ALL NEW

TOYOTA ECHO

CoLDIERS
oF

C\NEMA.:

uNiTE!

THERE'S AN ECHO OUT THERE! Great looks on the outside, great room on the inside.
Cruise the highway at 40 MPG ...very thrifty. Fower? Plenty! It's a 1.5 liter hi-tech
16 valve DOCH engine with variable valve timing (new) that kicks out 108 horsepower
any time you want it. And best of all, Echo is the lowest priced Toyotal
thru Toyota Motor Credit helps those with limited
credit history buy or lease a new Echo or Celica. See dealer for details.
New

r ®

TOYOTA

real values. everyday. 7

Www.g ettoyot a.com

‘EPA estimated 32/39 City/Hwy automatic, 34/41 City/Hwy manual.

;
dementedforever.com
& 2000 Arctic Productions LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Artwork: ¥ 2000 Artisan Pictures Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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CONCERT LISTINGS

‘Spreadheads’ Invade Campus For

BIRCHMERE

Powerful, Spirited Panic Show

10 ALBUMS

3701 Mount Vernon Ave., Alexandria, Va.
703.549.7500
Saturday, Christine Lavin
Tuesday, Katy Benko
Wednesday, Moxy Fruvous
Friday, May 5, Kathy Mattea
Saturday, May 6, Cleve Francis

Billboard Magazine, April 29, 2000

1.

’N Sync: No Strings Attached

2.

No Doubt: Return of Saturn

oa

Santana:
Sisqo:

| 5,

Da Brat:

[

Hoya STAFF WRITERS

Supernatural

| 4

6.

By ANNE RiTTMAN

AND KATE HEGEL

Unleash

Georgetown morphed into a fairground two Saturdays ago as Widespread
Panic
descended
on
McDonough Gymnasium. The

the Dragon

Unrestricted

Soundtrack:

Romeo

Must Die —

Destiny’s Child: The Writing’s on the Wall

§.

Big Punisher:

Yeeah

sored concert drew far from the
usual Hoya crowd. Cars from all
over the country overflowed the
parking lot, their bumpers plastered
with stickers proclaiming everything from political messages (“Legalize Marijuana”) to advertisements (“Ben and Jerry’s S27):
Selling suspicious “fortified”

Baby

{

|'9.

Dr Dre: Dr. Dre — 2001

10. Macy Gray: On How Life Is

TOP

10 SINGLES

ro Td

Billboard Magazine, April 29, 2000

Maria,

Santana Featuring

oo

6.

Destiny's Child

Bye Bye Bye,

‘N Sync

\ 7.

I Try, Macy Gray

| 8.

Amazed,

9.

Lonestar

[Lverything

You

Want,

| 10. It Feels So Good,

Vertical Horizon

Sonique

TN

|

RL

Billboard Magazine, April 29, 1990

|

'

ro

| 1.

Sinead O’Connot: I Do Not Want What I Haven't Got
Janet Jackson:

Pe

Michael

| 5.

Janet Jackson's

Bolton:

Soul

Forever

Hammer:

Please Hammer

Myles:

Alannah

8.

Depeche

Mode:

Violator

9.

Aerosmith:

Myles

...But Seriously

—SE

Billboard Magazine,

Da

‘Em

R&B/HIP-HOP ALBUMS

TOP

;

Don’t Hurt

Pump

10. Phil Collins:

Brat:

April 29, 2000

Unrestricted

Soundtrack:

Romeo Must Die — The Album

Big Punisher:
mw

1814

Your Girl

Alannah

oh

Nation

Provider

NS

M.C.

ica

Rhythm

Bonnie Raitt: Nick Of Time
Paula Abdul:

Yeeeah Baby

Sisqo:

Unleash

DMX:

...And Then There Was X

Jay-Z:

Vol. 3... Life And Times OfS. Carter

The Dragon

oN

Gerald Levert: G

[9.

Ice Cube:

War & Peace

burritos,

mutt-

BLUESALLEY

puppies and various tie-dyed garments, the liberal crowd obscured

1073 Wisconsin Ave. NW, Rear. 202.337.4141
Friday, Sonny Fortune Quartet
Saturday & Sunday, Roy Haynes Trio
Monday, Al Maniscalco Quintet
Tuesday, Bob Israel’s Potomac Jazz

The event seemed to act almost as

Sisqo

Say My Name,

vegan

Saturday, May 6, Sergio Vega, J Magesty, Gist

the
usual
conservative
Georgetown flavor for this event.

Breathe, Faith Hill

Thong Song,

ls

ag!

brownies,

The Product G&B

He Wasn't Man Enough, Toni Braxton

4.

|

Maria,

1831 14th St. NW. 202.667.7960
Friday, Melvins
Saturday, Velvent, No Potential, Supine
Tuesday, Ryan Nelson & Darren Zantek,
Aztech, La Ciudad, MC Escher
Wednesday, Sona, Garland of Hours
Thursday, Beachwood Sparks, Saturday People

Georgetown Program Board spon-

The Album

7.

BLACK CAT

Vol. 2 (The Peace Disc)

Dr. Dre: Dr. Dre — 2001

a pre-game for the crowd that protested the IMF and World Bank
meetings later that weekend.
Carpeting the tarp-covered gymnasium with bootlegging equipment, dirt and empty bottles, the
crowd stood patiently for the entirety of the four-hour-long show
to hear the band play.
Inside the arena, Georgetown
students were the minority as aging hippies and students from other
schools gathered to hear the Athens, Ga., band play its jam-rock,
southern-style, poetically-lyrical
music. Widespread combines
body-moving elements of rock
music sound with traditional country music amenities like twangy,
drawled lyrics.
Often compared to bands such
as Dave Matthews and the Grateful Dead, Widespread has a large
grassroots following, especially in
the south. Widespread fans, known
as “Spreadheads,” often migrate
hundreds of miles each weekend to
see the band play at 120 different
venues each year.
These “Spreadheads” danced
continuously throughout the concert as the band played highlights
from its albums such as the steel
guitar fortified “Blue Indian” and
the pounding “Action Man.” Led

Orchestra, Mike Cotter

Thursday, Russel Malone Quartet

COLUMBIA STATION

RUTHIE BRAUNSTEIN/7
HE HoYA

METRO CAFE
1522 14th St. NW. 202.518.7900
Friday, Soul Country, Emma Gibbs Band, Troop
47, Beta
Saturday, Juniper Lane, Villa Rosie, Jeznick,

Dorian
Monday, Long Goodbye, El Guapo, Please
Tuesday, Shawn Pershinger, Endseed, Harsh,

Greer
* Wednesday, Waterstreet, Urban Style
Thursday, Sally Taylor, Friends of Dean
Martinez, 45s
Friday, May 5, Delphs, Mr. Fancypants

9:30CLUB
815V St. NW.202.393.0930
Friday Jimmie’s Chicken Shack, Laughing

by John Bell and Michael Houser,

the band played 21 songs and
treated the audience to several long
instrumental jams reminiscent of
the Allman Brothers Band.
The show featured several long
solos by band members, including
an almost-15-minute bongo drum

Colors, Tidewater Grain
Saturday, Bloodhound Gang, NerfHerder, A

solo as sugary as sweet tea. End-

RUTHIE BRAUNSTEIN/7 HE HOYA

ing with “Space Wrangler,” Widespread brought down the smokefilled house.

SPREADHEADS!: Widespread Panic’s unique brand of fans invaded the
campus for last weekend's concert in McDonough Gymnasium, sponsored by GPB. At top, a concert-goer vends tasty, home-cooked vittles.

10. Drag-On: Opposite Of H20

1€ CMJ CHARTS )
sé
College Music Journal, Issue 656
1. Morphine: The Night

om

2325 18th St. NW.202.462.6040
Saturday, Mike & Co.
Sunday, Charles Carlton Trio
Monday, Peter Edelman
Tuesday, Jerry Gordon
Wednesday, Sahara
Thursday, Elite Quartet

Sunday, Joe Satriani
Tuesday, Supergrass
Wednesday, Angie Stone
Thursday, Negativland
Friday, May 5, Patti Smith
Saturday, May 6, Chantal Kreviazuk

Free Movie Passes

Built to Spill Live Album
Delivers Lyrical Rock

2. Modest Mouse: Building Nothing Out Of Something

| 3. Air: The Virgin Suicides

1

| 4. The Cure: Bloodflowers

Spill show at the 9:30 Club that night.
Grr. So on Monday, when I got back into
town, I went to the store and picked up
BTS’s new live album, hoping to replicate
the experience that I would have had on
Sunday. Needless to say, if the concert
was in any way comparable to the disc, I
probably missed
an earth-shattering experience

| 5. Clinton: Disco & The Halfway To Discontent

| 6, MDFMK: MDF MK
7. Snapcase: Designs For Automotion
8. Gunga Din: Glitterati

| 9. Fu Manchu: King Of The Road
10. Beck: Midnite

OP

BOX

TOP

10

College Music Journal, Issue 656
1.2000 B.C. (Before Canibus): Canibus
2. The Sixth Sense: Common
| 3. The Crookie Monster; Agallah
| 4. The Rah Rah: Outsideaz
3.Goldmine/What'’s Up Fatlip?: Fatlip
6. Forgot About Dre: Dr. Dre Feat. Eminem

| 1. Untitled (How Does It Feel?): D’ Angelo
| 8. What’s My Name: DMX
\ 9.Do It Again (Put Ya Hands Up): Jay-Z w/ Beanie Sigel & Amil

|

10. Ryde Or Die Bitch: The Lox

TRIPLE AAA TOP 5 ALBUMS
College Music Journal, Issue 656

1.1 4m Shelby Lynne, Shelby Lynne
2. The Night, Morphine

3. Lifetime, Terry Callier
4. Life’ll Kill Ya, Warren Zevon

3. The Skiffle Sessions Live In Belfast, Morrison/Donegan/Barber

Join THE Guipg, Global Revolution

Standout

tracks

for me,

right now,

are

four, five and eight— “VirginiaReel Around
The Fountain,” “Cortez The Killer” and I
Would Hurt A Fly.” The first two are non-

simply,

Built to Spill songs, “Virginia Reel...” being
a fun little Halo Benders (a BTS side project)
cut, and “Cortez...” a sprawling and awesome 20-minute long Neil Young cover. On
the latter, Martsch croons just like Young:
“He came dancing
across the water/
with his stallions
and guns/looking
for the new world/
and the palace in

Live,Builtto Spill’s

the sun,” and the

out at 815 V St.,

Vultures

BEAT

WAS BACK HOME THIS PAST SUNDAY, AND
so, consequently, I missed the Built to

NW.
Titled

new album is spectacular in that it
demonstrates how
quality the band’s
live performances
are, specifically in
the sense that they are so good at reproducing studio-caliber sound. My one beef is in
regards to the song selection. I love Built to
Spill. I know that they have stupendous
songs; the problem is that producer Phil Ek
really didn’t choose any of my all-time favorites. Don’t get me wrong, though; the album
is good. It just doesn’t have “Carry The
Zero” or “Time Trap.” There’s no “MadeUp Dreams” or “Kicked It In The Sun.”
“Reasons” and “Cleo” are nowhere to be
found.
But that’s OK.

It’s OK because though the music chosen would not necessarily have made my
top priority list in terms of song title, the
performances of said songs are actually
quite good. Frontman Doug Martsch does
a phenomenal job on each of the nine
tracks on the album, smartly flowing on
both the axe and the microphone. Always
eloquent, Martsch delivers excellently with
drummer Scott Plouf and bassist Brett
Nelson ably backing him with fantastically
arranged music.

guitar interludes
are

gargantuan

and smooth all at
the sametime. The
fidelity of the re-

cording is truly superb because it resonates in your spine,
dictating a new heartbeat.
The third track of note, “I Would Hurt A

Fly,” comes right off of 1997s fan favorite
Perfect From Now On, and it contains one

of my favorite lines from a song: “I can’t
get that sound you make/out of my head/
I can’t even figure out/what’s making it.”
On the album, crowd noise is really minimal, and absent is all the in-between-the-

songs banter. Live is just solid wall-ofsound music. The way Built to Spill tame
and interweave their guitar noise with rising

and

crashing

drums

(as on

“Randy

Described Eternity” and “Stop The
Show?) is truly something to behold, and
then they have the gall to lay really insightful vocals over the top. It sounds so good.
Starting with 1994’s inspired here's Nothing Wrong With Love, and on up through the
abovementioned Perfect... and 1999’s Keep
It Like A Secret, Built to Spill have invested
themselves in a tradition of putting out moving rock music. Live certainly deserves to
rank among their best, for it continues ‘the

a
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Please stop by THE HOYA
Newspaper Office. located at
421 Leavey Center, for your
complimentary pass for two.
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The 1789 Restaurant would like
to honor the Graduating Class
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Newman Can’t Save

‘Where the Money Is’
dialogue

By RasHEED NEWSON
More ofa heart-wrenching documenary than a suspenseful caper, Where
fle Money Is captures living legend
paul Newman (The Hustler, 1961 — and

3 dozen

other

infuse his

classics)

charms

lickluster movie.
oves

struggling

and

talents

The

to

into

for even

emotion,

a cin-

matic giant to handle. However, watching Newman attempt to breathe life into
fe clay actors and dirt plot around him
nay in itself be worth the price of adpission.

| As Henry Maning, an elderly, in-

urcerated

bank

nbber faking a dea

but

she

arring

the
the

Paul Newman

he Sumy’ A catatonic . hospi
atient is not so catatonic after

(link, Newman is
‘masterfully allur-

a frus-

evokes

scant

reac-

a young

mar-

ried couple forcing an
aged thief to help
them pull a heist, but
there is hardly a sense
of danger as the minutes slosh by slowly.
A formidable ob-

nursing

tome outside
wonfines of

Fiorentino,

about

hilitating stroke to
get
transferred
into

him.

tions. Her lack of significance is an unsolved, unenjoyable mystery.
Mulroney, who plays the sweaty,
dense husband that doesn’t know the
color of money, also registers light on
the substance scale. He’s hollow and
really only encourages the urge to look
at Newman again. The pacing for the
plot of Where the
Money Is also lacks
sting. This is a movie

a

feat ultimately

to be too much

with

trated ex-prom queen mired in a boring
marriage and ready to jump free like a cat
on a hot tin roof, is utterly unmoving.
She seems to be reciting the correct
lines, standing on the appropriate marks
and scrunching her face to approximate

Hora STAFF WRITER

all, He is aa bank robber.

‘ng. When this 75-

stacle does not arise;

| year-old moves or
olds still in the
frame, eyes simply
must follow and
study him. When this eight-time Acadimmy Award nominee speaks, ears snap

neither do clever villains
or credible
twists. It’s the kind

Io attention.

When

quintessential

‘hat brought

Newman

—

of ho-hum, flat movie

one expects to find William Shatner sputtering and ‘overacting in with lots of
close-ups.

the

idol/heartthrob/actor

Cool

Hand

Luke

But on the wide

and

screen is Newman,

ing

look

cool.

Hell,

he makes

blinking

look cool. There is no denying that the
old man has still got the smooth touch.
But

coolness

is not contagious:

It can-

not be willed into a supporting cast, and
it cannot be forced into Where the Money

Is. Newman can only share his gifts with
the audience. That’s worth money, but
it’s not a movie.

twstars, Linda Fiorentino (Men in Black

nd Dogma) and Dermot Mulroney (My
fo Friend's Wedding), are fit to trade

Check out THE GUIDE’S movie times on page 3.

By SHANNON KAHLE
SpEcIAL TO THE HOYA

Money. Power. Sex. Cocaine. All the elements ofa Reagan-era tale of corporate greed,
vanity and psychosis are present in American Psycho. This hybrid of dark comedy and
gory slasher films entertains audiences with
its conspicuous ’80s culture of name-dropping and somehow manages to carry the
laughter over into its tense moments of
slaughter. Although this film is no modern
classic or object of high art, and is infused
with

overly

self-conscious

tempted morality and
proves enjoyable.
Christian

Bale

Night's Dream)
the yuppie serial
world of mergers
more lunch dates
taurants

BDAYS, 12 STEPS: Sandra Bullock plays a columnist whose career is threatened
offers her some

advice.

128 Days’ Is Able to Mix
Alcoholism and Comedy
}
kis STAFF WRITER

“She starts the day by opening a beer.
from there it’s wine, booze, more beer
ind the occasional Vicadin. At her
ister’s wedding,

she insults the groom

firing a toast, ruis the cake and
tives the honeyfooners’ limo into
tie side ofa house.

.

Bullock) illegalSibstance existfice comes

to

after a series of disasters. An

film

no

similar

The technical genius is the only thing
greater than the film’s
integrity. At times,
especially in flasha

hand-held

camera makes the film
look jumpy and out
of focus, as though
we see the scene from
Gwen’s
drunken
point

of view.

Also,

some shots have an
interview-like quality
in which individual
patients tell the audience why each one is
an addict. This technique
reinforces
alcoholism’s far-reaching reality.
28 Days, however, is really a glorification of Bullock. She typically plays
characters similar to Gwen: ditsy, emo-

! Tae GUIDE GRADE: B

thabilitaiton cenkin the middle of

le woods. But of

Wurse, this stubfon, self-righteous

addict-in-denial

foesn’ t go graciously.

This

is the

Temise of 28 Days: It’s a short time to
| 28 Days,

the

realize how

backs,

Mortensen
#1: PG-13

unlikely comedy.

Mlanting, praying

a problem,

addicts. Instead, we
they are to Gwen.

rehab for alcoholism treatment

Ril time, so she
ads to a singing,

break a woman’s

has

The Skinny: A columnist enters

a

It’s

Bdays in rehab or

filly heal her.

she

defense,

Bullock’s

latest

and

hope-

film,

has

many flaws. But despite poor character
fevelopment, overly dramatic plot twists
id numerous loose ends, the movie
flakes you root for all the patients and
ves a smile on your face.
Making a comedy out of a problem as
ffrious as alcoholism could have been a
: Mal disaster for director Betty Thomas,
ut 28 Days doesn’t allow the serious{85s of the situation to become lost in
mor,

At first, it appears as though the film

focks rehabilitation centers and their
tients, Gwen arrives at the center full

tional and weak (think Hope Floats).
Moreover, the film boasts seasoned
actors like Steve Buscemi, Elizabeth

Perkins and Viggo Mortenson. But each
of their roles

is flat and unnecessary,

a

waste of good talent. And the film ends
very abruptly, with Gwen’s long, arduous process dealt with, wrapping things
up very neatly. With no real conclusion, the audience can only assume
that Gwen is successful at beating her
disease.
Despite its faults, 28 Days

A

Midsummer

stars as Patrick Bateman,
killer whose day job in the
and acquisitions involves
at swanky Manhattan res-

actual

work,

which

is some-

Boys Don’t Cry) plays Bateman’s frumpy
yet endearingly human secretary, while
‘Jared Leto (The Thin Red Line, Fight Club),

With

hidden behind designer glasses and a bad
’80s haircut, is yet another member of this
vast materialist world who has the honor of
being one of Patrick’s victims.
The soundtrack is a considerably memorable element of the film as well. It includes
such upbeat 80s numbers as Katrina and
the Waves’ “Walking on Sunshine” and
“Hip to Be Square” by Huey Lewis and the

Rp

News,

not its stylized killing. In fact, its female
director, Mary Harron (/ Shot Andy Warhol)
eliminated many of the more disturbing viomoments

of the

mention

the

humorous

and

“Susudio” and Whitney Houston’s “Greatest Love of All.”
The film’s conclusion, one that left an

‘American Psycho’
Offers Somber But
Comic View of ‘80s

lent

not to

overly pretentious dissertations Bateman
provides his victims with of Phil Collins’

novel,

omitting,

for

example, a murder involving a starving rat
unleashed on the nailed down body of a
female victim, whose naked body had been
covered with strategically placed bits of

indeterminate response to American
Psycho as a whole and provided more
questions than answers, leans a little too
much in the direction of fluff rather than
power. Moments when Pu.rick directly
states the film’s message by revealing the
illusion. of himself and his lack of soul
undermine the film’s ability to subtly portray the rotting values of capitalist society and simply appear cheesy and contrived.
Overall

however,

price of admission
few

hours

the film is worth

for anyone

of sadistic

humor

the

wanting
and

a

blood-

shed. It can be amusing as all hell.

By JosHua WALSH

longer seems to makes fun of the other

Sortie: Sandra Bullock, Viggo

At this
point,
Gwen’s (Sandra

{nashing halt.

admit

(Newsies,

of at-

it still

Riller

cheese. Toned down sexually, American
Psycho hit wide release with an R rating
for strong violence, sexuality, drug use
and language.
While Bale dominates the film in terms of
acting presence, the supporting cast includes some decent showings from today’s
up-and-coming stars. Chloe Sevigny (Kids,

‘U-571’ Awkwardly Blends Action, Morals

of skepticism and hostility. All of the
people seem crazy and sick, completely
- different from her. But as Gwen begins to

BYALyssa PiviroTTO

than

moments

redemption,

thing the audience never sees him do the
entire film. His personal investments are
focused on his own muscular physique, a
well-oiled machine pampered by the hundred finest beauty products on the market
and toned with stomach crunches performed
in boxer briefs while watching The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre.
Driven to the hobby
of murders
and
executions
by the
unmatchable finesse of a colleague’s business card, Bateman leads us through the
city to expensive dinners, colorful nightclubs and back alley prostitutes, all of which
seem to end in gruesome death with definite
comedic residue.
Based on the novel by Bret Easton Ellis,
American Psycho premiered at the Sundance
Film Festival back in January and was initially rated NC-17 for its graphic sexuality,

CourTESY SONY PICTURES, INC.

yi alcoholism in ‘28 Days.” Steve Buscemi

killer by night, let loose in the '80s culture of

a

blueprint for masculinity. He makes ag-

Butch Cassidy to movie houses — gets
10 assistance in carrying this silver
wreen clunker, hearts go out to him. A
wandle is lit for the man.
Where the Money Is does not deserve Newman. Neither of his main

COURTESY LIONS GATE Firms, INC.

LISTEN UP, THEN DIE: ‘American Psycho’ stars Christian Bale as a stockbroker by 9,
conspicuous: consumption, cheesy music and terrible hair.

is an enter-

taining, endearing movie. It dared to take
a tough issuc and make a good comedy
that proved successful.

Hoya STAFF WRITER

After last year’s success of Saving Private
Ryan and The Thin Red Line, movie studios have
lined up with a virtual invasion of World War II
flicks. Leading the attack on your cineplex is
Jonathan Mastow’s new film U-571, which hit
D.C. theaters over Easter weekend.
Without a doubt, U-571 is trying to ride the
current pop culture wave of WWII interest. However, any of the thoughtfulness or emotional
impact of last year’s efforts is sorely missed. The
beauty of last year’s WWII epics, especially
Steven Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan, was in
their impressive melding of fantastic technical
filming, awesome special effects, heart pounding
action, powerful stories and lessons about the
horrors of war. Those of you expecting something
similar from the much-anticipated U-571 will be
more than a little disappointed. But don’t misunderstand — U-571 has some of the most spectacular action sequences of the 2000 movie year.
The amazing visuals of exploding depth charges
and whizzing torpedoes will cause everyone to
collectively duck in their seats. The intense sound
effects that accompany the movie are so good that
the phrase “audio orgasm” comes to mind. U-571 is
without a doubt a powerful sensory tour-de-force
that will leave you drained. But, and it’s a big “but,”
the film’s almost complete lack of character development and its sickening amount of corniness is almost
enough to warrant an “abandon ship” order.
The movie centers around a “Trojan horse”
operation to recover one of the German Navy’s
infamous Enigma cryptographic machines. When
the Allies intercept a distress message from a
stricken U-boat (U-571), a plan is hatched to send

an American sub to it “dressed” as a German
repair vessel in the hopes of capturing the damaged U-boat and its prized code machine. With it,
we are told, the Allies would gain the ability to
eavesdrop on Nazi naval communications and
turn the tide of the war.
Leading the: dangerous covert mission is Lt.
Cmdr. Mike Dahlgren (Bill Paxton), with the young
Lt. Andrew Tyler (Matthew McCanaughey) at his
side. The film finds its true course when, just after

COURTESY UNIVERSAL PICTURES

ALL ABOARD: The hair-raising action of ‘U-571’ is nice enough, but cheap attempts to make
the movie more than an action flick undermine the whole underwater enterprise.
seizing U-571, another German
the American

submarine,

U-boat destroys

along with most of her

crew and captured Germans.

action film Under Siege, U-571 makes the halfhearted attempt to be something more than it is.

A small group of

Littering the film are countless stupid attempts

survivors, led by Tyler, climbs aboard the about-

of powerful storytelling that are ultimately laughable sappy incidents. For instance, our good
Dahlgren tells his young understudy Tyler that
in order to command one must be willing to give
orders that would risk the lives of his men. Of

to-be scuttled U-571 and begins what amounts to
a watery game of dodge-ball with torpedoes and
depth charges.
That’s it. Completely absent is any attempt in
imparting a message on the audience or in engaging the viewer with something other than explosions. The characters are about as interesting as
a skunky cup of Natty Ice. The performances are
uninspiring. There is no depth to the film, other
than the type found when a torpedo slams into

course,

this sets

up the

“surprising”

event

of

Tyler ordering one of his men to risk his life.
Yawn.

Sappy lines saturate the movie and give

the impression that U-57/ is a Disney animated
classic.
Y
If Mastow, who wrote and directed this splita boat. U-571 is, at its root, little more than
personality film, took either the time to make a true
Rambo III underwater — which would be fine if submarine epic in the tradition of Das Boot or
simply settled on a low-brow action movie, Uthe filmmakers of U-57/ hadn’t added pitiful
attempts of bringing emotion into a simple action
571 would have been infinitely better. Quite a
shame.
movie. Unlike the Sly Stallone movie or the sea
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CURRENT MUSEUM
EXHIBITIONS
THE NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART
Gerrit Dou, 1613-1675: Master Painter

in the Age

Hig

Hig
Thi

Hig
Fri

Hig

of

eR

i

Rembrandt
+ Through August 6
East Building
O'Keeffe on Paper
Through July 9
East Building
Twentieth-Century

American

Art:The

Ebsworth

Collection

|

Through June 11
East Building
Carleton Watkins: The Art of Perception
through 7 May 2000
West Building
Martin

Johnson

ede

Through May 7
West Building
The National Gallery of Art is located on Constitution
Avenue, NW, between 3rd and 7th Streets and is open
monday through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Sunday 11 an,
to 6 p.m. Admission is free. For more information, call
202.737.4215
ARTHUR M. SACKLER GALLERY OF ART
Music in the Age of Confucius
April 29 - September 17
Selections of Calligraphy from the Islamic World
Through May 7
Antoin Sevruguin and the Persian Image
Through May 28, 2000
The Heroic Past: The Persian Book of Kings
June 4 through November 26
Images from the Russo-Japanese Front 1904-5
June 11 through November 26
Puja: Expressions of Hindu Devotion
Through July 4
Arts of China
On Display Indefinitely
The Arthur M. Sackler Gallery of Art is located at 500 17th
Street, NW, and is open from 10a.m. to 5p.m. daily, except on
Tuesdays. Extended hours: Thursday evenings until 9 p.m.
The museum is closed Tuesdays. For more information, call
202.639.1700.

TimHAGGERTY/THE Hoy

At the Franciscan Monastery, visitors experience

the Holy Land in downtown DC. The site is a
training ground for Friars who lead religious and

educational tours of Jerusalem. It is also a beautiful place for a walk around the cloister or study in
TiMHAGGERTY/THE HoYA

the gardens.

Behind Every Road Trip,
A Big Ass Red Truck
yet I rarely ever haul more than the garbage I throw
in the bed. BART’s air conditioner has been broken
since July 3, 1997, and I haven’t gotten it fixed yet
despite spending three more summers in Texas,
where the daytime temperature is rarely lower than 95
degrees.
y
I personally like to refer to it as “irony.” Since I got
BART the week before my 16th birthday, BART has
been ironic. When I got the truck, I was known as “the
kid from Chicago,” while trucks were distinctly Texan

By Sean P. FLYNN
Hoya Starr WRITER
KAaTie Boyp/THE Hoya

Billy Martins Tavern

Offers Calories, Fun
By DaviD APPELBAUM
i

Hoxa Starr WRITER

fil
i

If Billy Martin’s Tavern intends on living up to their selfproclaimed billing as the “heart of old Georgetown,” they
might want to schedule a doctor appointment. A massive
icoronary may be in the future for those who frequent the
1264 Wisconsin Ave., the blue-collar worker, the poli-

tician, and the social elite can converge to indulge in the
wonder that is high calorie dining. At somewhat reasonable
prices,

Martin’s

offers

a selection

of seafood,

meats

and

pastas that sufficiently fill the belly and clog the arteries.
The restaurant’s ambience suggests a classic Irish pub,
with the exception of the usual spectacle of drunken
midgets dancing on the bar table. It is a cramped, low-lit,
quaint environment, complete with dozens of pictures of
horse-related activity hanging on its hardwood walls. For
all you animal enthusiasts, there is even a horse head hung
on the wall.
The waiters enhance the Irish mood, sporting snazzy green
bowties and shamrock-ridden suspenders. Most don’t use
an Irish accent, but if you ask them nicely they’ll give a firstrate impersonation of the leprechaun from the Lucky Charms
commercials.
If you’re not in the mood for food, the bar is a cozy place
‘to sit and enjoy one of their many brews on tap while taking
in a sporting event on the TV.
But if your stomach’s a-growlin’ take a seat at one of the
‘many hardwood booths or tables and eat away. The dining
experience begins with a basket full of bread reminiscent of
the government product issued during Irish famines. It was
istale and

burnt,

hard

to differentiate

between

the two.

A

;soiled Irish potato would have been more enticing.
Don’t fret. It gets better. For an appetizer, we ordered their
specialty, the petite lump crab cakes. These fried balls were
indeed scrumptious, but overpriced. The $7.95 price tag for
.only four mounds of the tasty treats was a bit disappointing.
But we did have plenty of extra tartar sauce to munch on
before the main course.
The main

enough to
:$10.95, the
toast with
‘topped with

course, as well, was

flavorsome

resent their lives, BART

is

my home. Each bumper
sticker tells a little bit about
my life: the Cubs and Bulls
stickers represent my sports

Galveston, Texas. BART

affiliations; the Georgetown

sticker represents my college years; the Jerry Jeff
Walker sticker represents my musical tastes; the
“Everybody is somebody in Luckenbach,” Pagosa
Springs and Texas State Aquarium stickers represent three of my favorite roadtrip places. The cab

the first organized baseball game, Hoboken, N.J.
BART has seen the place where Davy Crockett was

of BART is now filled with trinkets, iabels and press

born (a log cabin in Tennessee),

passes from every basketball game I covered for

(the U.S. Capitol) and the place where he died (the
Alamo).
Ten people climbed in the back of BART to celebrate the Houston Rockets’ 1995 NBA Championship on Richmond Avenue in Houston.
BART made 31 roadtrips in 1999, but at the end of
its first trip in 2000, the exhaust system exploded and
BART was in peril. BART has been since fixed, but

Constitution

I did it in 16 hours by stopping only twice. Once I
did it in 22 hours by taking country roads.
My dear friend Alison Banks likes to explain that
BART is a contradiction. She says that the 1990
Ford F-150 was built to be the most practical vehicle

12 months) may have been BART’s final trip west.
There’ll be other roadtrips in some other more
comfy, better-running car with better gas mileage.
But for now I'll be more than happy cramming BART
for a few more trips to I[HOP.

is used in the most imprac-

tical way. She’s right: BARTs inside capacity is
three, yet I would guess that more than half of short
trips (IHOP, Wal-Mart, Dulles, etc.) involve driving

four or five people. Trucks are meant to haul things,

so far, we

ventured to order dessert hoping to end the meal on a positive
note. Instead, Martin’s sunk further into the abyss. The
Baily’s Irish Cream Chocolate Cake ($4.95) tasted more like

Entemann’s chocolate cake than that of a restaurant-quality
sweet.

Overpriced, high fat, small servings. What more could you
ask for in a restaurant?

GALLERY

OF ART

Palace of Gold & Light: Treasures from
Istanbul
Through June 15
Arnold Newman: Breaking Ground

the Topkapi

Through May 21
Elaine Kurtz: Alluvial Paintings
Through May 29
2000 BFA Senior Exhibitions
Through May 15
The Corcoran Gallery of Art is located at 500 17th Street,
NW, and is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily, except on
Tuesdays. Extended hours: Thursday evenings until 9 p.m.
The museum is closed Tuesdays. For more information, call
202.639.1700
NATIONAL

MUSEUM

OF AFRICAN

ART

The Artistry of African Currency
Through July 23
A Concrete Vision: Oshogbo Art from the 1960s
Through Oct. 22
The Ancient Nubian City of Kerma, 2500-1500 B.C.
Long-term loan
The national Museum of African Art is located at 950
Independence Avenue, SW. The museum is open from 10 a.m
to 5:30 p.m.
HIRSHHORN

daily.

For

MUSEUM

more

AND

information,

SCULPTURE

call 202.537.4600.

GARDEN

Dali’s Optical Illusions
Through June 18
Directions:

Leonardo

Drew

Through June 20
The Hirshhorn Museum and Scuplture Garden is located of
the Mall across from the National Museum of Natural
History. The museum is open from 10 a.m. until 5:30 p.m.
The plaza is open from 7:30 a.m. until 5:30 p.m. The
sculpture garden is open from 7:30 a.m. until dusk. For
more information, call 202.357.2700.

|

‘Art,’ Like Good Theater, Comes from the Heart
I:

THEATER’S POST-MODERN

GRAPPLE WITH

sexual identity, feminist theory and ter

a complex interweaving of plot and heavyhanded themes. Well, here it is: an upperclass doctor, one of a circle of three male

with the experience

where he worked

Easter weekend’s jaunt to Chicago (the third in under

friends, spends a large sum on an avantgarde painting and his close friends have
problems accepting his taste. That’s all.
“Art”’s minimalism reeks of wine-parlor
frigidity, but only at first whiff. Deep inside
what seems to be

At this point, displeased

Caonstitu-

baseball, Cooperstown, N.Y., and the actual site of

THE HovyA.
:
Four times to and four times fro, I have driven the
18 hours from Charlotte, N.C., to Houston. One time

in the world, but BART

Hall,

tion Avenue and Lake Shore
Drive. BART visited the mythological birthplace of

minal disease, it isn’t often that intimate

satisfying nonetheless.
i On the lighter side, the chicken Caesar salad ($10.95) was
! easily the most disappointing dish of the night. The greens
| were similar to New South fare and the dressing was almost
non-existent. One of the few other low-fat entrees was the
turkey burger, which looked equally unappetizing from a
distance.

has

driven 1-290 in Chicago and
U.S. 290 in Houston. BART
has been to Gettysburg and

portraits reward as brightly as glammed
ensembles. Just look at the current Broadway season: the consistent high-grossers
are “The Lion King,” “Aida” and “Beauty
and the Beast,” — all three lead the pack by

mashed potatoes, the chicken tasted more like turkey, but was

rn

been BART, my Big Ass
Red Truck. While most
people have homes to rep-

but not large

but because of its heaviness proved difficult to conquer. The
remains were thrown to the eager, unsatisfied vultures.
The hamburger ($7.95) was a decent piece of cow but was
inothing to get your suspenders in a tangle about. Local
establishments like Old Glory and J. Paul’s serve better,
bigger burgers at comparable prices.
The stuffed chicken ($12.95) was the only dish we ordered
large enough for its cost. Served with cranberry sauce and

FTE

BART, which sports Texas license plates, is not
particularly comfortable but
oddly charming and is the perfect car for an all-american
roadtrip. BART has been
down Broadway in New York
City and Broadway
in

compensate for the somewhat hefty cost. At
Martin’s Delight consisted of sliced turkey over
their rarebit sauce (basically a cheese sauce),
a tomato, parmesan cheese and bacon all served

(in a skillet. The dish, served a la carte, appeared very small,

WR

vehicles.

began, the one constant has

restaurant.
At

Asking me where I’m from is a thorny issue, and
it’s a boring story that most people don’t want to
hear. I usually tell inquiring minds that ’'m from
Houston, which is in all honesty not very true. I was
born and lived the first 15 years of my life in
suburban Chicago, and lived in Texas’ largest city
during high school, but I go to school in D.C. and
my parents now live in North Carolina.
With my life seemingly in transit since college

CORCORAN

|

at least $200,000

per week,

all three

are

Disney productions (their only ones, natch)
and all three are as close to “glut” as any
thesaurus will get you.
The straight-play scene usually boasts a
precious paucity of revivals — this year a
Shepard, a Coward, a Stoppard, a Chekhov
and an O’Neill comprise the list — and the
once-yearly splash by a new, brazen author
who deals in sweeping strokes and tragic
universality.

Once

in a while, however,

a

playwright reverts to simple conversational
narrative, and by doing so unwittingly unlatches refreshing floodgates that hold
truths about life, love and art.

Yasmina Reza’s originally French play,
“Art,” was

1998’s find (the show won the

1998 Tony for Best New Play) and has
finally arrived at the Kennedy Center, where
it will run through May 7. Its endless trail of
rave reviews and celebrity stars (it currently holds Judd Hirsch, of Taxi fame and
has previously headlined Victor Garber and
George Wendt) would have you believe it’s

without giving warning or allowing understanding, but the wreckage it leaves behind
is irreparable. “Glengarry” is a 90-minute
tsunami of sales jargon but underhandedly
reveals the harsh realities of cutthroat American capitalism. This year’s Mask & Bauble
production of the play, one of the sharpest
campus theater events to hit Georgetown in
some time, boasted

a debate about
modern art and

a swift move by
director
Mark
Valenzuela (COL

its implications
lie the embers of

the
nists’

former

friendly flame—
the:

“art”

question
fans

’00).

protago-

and

‘in

only
stokes

the living heat.
Its plot is an excuse to dig into much heavier issues, those
of the loyalties that accompany lasting
friendships. But it throws them at the audience in a blink, before any resistance to
them can be assembled.
:
Reza’s quick-witted style is reminiscent
of one of American theater’s most brilliant
and relevant playwrights, David Mamet.
Seeing a Mamet play, especially his Pulitzer
- Prize winner, “Glengarry Glen Ross,” is like
being caught in a hurricane — it whirls past

He

and letting

|

the

distinct feeling that any attempt to classifi

seven-character,

these men as homosexual misses its mark
These men spew from their mouths the things
you only wish you had the courage to say®0

|

your friends, and that kind of intimacy reit*

|

women

INTERMISSIONS

cast two

simply writing about salesmen

the capitalistic themes emerge. The latter
often results in the type of realism that
burns into universality.
:
This is the kind of realism ever-present!
“Art.” The audience is witness to an inf"
change between friends as if tacit guests#
the men’s respective apartments.
But these friends defy post-modern nor
mality in another way. The three male char
acters talk of each other and their friendships
with the love and affection usually reserved
for lovers and spouses. Yet you get the

in

male-only script
and by doing so
constructed
a
glass ceiling so imposing it threatened to shatter
over the saleswomen at any given moment.
It was a simple but foundational change and
gave testimony to the script’s adaptability.
This kind of theater, the type that gets so
down-and-dirty specific, becomes universal without meaning to. Legendary theater
critic Walter Kerr, in his insightful How Not
to Write A Play, says the difference lies in
the approach of the playwright. It is the
difference of having the goal of revealing
the crushing consequences of capitalism or

forces their platonic plane. In a contemp®
rary theater, where any interaction betwed

males is given an automatic “homosexual
label, a play’s ability to override such class
fications is nothing short of triumphant.
But it’s “Art”’s ability to take an intima?
hour between friends and reveal a fascina
ing series of friendship dynamics that a
lows its overt sophistication to waft into the
nostrils of universal audiences. I'll take thet

over Disney’s bottomless pockets any day:
Melissa Anelli is a junior in the College

